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The Geomorphological  Watershed  Analysis project was developed by TPW  to conduct
research on watershed processes with  goal of developing tools for watershed analysis and
developing understanding of watershed v. This project was concetved  as a molti-
bienntum  project, with the goals originally laid out in OUT proposal KF’W-SHlO-91-0021
providing  guidance for a mntiming  raearch  program. Our project aims to provide a rigorous
foundation for watershed analysis by applying state-of-the-art  approaches to
geomorphological problems within a watershed context.

The oved  goal of the Geomorphological Watershed Analysis project is to improve
the scientific basis for predicting the response of hillslopes and channel systems in forested

mountains to both long-term &era@ conditions [climate, geology, topography, vegetation] and
short-term perturbations [fire,  extreme storm events, and timber harvest]. Our  approach is
oriented toward developing objective, physically-based procedures for assessing and
interpreting the current condition of channels and hilklopes,  and for predicting response to
watershed perturbations,  such as those that accompany timber harvesting. Conceptually, we
view potential hillslope and channel resporises  as linked through the processes controlling
sediment mobilization, routing, and storage within a watershed. While maintaining this
watershed context, we have divided our project into three distinct components: shallow
sediment sources, deep-seated landslides, and channel condition and response. Projj objectives
in&de  development of an interactive team of researchers working on pmbkms  in watershed
pmmsses  and analysis, and speciftc  research goals in each of the three project components.

The format of this report reflects this organization. In the following sections, we
review project goals and summark progress to date. Specific research results are presented in a
series of appendices consisting of published, submitted. and draft reseamh  papers, and
annmaries  of other  techntcal  results from ongoing studies.

The first goal of the Geomorphological Watershed Analysis project is the creation of
an interactive team of researchers studying watershed processes and developing methods of
watershed analysis. This  was accomplished through both direct hiring, student support, and
collaborative projects undertaken with  scientists not supported by TFW.  Personnel directly
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funded by the project include one of the PI’s IMontgomeryJ  and at various times five graduate

stodenk [Abbe, Bauer,  Buffiqton,  Schmidt, and Stc+J working on aspects of our project. Two

part-time computer programmers [Greenberg and Reissl were partially supported by TFW

funding. Two additional programmers were employed intermittently on an hourly basis. A

staff geologist [Miller] was funded for portions of the academic year ‘9%‘93  on the deepseated

mass wasting component of the project.

Several non-for&d  collaborators worked on tasks  directly relating to propa  goals. Dr.

Weihua Zhang,  a University of Washington postdoctoral researcher funded from federal

sources, collaborated with Dr. Montgomery to examhe  the effect of digital elevation model

(DEM)  resolution on simulations of surface and hydrologic proames  (Appendix 4).  Dr. Et?

Foufoula (Univ. of Minnesota) collaborated with Dr. Montgomery to investigate methods to

delineate the extant of channel networks from DEM’s  (Appendix 3).  Dr. Montgomery also has

been coordlnatlng research efforts on channel assessment and response with Dr. Lee MacDonald

at Colorado State  University with the goal of standardizing data collection procedures so as to

maximize the usefulness of data collected by both groups Dr. Cathy Win of CSIRO

(Australia) visited UW and arranged for project use of future versions of TOPOG currently under

development.

The Geomorphological Watershed Analysis Propct provided input to other TFW

funded, or related, pro+&  through consultations, collaboration, and loans of equipment. The

Ambient Monitoring Pmject  approached us for advice on data  collection methodologies and

analysts in Cktober and November, 1991. Prior to the program’s termination, we suggested

revisions to their field methods that would have increased the utility of their data  for use in

OUT  analyses and those of other resource management professionals. We also suggested revisions

in their analysis procedures that they incorporated with productive results. A desired set of

da& for collection in any future effork was transmitted to the Ambient Monitoring Committee

through Jeff Light and Kate Sullivan. We also provided input to Ed Rashin’s  project on BMP

evaluation at Washington State  Department of Ecology, JoAnne Metzler’s  peak discharge

channel damage assessment methodology, and Phil Peterson’s response thresholds review.

ln an effort to stimulate collaboration between  fisheries biologists and

geanorphologlsk  we have worked on field measummenk  with, and loaned equipment to, Phil

Peterson of the TFW “Big Fish” project for his study on channel scour and bed modifications at

Kennedy Creek. Further collaborative efforts with Phil Peterson and Tom Qubm  should result

in at least two manwcripk  on linkages between channel processes and sahnonids: one paper

focusing on the effect of channel armoring by spawning activity on stream bed mobilization

(Appendix 5) and the other on the role of channel process  in controlling the spatial

distribution and timing of sahnonid  spawning.
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The Geomorphological Watershed Analysis Project also has been involved with other
programs working on watershed process issues. We co-hosted a NCASI  workshop on methods
for channel assessment  methodologies held at the Quaternary Research Center on April S-9,

1993. Partfcipants  from research  organizations, private companies, and the U.S. Forest Service
attended the workshop, which produced useful discussions between -rchers  and resource
professionals charged with implementing  assessment  methodologies. In addition, Dr.

Montgomery served on the Faded  Ecosystem hbrqpm tAssessmentTeam(FEMATIconvened
in Portland after  the Forest Summit in the spring of 1993. He contributed to the development of
a watershed analysis orientation to the recommendations for future management of Federal
lands. Many of the goals of the federal program parallel those of TFW.

In summary, we haw established an active research group studying  watershed
pruoses.  This group extends well beyond the size of our TFW-funded personnel and we are
involved in projects that broaden the impact of TFW support significantly beyond the scope of
our original proposal.

Progress toward the objectives of the shallow sediment source compkent  outlined in our

Pmpo=lfs summa*  below.

1) Lk&p  a method for determining how well digital elevation data represent a&al
watershed topography to the degree necessary for locating sediment sources.

We developed two methods for examin@  the quality of landscape representation in
digital elevation models. One of these methods was presented in a draft manuscript included
as Appendix 1 of our 1991-1992 annual  report  Bauer,  submittedl. This method is based on
calculating the signal-to-noise ratio of a digital elevation surface, providing a method for
determining the quality with which an object of a given size (a  hillslope or a debris flow source
area, for example)  is represented in a DEM. The approach developed by Zhang  and
Montgomery [Appendix 41 emmines  the efkct  of DEM  grid size on the distribution of the
topographic parameters that intluenoz  both runoff generation and surface process models and on
hydrologic simulations based on these models. We analyzed landscape representation for tvo
small watersheds where high-resolution DEM data were available and found that a grid size
of 10 m provided a reasonably accurate portrayal of the ground surface; standard 30 m and 90 m
grid size data involved significant compromfses  in landscape representation. Both of these
studies have fundamental implications for the use of DEI@s  in surface pro&s models and point
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to the need to use a DEh4 scale that is appropriate for resolvtng landscape features and

plwesses  of interest.

2) Test fhe uee  of o steady state shallow subswfece  runoff model to predicts  spatial

distribution of ground saturation in steep, realistically complex &rain.

We published two TFW-supported  papers on predicting the spatial pattern of runoff

produaion  and erosion  mechanisms using the steady-state shallow subsurface runoff model

TOl’oG  (Appendix 3). These papers discuss the partitioning of landscapes into process regimes

on the basis of slope, contributing drainage area, and threshold process theories. We also

conducted steady-stlte  sprinkler experiments on a small catchment in Coos Bay, Oregon, from

May 26 to June 14,1992,  in part to provide a data set against which to test the predictions of

steady-state shallow subsurface NWff models. These experiments are also SUppOrted by the

National Science Foundation and the Weyerhaeuser Company. Preliminary  data analyses

suggest that TOFOG  predicts the general pattern of soil saturation, but that flow

characteristics of near-surface bedrock control specific patterns of soil saturation and strongly

influence locations of debris-flow initiation. These results are currently betng written into a

draft research paper and will provide the basis for a planned field test of the model for

predicting areas prone to shallow mass-wasting by conducting a field-scale experiment at our

tnstnlmented  sue in coos Bay, Oregon.

3) Deoelop (I  method for predicting oreoa  prone to shallow landsliding in II  watershed

through the use of topographic nnelyeie  soffwere.

We have developed a DEM-based method for predicting relative potential for shallow

landsliding in a catchment. Our paper desaibing  the model and our tests of its predictions has

been accepted pending revision for publication in Water Resources Research (Appendix 3). A
final version of the paper will be forwarded to TFW when revisions are complete. We tested

the model in three catchmenti  one in I&in County, California, one in the Oregon Coast Range

near Coos Bay, and one on the Olympic Peninsula, Washington. Model results indicate that

this  method provides a viable tool for predicting spatial patterns of slopes potentially subject

to shallow landsliding. We are exploring development of a grid-based analysis to facilitate

interfacing results with GIS  systems, such as ARC/INFO. Once we have developed the

method, we intend to test it on larger watersheds in the Cascades and the Olympic Peninsula.
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4) Deoelop  and tesf DEM-based predictions of channels most likely to be affected by
debris flows.

In  the shallow slope instability, manuscript we outlii a method for identifying

channels subject to potential debris flow scour. To date, the method has been applied to three

small catchments and the debris-flow run out algorithm has not beeo adequately tested. We

anticipate expanding this aspect of our study in conjunction with further predictions of debris-

flow run out paths in other catchnwnts where we can test model predictions against

observations. Funding restrictions prevented further progress on this goal, which has been

deferred until the ‘93-‘95  biennium.

In smnmary,  we have me4 the objectives of the shallow sediment source mmponent of our

project and many of our results for have been accepted for publication in the scientific literature.

Further development, testing, and refinement of model predictions and investigations of the

effect of DEM scale on process models are anticipated to proceed in the upcoming biennium.

Frogress  toward the objectives of the deep-seated mass failure component outlined in

our proposal is summarked  below.

1) Develop a method for systematic prediction of potential sites of deep-seated rrmss

failures in a watershed.

Kevin Schmidt conducted extensive field-surveys of large-scale mass wasting in the

Chuckanut  formation in the northern Cascades. He compared empirical observations with

predictions of a one-dimensional slope stability model and found evidence for both topographic

and local struchwal and hydrologic controls on the size of stable hillslopes. A summary of his

research to date is presented in Appendix 6.

Dan Miller, currently a Ph.D. candidate in Geological Sciences at UW, was employed

intermittently as a staff geologist on the deep-seated mass wasting component of the project to

develop DEM-based predictions of relative slope stability based on the approach developed by

Kevin Schmidt. Preliminary results are promising and are prmted in Appendix 7.

2) Developing  a method for predicting the alterafion  of sfability as a result of changes in
hydrology due to nafuml  weather fluctuations  or to management.
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Kevin Schmidt has incorporated groundwater  pore pressures into his model for slope-

height control on deep-seated mass failures. Further exploration of land use effects on deep-

seated failures  requires development of a model for the eft%ct of timber harvest.and  road

cunstruction  on gnnmdwater  rwhsrge.

3) Development of gufddfns’jor  jfeld studies  to refine predictions in areas  thof have

been flagged  OS ptmtially unstable.

Kevin Schmidt has developed a preliminary set of guidelines for field studies of deep-

seated bedrock landslides based on simple quantitative assessment of outcrop-scale factors

related to rock shength.  These guidelines are presented in Appendix 8.

In addition to the objjtives  listed below, we developed a pmcem-based  channel

classification for use in watershed analysis. This classification is presented in a separate

report ITFW-SHlO-93Mnl  and was developed in response to a request from the SHAMW

committee when presented with our initial ideas on the subject. Version 1.01 of the Watershed

Analysis Manual adopted by the Forest Practice Board drew liberally from a draft manuscript

of this report.

l’ropss  toward our other objectives in the channel assesmwnt project is outlined below.

1) Test the ability of digital efcvatfan data to n&we local channel slope wfth suficient

accuracy to be usejul for geomorphic m~elling  and habitat classijfcation.

Field data collected during summer 1992 indicates that channel slopes derived from

topographic maps exhibit significant variance from reach-level slopes measured in~the field,

but that mapderlved and field slopes are in general agreement. The work on grid size effects

on DEh4s  reported in Appendix 4 shows that grid size effects are much less pronounced for

channels than for hillslopes. Our initial test of predicting charmel  types from DEM data is

d&cussed  under item 3. Our results indicate that good-quality DBM  data is very useful for

modelling channel pmcesses and morphology at the channel reach level, but our data also show

that DBM data is-too coarse to allow meaningful predictions at the channel unit level.

Habitat-level classification is not feasible from standard DEM’s.
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2) Produce a summary of existing  data on channel properties from forested mountainous
watersheds that can be used fo test  our threshold and tmneport  controlled
characteriuction  of channels. .  .

John Buffington,  a TFW-supported  graduate student, has collected and analyzed much

of the available data pertinent  to assess@  our threshold channel model for predicting

sediment size from channel slope and bankfuU  depth. Much of the available data from

previous studies, however, is unsatisfactory because we either do not know exactly how it was

collected, or do not approve of the methods used during data collection. John will be finishing

his thesis this fall.

3) Develop a method for prediction of channel attributes from  a digital eleoation  model
(DEM)  and field observations that test  the predicfione.

Our initial test of a DFWbased  channel prediction method relying on channel slope

predicted a pattern of channel types in close agreement with those surveyed in the field for the

Owl Mountain quadrangle in the Hoh River basin [see TFW-SHlO-93-@321.

4) Develop methods fir predicting sediment flux  through a channel network.

The channel classification outlined in TFW-SHlO-93-002  provides a coarse model for

sediment routing and transport through channel networks. Development of other methods for

predicting sediment flux through  a channel network were severely impaired by budget cots

early in the program. These cuts eliminated a post-doctoral position that was intended to focus

on this problem.

Another aspect of this project that was completed was a study of road drainage

concentration as a factor in the extention of channels to road drainage locations (thus ensuring

delivery of fine sediment produced on the road surface into the channel) and the association of

sites of landslide initiation with road drainage concentration [Appendix 41. Our surveys show

that there is a limit to the mad length that cm be drained to a specific site without adverse

impacts. This critical road length dec?eases  as the slope of the ground surface onto which road

drainage is concentrated increases. It also varies for channel extention and landslide initiation

and will be different in different areas. The form of the observed relations, however, conform

to the predictions of a simple theoretical model. This approach provides a method for

assessing appropriate road drainage criteria for inclusion in BMF%.
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Other work accomplished to date toward this goal has been by Tim Abbe, a graduate

student. He is starting to study the interaction woody debris and sediment routing and storage

in forested drainage basins. Although many workers have studied aspects of this problem, this

interaction has not been studied systematically and we are developing a theoretical context

within which to view this interaction. Tim began graduate studies in the fall of 1992, and this

summer (1993) will be his first  field season.

Dietrich and others (1989) proposed the dimensionless sediment transport ratio q’ as an

indicator of channel sediment supply relative to transport capacity. John Buffington  has

develo@  a discussion of appropriate applications and potential pr6blem.s  in using this

method for channel condition assessments. This discussion is presented in Appendii 9.

Another control on sediment routing through channel networks is the spatial

distribution of sediment contributed across channel banks. Bill Dietrich is developing methods

for predicting the flux  of sediment into channels from across channel banks. This is a crucial

component  of any spatiaUy  distributed sediment budget.

We also have substantial data on channels from field work during summer  1992 that we

need to supplement prior to final interpretation. This data provides empirical support to the

theoretical basis for the channel classification and response potential scheme presented in

TFW-SHIO-93-002.  Much of this data has been presented informally to SHAMW. Dr.

Montgomery hopes to write up these studies  in the upcoming year.

We plan on achieving a number of goals in the ‘93-‘95 biennium. Most of our planned

activity centers around the channel component of the project, with additional activity on the

shallow mass wasting component. The  deep-seated mass wasting component was eliminated

from theproject as a result of severe budget cuts. However, we have secured one-year of funding

for the deep-seated mass failure component of the project from the Washington Forest

Frotectton  Association.

We have a number of goals for the channel component of the project. First, we intend to

explore further and test DEM-based channel classifications in several watersheds in the

Cascades and on the Olympic peninsula. Second, we plan on continuing our investigations of the

utility of our propose$channel  classification as a tool  for predicting potential channel

response. We plan on accomplishing thts  through case  studies of watershed response, probably

using the Green River, Hoh River, and Finney  Creek watersheds as examples. We also intend

to collect data on the influence of large woody debris on pool frequency in different channel

types to develop rational criteria for defining desired future channel conditions that reflect
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differences in channel pmcesses  through a channel network. Finally, Tim Abbe is developing a
study to documen t and model the interaction between LWD, sediment storage, and channel
morphology in a channel network cord&t.  Field work on this component of the project is
starting this summer. We anticipate that these projects will significantly advance the state of
our knowledge of channel processes in forested mountain drainage basins and that this
information will prove valuable for implementing watershed analyses both in the State of
Washington and elsewhere.

Plaris  for the shallow sediment source component of the project center on further
development and testing of our model for shallow mass wasting, downslope run out, and
deposition. A primary  goal is the development of an ARC/INFO  compatible model to replace
the TOPOG baaed model that we developed dting  the 91-93 biennium. Conversion to this
format will greatly enhance the applicability of this model to watershed analyses. We also
intend to start developing more complicated models by adding root strength and soil depth to
the simulations. We parficuIarly  want to further develop and test our preIiminary  model for
debris flow routing and deposition.

Unfortunately,  we also lost funding for the development of a GISbased  watershed
analysis model. While we have developed many of the pieces as part of this project (DEM-
based channel classification, shallow landsliding model, and OUT preliminary deep-seated
landsliding  model), we currently lack the funds to develop and test an integrated model using
these components. Although we have no support for the GIS  component of our pmject,  we will
pursue opportunities as they arise. In summary, we have achieved more than the deliverables
outlined  for the ‘91-93 biennium and we intend to continue progress toward the long-term goals
outlined in our  original proposal.
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APPENDIX 1 Abstracts published or accepted during  VI-93  biennium

Montgomery, D. R., and Foufoula-Georgiou,  E., Channel network source representation from digital
elwation  models, EOS,  Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, v. 74, no. 16, p. 152,1993.

Diet&h,  W. E., Wilson, C. J,,  Montgomery, D. R, and McKean,  J.,  Analysis of erosion thresholds and land
surface morphol~  using a digital terrain model, EOS, Transactions of the American Geophysical
Union, v. 74, no. 16, p. 194,1993.

Montgomery, D. R, Buffington, J. hi., and Massong,  T., Channel classification and prediction of channel
response in mountain drainage basins, EOS, Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, v.
73, no. 43, p. 230-2X,1992.

Buffington, J. hf., and Montgomery, D. R, Effects of hydraulic roughness and sediment supply on bed
surface textures in gravel-bed streams, EOS, Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, v.
73, no. 43, p. 231.1992.

Schmidt, K. M., and Montgomery, D. R., Mountain-scale strength properties, deep-seated landsliding  and
limits to local relief, EOS; Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, v. 73, no. 43, p. 227-
228.1992.

Dietrlch, W. E., and Montgomery, D. R, A digital terrain model for predicting debris flow source areas,
EOS, Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, v. 73, no. 43, p. 227,1992.

APPENDIX 2 Papa  Published  during VI-93  Biennhun

Dietrlch, W.,  E., Wilson, C. J., Montgomery, D. R, McKean, J.,  Analysls of Erosion Thresholds, Channel
Networks and Landscape Morphology Using a Digital Terrain Model, Journal of Geology, v. 101, p.
259-270,1993.

Dletrlch, W. E., Wilson, C. J.,  Montgomery, D. R., McKean, J., and Bauer,  R., Channelimtion  Thresholds
and Land Surface Morphology, Geology, v. 20, p. 675-679,1992.

Montgomery, D. R, and Buffington, J. hi., Channel Uassiflcatlon,  Prediction of Channel Response, and
Assessment of Channel Condition, TFW-SHlO-93-092,  Washington State Timber/Fish/Wildlife
Agreement, t?4p.

APPENDW3 Papers In Press at Time of Report Preparation

Montgomery, D. R., and Dletrich, W. E., Landscape Dissection and Dralnage Area/Slope Thresholds, in
‘Process Models and Theoretical Geomorphology”  edited by M. J. Kirkby,  John Wiley & Sons.

Montgomery, D. R., and Foufoula-Georglou, E., Network Source Representation from Digital Elevation
Models: Water Resources Research.
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APPENDIX 4 Pap&  Submitted to Journals at Time of Report Preparation

Zhang, W., and Montgomery, D. R., Digital elevation model grid size, landscape
representation and hydmIogic  simulations: Water Resources Research.

Montgomery, D. R., and Dietrich, W. E., A Physically-Based Model for the Topographic Control on
Shallow Landsliding: Water Resources Research.

Montgomery, D. R., Impact of road drainage concentration on the stability of natural landscapes,
submitted to water Resources Rmearch.

Montgomery, D. R, and Buffington, J. M, A pmcess-based  channel classification, submitted to
Envinxunental  Management.

Bauer,  R, Evaluating digital elevation models, submitted to Water Resources Research.

APPENDIX 5 Draft Paper

Montgomery, D. R., Peterson, N. P., Buffington, J. M., Schuett-I-lames,  D, and Quinn, T., Channel Bed
Coarsening by Sahnonid~Spawning:  Feedback Mechanism for Population Stability.

APPENDIX6

Schmidt, K. IL, and Montgomery, D. R, Mountain-scale strength properties, deep-w&d
landsliding,  and limits to local relief.

APPENDIX ?

Miller, D., BigDirtz  deep-seated mass wasting project report.

APPENDIX 6

Schmidt, K. M., Deeps&ted  bedrock landslides and rock mass strength analysis.

APPENDIX 9

Buffington,  J. M., Fluvial pmcesses and interpretation of stream-bed surface textures.
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Channel Network Source Respresentation  from Digital
Elevation Models

R R MQ~~PPI~~~Y  (Depsnment  of Geological Sciences, University of
Washington, Seattle, WA 98195)

E Foufoula-Georgiou  (St.  Anthony Fails  Hydraulic Laboratory.
Department of Civil and Mineral Engineering,  University  of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55414)

Methods for the identification of the size, or scale, of hillslopes
and the extent of channel networks from digital elevation models
(DEM’s)  are examined critically. Theoretically, a constant critical
support area, the method most commonly used at present for channel
network extraction from DEM’s,  is more appropriate for depicting the
hillslope/valley  wnsition than for identifying channel heads. Analysis
of high-nsolution  DEM data continns  that  a constant contributing any
per unit contour length depicts the extent of divergent topography, or
the hiilope scale, although there is considerable variance about the
average value, In steep topography, however, a DEM resolution finer
than the typical 30 m by 30 m grid size is required to accurately
resolve the hillslopc/valley  transition. Analysis of high-resolution
DEM data from catchments  in which channels were mapped in the
field  [Montgomery and Dietrich, 19891  indicates that the inflection in
the drainage area-slope relation reported  by Tarboton  et al. [1991]  to
define the extent of the channel network occurs m the channel
network and probably reflects a trsnsition  from steep debris-flow-
dominated channels to lower-gradient alluvial channels. Field data
[Montgomery and Die&h,  1988; 1989; 19921  indicate that for many
soil-mantled landscapes, a slope-dependent critical support area
defines the scale of channel initiation, and thus the extent of channel
networks. Several methods for estimating this relation from DEM
data tire  examined.
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3b.
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A Digital Terrain Model for Predicting Debris Flow
Source Areas

. .m (Dqarmtent  of Geology and Geophysics, University of
Callfomia, Berkeley, CA 94720)

D R Montgomery (Department of Geological Sciences and
Quaternary  Research Center, University of Washington, Seattle,
WA 98195)

It is widely known that debris flows commonly originate in
topographic hollows, but they also occur in other topographic
locations. Digital terrain models provide an idea) format for
examining quantitatively whether such failures occur in
hydrologically similar locations. A digital terrain model for
predicting topographic controls on the potential for debris flow
initiation throughout a catchment is developed by couplin8 near-
surface throughflow and slope stability models. The hydrologic
model uses the program TOPOG (O’Loughlin,  1986) to determine
the proportion of the soil thickness that is saturated in response to a
steady-state rainfall for topographic elements defined by the
intersection of contours and flow tube boundaries. The slope
stability component uses this relative soil saturation in the infinite
slope stability model to anaylae  the stability of each topographic
element for the case of cohesionIess soils. lbe coupled model allows
prediction of relative debris flow initiation potential through mappin
the steady-state rainfall necesmry  to generate slope instability for
each  topographic element in a catchment. Model sensitivity is
exsmiocd  wiii respect  to the physical parameters incorporated  in the
model [soil thickness, conductivity, bulk density, and angle of
intmml  friction], as well as the simulated rainfall intensity. Patterns
of predicted  debris flow  itt$iation  potential ate consistent with spatial
PanemS  of Observed debris Sow  scarps for three study catchmenu in
the Westem United States where detailed digital elevation data were
obtained [Tennessee Valley in Marin  County, California; Mettmsn
Ridge in the Oregon  Coast Range; and Split Cteek  in the Olypmic
Peninsula, Washington]. Estimates of the steady-state rainfall
necessary  to cause debris flows in these areas constrain model
simulations that identify as unstable the locations of approximately
9046  of the observed debris flow scarps in the study catchments.
hfaikd  locations predicted to he unstable probably teptesent likely
lo~atkm  for future instability. The model, however, does not
aCCOttnt  for either spatial variations in soil properties or the influence
of bedrock flow on debris flow initiation. Such effects may
detettttine  SpCCiiiC  failure locations within areas potentially subject to
fduc. and may expfain  those debris flows occurring outside zones  of
predicted itlstahiity.
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Effecte  of Hydraulic Roughneee  end Sediment Supply on
Red Surfece  Textures in Gravel-bed Streams

m and D R Montgomery (Dcqrtment  of Geological
sciences  and Quaternary  Research  Center, University of
Washington, Seattle,  Wa 98195)

The size of the material  forming the bed of alluvial channels reflects
the channel depth and slope, energy  dissipation due to in-channel
roughness elements, and the sediment supply of the channel. The
mcdiau  smface  grain size of the bed material  (D50)  can be pledicted
from channel depth and slope, using a simple threshold  channel
cumpetence  model in which snnored  conditions are assumed and
only graiu roughness is consi~ The mode.1 provides a reference
p&t from which to examine texturalrespmetohoth  increased
kdiment  supply and the introduction of &her roughness elements.
S~~~JII  beds respond to sediment supply changes by armoring when
denrived  of sediment and fining  when inundated with sediment
(J&rich  et al., 1989),  alIow&  a range of grain roughness response
that may accommodate changes in sediment loading without
othcrwisc  significantly altering channel morphology. However, other
roughness elements must also be con&lercd  in evaluations of
potential texmral  response to changes in sediient  supply. TheonXical
considerations and field measurements  indicate that roughness
associated with bedforms  and large woody debris (LWD)  results in
igd;~ox textys  @t  arc finer than model ptedictior+  Data from a

suurccs mdtcate  that threshold  channel predicuons  arc
inappropriate  for both sand-bedded channels, in which regime
l&forms  are the dominant mughness element, and steeper channel
momholoaies,  in which there may not be a sin& threshold for bed
mob?liw.  -

In order to partition the reladve  effects of different mughncss
elements in aravel-bed  channels. for which  the threshold model
applies. th& distinctly differen~channel  types were identified: plane-
bed, porr!-riffle  with mioimal Lm3 loading, snd ysJ!-lift% with
signifiiaot  LWD loading. Detailed  textural and topographic maps
were constructed for each channel type. and LWD dimensions and
orientations were mapped. Textural changes in response to
roughness elements am clearly observed at local scales. When
textures  am spatislly averaged and on a reach level, the study
chrumcls  segregate by channel type into distinct zones of textural
~~~ponsc  (relative to the thcor&caJ  armored D50  limit). Surface  and
subsnrfacc (bedload)  grain size distributions were also measured for
each texture in order to determine the relative effects of sediment
loading. preliminary results indicate that textural change due to
increased  sediment  supply can be of comparable  magnitude to those
caused by in-channel roughness elements.

With thii theoretical framework  a comparison of surface and
subsurface DSO’s  to the theoretical armored DSO  enables assessmem
of both channel condition and potential to convey increased sediment
loads. This assumes  that bed textnres  will tine to the subsurface
(l&load)  limit in order to accommodate increased sediment  supplies
before sign&ant  morphological change occurs. Channels in which
aurface textural fming has already  occurred, due to the presence in-
channel roughness elements, are hypothesized  to be more sensitive to
pemubadons  in sediment supply.
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Mountain-Scale Strength Properties, Deep-Seated
Landstiding, and Limits to Lacal  Relief

KM & D R Momgomay  (DeIx?nnicnt  of Geological
S$cr5as,  Al-20.  Umvcrsny  of Washmgton, Seattle, Wa

Controls on the  sixe  of mountains and the stability of bedrock
slopes am  only poorly constrainad,  but., wide potentially important
limits to the development of local rchef.  Determining the strength
proper&s  of a mountain is difficult, however, because such
prop&es integrate both material and structural discontinuitics  and
also may be nmc dependent. We hypothesize that in a threshold
landscape such integrated rock strength properties limit  local  relief
development and effcctivcly  determbte  the size of stable hillslopes  for
mountain drainage basins in a glvcn  lithology,  climate, and tectonic
regime. The Culmann  wedge stability model predicts a limiting
relation between hillslope gradient and ridge height. Assuming
conditions for plane failure in  this limit quilibrium analysts, thus
model may be used to ascertain the properties of cohesion and
internal friction angle characteristic of the material as a whole,
including its discontinuities. These time-integrated prupcrtics  differ
from  laboratorydetived  values in that they reflect all the destabilizing
influences expcrienccd  by the  slope and thus represent the minimum
stmngtb  mobilized during its hiiory.

Ridge gradients and heights wcm  mcasurcd  for slopes underlain
by the strongly bedded Eocene Chuckanut Formation, as well as for
Quaternary  glacio-fluvial  deposits forming channel banks within  the
Nooksack  River  drainage in northern Washington state. Material
properties calculated from this procedure are lower than values
typically derived from laboratory measurements.  This suggests two
alternative hypotheses. First, that strcngm  properties derived from
the limits to local relief arc lower than actual values and that the
landscape may be disscctcd  further without inducing slope instability.
Alternatively, these properties reflect the true strength of the  maurial
which, in turn, impatt  a limit to mliidcvclopmr.nt  A high  density of
large, deep-seated  bedrock landslides pmvkles  cvidcncc  for this limit
being reached, at ltast  locally in the study area We suspect that these
material properties essentially represent the strength of the entire
formation including discontinuities. such as weak shale beds  and clay
filkl  joints.

In addition, the regional geologic  structure  strongly influences
slope stability. Landslide sites situated well below the observed
maximum relief for a given hillslope  gradient arc predominantly dip
slope failures. Also, for a given ridge  height, anti-dip slopes are
capable of sustaining steeper gradients than dip slopes. Remnant
glacial deposits forming benches in the valley bottoms also act as
local buttresses, temporarily stabilizing portions of the mountain
front  As these &posits erode, the local relief increases and the  slope
evolves closer to its maximum stable relief. The largest. steepest
stable slopes in the study area am  those with glacial material
buttressing their toe. Similar slopes where butmsms  have been
eroded have failed.  Defining the limit to relief development and the
1.~cal  modifiers to this limit provide a connection between the

--:c-,.. .. 1’~ ig!.t of mountains, presence of deep-seated landslides,
and the  depth  of incision in the mtcrvcning  valleys.
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Channel Classification and Prediction of Channel
Response Lo Mountain Drainage Basins

m, J M Buffiigton, and T Massong @epattroent  of
Geological Sciences  and Quaternary  Research Center, Universily
of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195)

While s great  deal of the geomorphic literature pertains to low-
gradient alltwial channels little  is known about the morphology and
dynamics of channels in mountain drainage basins.’ An
understancimg  of the response of such channels to perturbation is
critical for assessing potential watersbed impacts fmm changes in
either land management or natural processes. Furthermore, any
effort to understand interacdons  of alluvial processes and biological
systems requires a process-based scheme for classifying different
portions~of  a channel network At present, the available channel
classification schemes are primarily descriptive and do not lead
directly to prediction of channel response or the importance of
biological processes on cbsnnel  morphology. We propose a proeess-
based chatme classification  that allows  identification of portions of a
channel network that will respond similarly to changes in discharge,
sediment supply, and lsrge woody debris loading. This classification
is based on systematic variations in bed morphology tha: we
hypothesize represent  different mugbness  configurations and modes
of energy dissipation controlled primarily by the channel slope and
local sediment supply. In this scheme, channels are classified as
regime, pool-riffle, plane bed, step-pool, and cascade based on the
configuration of roughness elements within the channel. Field
measurements from channels in several areas indicate that this suite
of charme types  may be dii*tingt&hed  CT. a plot of cttnc!  s!opc
versus relative roughness. Each  of these channel morphologies
imposes different constraints on channel response. For example,
steep channel morphologies (steppool, cascade-pool, and cascade)
have sufficient transport capacity to rapidly transmit increased
sediment loads to downslope channels. Lower gradient pool-riffle
channels, however, possess less transport capacity and may undergo
significant morphologic change (bed fling, pool tilling, etc...) in
order to scwmmndate increased aedimwt loads. Plane bed channels,
on the other hand, are particularly susceptible to changes in large
woody debris loading, as pool formation in such channels depends
upon the presence of local flow obstructions. Valley confinement,
the infhtence of large woody debris  on pool formation and sediment
storage, and the potential for debris flow impacts supplement the
morphologic classification. At the most general level, this
classification system allows for rapid identification of portions of the
channel network with an excess of sediment supply or transport
capacity. More spe&cally.  it allows stratification of a channel
network based on channel processes and tusponse potential.
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Erosion thresholds and land surface morphology

William E. Dietrich
Department 01  Geology and Geophysics, University 01  California. Berkeley, Calitornia 94720

Cathy J. Wilson
Australian Center for Catchment Hydrology. CSIRO.  Canberra, A.C.T. 2601, Australia

David R. Montgomery
Departmenl  oI  Geological Sciences; University of Washinglon.  Seattle. Washir?glon  96195

James McKean.  Romy Batter
Department ol Geology and Geophysics, University 01  CaMornia.  Berkeley, Calilornia 94720

ABSTRACT resulv,  give insight into how erosion would vary with land use and climate
We propose a grsphkal  tsbnkqe to analyze the entirety dkmd- ckange  as well  as  what erosion lam appear  appropriate for modeling

forms In s enrchmnt to d&e  quantttatlvely  the spatial  vtitlon  in long-tam  Ian&ape  evolution.
the dombmnee  of dIffereat  emsicm  p- High-resolwbn  dIgital
elevation data of s 1.2 km2  billy tuw where  the channel mark  bad THRESHOLD THEORIES
becnrm~inthcReldwneuredinUKdibiWterninmodel. We use three  simple threshold equations to explore the relation
TOPDG.  to test  threshold tbeorles  for em&m. The land surface  was between landform  and currem  erosion p-. Tha  stations  predict
dtvidcd  into -20 m* elemenLs  whose shspes  were then dwified  ~1 a threshold condition for ground saturation,  a threshold to landslide insta-
convergent, pbuw. or dtvergeat.  llte  entire’landsqx  plotted on a bility of the ground due to hii  pore  pr~6%ra.  and  a threshold of erc&a
graph of M per unit cootour  kngtk  agafnst  surface  gmdknl  shows due to mlumtion  overland flow. All thrae  theories  have  been propped  in
each planform  plot&g us  s6parste  f&Id.  A simple steady4te  hydm- various foormS  hy others.  Here we write them in s form w&l  for analysis
logtc  model wss  used  to predii  zones of ssbuntim  and arw  of high using a diiital  temin model. Several simplifying aswnptions  are made to
porep-tomimictbeexkemtbydmk@ccveatsrrspondMe fo r mluce  the pnmeten  lo those that  can be crudely estimated from @Id
erosive  &abtlity  of the lnnd  avhee.  The  field observntlon  that ~nhl- data  and  the proped  graphical analysis. Thsc  theories. however. are  at
ration overland llow  Ir nre out&k c~~vergat  zones  provided a the same  general level of simplicity IS those in most numerical models of
signiit  constraint on  the hydmlogic  parameter  in the makl.  This landsape  evolution. Specifically.  we use  a steady-state runoff  model tlut
model wits  used  ia threslxdd  thewies  to prediit sreas  of slope  i&&l- usames  that runoff own  8s subsurface now  prallel to the ground sur-
hyandareassubjecttoerosionbysatu&on overland flow. both  of face  duriog  signif~nt  hydrologic events  and that sdturated  conductivity
which  call eonllibule  to cbsmlel  hdlkuon.  The proportion of conver- ssd  tmnsmimitity  of the scil  maode  me spatially contanL  (Despite large
gem1  ekmmts  predicted to exceed the  thresh& varies  greatly with ditTerences  in %il thickness between ridges and unchaoneled  valleys, the
relativ6ly  6msU changea  in sur(see  rrsidpncc demoastrsting  a high slwated conductivity and, consequently. the tmosmissiviry  are  dominated
semitivily  to  land  use such  as  eattk  graving.  Overall, the lakeape by highly mnducdw  near-smfaa  soil [Wikoo.  198%  Montgomery,
canbedlvidul,llsklgeroslmthrrshddllnca,kuowrrpoaeto WI].)  We propose that steady-state runoff  for an  extreme event will
ckmmel  tnst&llity  due to runoff  and  stable  m-eas  wkere dftfudw mimic the spatial variation in sur&ce  satumtion  and  overland flow that
trsnqmi predombmta would occur in natural  tmosicnt  storm even&  respoosibk  for satwation

ov~rkitd  now  erosion md land&ding.  We ako issum+  that  the vegetation
INTRODUtXION and  soil pmpcti  fontrolling surface resistance to ucsion  are  spatially

Although numerical m&k can  create  ralkd&xking  landscapes awmnt.
by generating ridge and  valley  topography (e.g..  Abner&  1976; Kirkby. For ruady-nru.  shallow subsurface  runoK  paralkl  to the ground
1987; Howard, 1990; Willgoose  et al.. 1991X the thmedimemiciml form surface, the ground wii bc  mlunted  if the prsipiution (minus evapon-
of ml IanQclpes  and the pr-  shaping them are,  swprisingly.  not don  and  deeper drainage),  9, times the area  of the upslope  tatchment.  a.
well quantified. The ream development of digital terrain mad&, how- equak  or exe&  the maximum llux the surface layer can mndua  mm-
ever, permiu quamitative  analysis of actual  Imd?capm  and thw  provides pmed  from the prcdwt  of tmnsmimivity,  T, surf&x  slope, hf.  and unit
an opportunity to examine the relation between sediment tmosport  pmc- kngth  of the contour aaom  which  Ihe  catchmeet  is draining, b (O’Lough-
egeg  and landscape form  (e.g., Mcare  ti  al., 19884 1988b;  Vemy et al, lie,  1986). Becaure  of the steep slopa  in the study area,  M  is calculated m
1990.  Tuboton  et al., 1991). the  more physically  correct sine d the grwndauface inclination, 6, rather

Herein we propox  a graphical tedmique  for cbanuerkiog  real than tan g,  as med  by O’Laghlin (1986). The threshold ofground  mtum-
landscapes  wing digit.31  elevation dam  to examine the  appliotion  of em- tion can  lx expressed  S
rion  theories. We focus  on a landwpc  where previous afudis (Mont- (I T
gomery  and Dietrich, 1988, 1989. 1992; Montgomery, 1991) have  ib - 3 - M . (1)
diated that thue  k good evidence that  threshold-based erosion  models b  9
are  appropriate.  Field monitoring and mapping suggest that surface  cm. This simple hydrologic model  has  been wed  with good succor  to predict
sion  leading to channel  initiation wxs where a resistant  to saturation saturatexl  fana  and  runotT  response in the computer model TOPOG  by
overland now  (see  Dunn~  1980). seepage  erosion  (see  Dtmne,  1990). or O’Loughlin  (1936)  and by Moore et al. (19884  1988b).  It is ewmklly
shallow landsliding  is exceeded. Thea  p- predominate in valleys, the same  model dmt underlies the widely used TOPMODEL by Beven
whereas on ridges the shallow soil k currently transported primarily by and Kirkby  (1979).
biogenic  activity such  m burrowing by gophers (Black and Montgomery, All parts of the landscape  where the area  per unit eootour  length,
1991). a p-  that  perhaps can  be  treated OS  largely slope dependent a/b, equals  or exceeds  the term on the right-hand side of equation I will
Although our analysk  focmes  on cument  runoff awl  erosion pmcemes,  our be saturated. Note that  if measured values from a landxape  of a/b are
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plotkd  agdns~  M, then  equation  1 will be a straight  line with a slope  given
by the hydrologic prametcn  ‘f/9,  ad  all points above this line will k
satumlcd,  Thii olxewation  suggest  that a useful  rnalysir  of digital elev~.
tion data is to divide the land surface into diie small catchmcnts  for
which the physical attriiute~  a/b and Mean  be determined and  plotted on
such a graph. Other threshold  aiterir  can  be expressed  u functions of
these two physical chamcteristita

A coupled hydrolc@c  and  slopestability  model proposed  by Dietrich
et  II. (1986)  and  subsequently moditied  4 tested by Montgomery and
DiiIridl(l989)  El” be written a.$

Slope instability oc~uls  wbete  o/b equals 01  txccedrc  the tetm  ~1  the
right-hand side, which varies with the ratio  of ground surface, tan B, to
angle of internal friction. tan 6.  Note that  the bydrolcgic componat  of
equation 2 is the same model a~  that which luds to equation I and that
equation 2 uses  a fern, of the infbdtc slope model that  ignorea  strength
contribution due to mhaion;  i.e., at  Lure  aan  0 = [(p, - p@)lpJ  @,
where  p, and pv are the soil and water bulk densities and m is the
proportion d the soil that is saturated. Fiild data suggM  that (p,-p,#p,
is -0.5 The hydr&gic model  is hydmstati$  hence, excessive pore prcv
surcs  are  not  predicted and all s&s Im than  0.5 tan 4 are  stable even  if
satumkd.

Several  authors have suggested  that channd  initiation by overland
flow can  be estimated by assuming tbat  incision owus where some  critical
boundary shear stress,  TV.  or some other  measure  of resistance  is cueded
(c-z%., Honon,  1945;  Schaefer, 1979; Moore  et d, 1988b;  Vertcaey  et aI.,

1990,  Montgomery. 1991).  In the gudy*te  model  used  bm, sltuntion
overland tlow dis%tgc is simply qud  to qa - Z%4b; i.e.  water that
cannot  be camid  as  shallow subsurfiae  flow mw travel  ovedand.  This
qu.tion  can be solved  for the discharge that attains sulfiit  depth for a
given dope lo produoc  * boundary shed1 swc5  qud to  the  critical  value
for the sutfrce.  Lating  qrr  - TM  = I& rr = p&M, ” = (Z.&4)“.s  m-s,
and/n  Kvhd.  the fotloting  thnsboki  ofemsion  quation  an  be derived
in the de&d  form:

a ~1 T->-+-At  .  .
b q@  q

Henu=Z~lO~r~K-‘~r,istheai~boun~~~su~Kir
the mughnss  intercept for the inverse  relation betwaD  friction fact0r.f.
and  Reynolds number (velocity, P,  times  depth, d, diviti  by cbe kii
mtic vircosity,  Y that typkies  faminar-like  tlow in gruslandr  (Duane  and
DiIrich.  19SOi  Wilson, 1988; see review  in Reid, 1989). Gnvitaticmd
aa~lemti~n  is g. and  the ownedcal  mnstant  k for 10  T w.ter  and hm
units  of (cm&g?

DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL ANALYSIS
Weselstedmutaiathcbilly~udcbapsrr~Lndsnonhof

San  Fnncixo where  extensive mapping  and hydrologicst~  have  been
condudcd  (Wiban  and Diccrich.  1987; Montgomery and  Diaridr, 1988,
1989;  Black and  Moatgo~, 1991; Montgomety,  1991). ‘T&e  stud&
have  shown  that Pnuation  ovedud  tlow is canlmm  in the  lawcf~
valleys, and most  of the targc~  det&tlow scam  originate .I cbanad  he&
Diild  ekvetion  dam  were obtlincd  at  a dmdty  of 1bout  every IO m  for
the  1.21  km2  cat&mat  from stereo  digitiratiw  of low-level black and
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while aerial  pbotogmpb%  several  map@ ground fealwcr  were  used  to
mntrd  the registration of digital  mordirates.  Taking  edvantage  of the
clur ground visibility. we sckcted  data  p&a to capture topogmphic
change rather  than (0  fdlow  a regukr  grid. Thr:  digital  elevation m&l
component of TOPOG  (O’Lwghlin,  1986)  was tben.wd to castma
digital surfaca.  A sarond  pragrom  in TOF’OG  divides the surface  by
drwing  the equivaknl  of flow lines acrc~  the cantours  from valley hoc-
tom6  to divides at a w-spedtied  interval (UC O’Loughlin,  1986.  la
examples). The program draws  flaw  lines starting II low elevations and
projects upslope.  so  contour length sepamting  flow lines  tend to  lunow on
t~mpbiilly  divergent slops.  Individual ekmen~  ddined  by I pair of
conlow  lines on tbe upslope  and downdope sides of tbe element and a pair
of sBe.amlines  0” the Interal  boundariY (Fig. I) are  tbrrr  created.

For each &men&  tbe total contributing area,  0.  an  be cakukted  and
the ratio a/b  determined  from the bottom contow  length of UK element
The loul  slope  between the two catour  lines  ma!+  up the demmt is
also detemCned.  Exb element shape  was  d&M IS convergent, planar.
OI divergent, tamding to  the differena  in length  of the updope,  bi.  and
&wn.dope  cmtwr  length. bI,  o f  fbc  ekmee$  i.c whnhn  the ratio
(b*-b,)/(b2+b,)rrmdedaplperapaafhangc76LpaMugeirsoms
what  arbitrary. We chose the rmalkst  values  atimated  to be rektively  free
of artifaac  of the model (<-O.lO is cmvergmt,  >O.lO  is divergent, other-

wise planar).  These values  dearly delineated the  mevergeet  vIlky  axes  in
the kndsupe  (vi. I). ln addition. we wed ddld field mapping of the
cment  CXM~  ol the  channel  network  to dassify  those  elemme  (always
mnve~en~)  chat  mntained  a channel.

Figure 2 SLOWS  the daa  tield for each  element type IIS  a function of
spezilic  utchmen~  (u/b)  and local slope (tan  g)  for B 5 III contour interval
and  20 m interval  between llow linea For I given slop.  the dunnd
elements  drain  the krgest  Jpsirc  catchmml.  Wbemas  tbe  divergent ek-
menu  drain  tbe  smdka  There is wry  little owkp  between  diwgent  and
movergent  ekment  data fidds andwsentially  non+  between divergent and
channel  ekments.  These diffe- we  much larger  than  that  which  might
be created bv the ddinition of element  1~s.  Ccmparigm  of the data  fk!ds
for  diffemt~co&u intervals and floV;-iine spa&g  shows  that  there are
some mirkis in Figure 2. The  rpperen!  log-linear date  in the divergem
ckment~  are a port&  of the uiangukr-shaped  ekments created at  divides
by diverging flow lines.  Tbey have cm  physical nktion to each  other,  and
although they are  purely en  artilact  of the  analysis, they slill descrii
r~peus  of the divergent topqnphy and so  were retained. For planar
dunmu. tbe minimum size oftbe  elements v&s with slope as  mntrdkd
by the mntour  spacing (5  m in tbis use). hence  a/b (minimum) = 5/tan  8.
md  no point0  plot below this  valve in Figure  2. Reducing tbe contour
spacing and  the flow-line spacing. however. had negligible effect on the
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general  dislributio” of lbe data.  Fttrtbcrntore.  we  found that. grid--
digital terrain  model devdopcd  by one of US (Batcr)  alsO  produced very
similar results.

LANDPORM  AND PROCESS THRESHOLDS
I” order  to apply the thtoshold  equations 1-3. the puameters  control-

ling their predictions must  be estinuted.  Tltis pmblem  is more mnstminai
than  may at  lirsl  lx spparen~  We k”ow  frcm  tiild work in this  arcs  during
major rundlevents  (Wilson and  Dietridt,  1987; Montgomery, 1991) that
exlmsive  saiuntica  overland flow does not occur  on divegent  and  planar
dopes.  We have see”  cxceptiom,  bol they ue of local extent only. This
allows us to vary the hydmlc& ratio,  T/q, and  “ate  where the line of
satuntim  cro~pes  the various topognphic  elcma~  (se tbmsbolds  box
and the” comparison with data in other boxes;  Pii. 2). Note that T/q of
350  m dips just the top of the divergent and  planar  elements. Conversely,
we would expa~  “xost  of the channel  ekme”ts  to be saturated  during a”
extreme ever&  and, ~1  upsted  the  line with T/q of 350 m lies  below
most of the ekmmo;  halving this vduc  adds  few more  channel Clemens
but cots  dezply across  the divergent element  field. We have olxerved
s8turalion  overland llow extend up to nearly  the divide i” this  arca  in
C0tnmon  stormy;  it is therefore  redistic to predict that nearly  all of the
convergent elements will saturate  in a major storm.  On the basis  of pw
viop  studies  (Wilson, 1988),  the tmnsmissivity  is largely controlled at
saluntion  by the high conductivity of the “ear-surfaa  soils, apparmtIy
differing little between  nose  and hdlow.  We tiimate  this value to be 17
m2/d,  which indicates dut for  B T/q of 350  m,  the  q is equal  to 5 cm/d of
precipitation or runoff. According to the analylical  procedure of lida
(1984),  it would take about 9 d for a 59-m-lo”8  planar slope  to reach
steady  state with this slimated  transmisivity  ad  rainfall;  a storm  of about
this  magnitude  (45 em)  ad duration occurred  here in 1986 (Wilson,
1988) .

were  1000  dyne/an*,  for a threshold line defined  by equation 3 to sep
rate  channeled from unchroneled  elements, q would have  to be - 1.S m/d,
clearly  a” impossibility. As argued by Reid (1989),  channel initiation in
grassIan&  is likely to occur where lofal  barre”  w aused  by fire,
tramplit&  or other  effects mduce  the aitial  shear  stress  to the Underlying
valve of the soil.

Piiore  2 shorn  the p&ion  ol tbrcsbold  lins  for a rC  of 160
dy”e/&  and 320 dyne/a&or  q of 5 an/d  (appmpriate  for T/q =
350  to and  T= 17.5 m*/d).  Given the observed mughnca  value, rC  and q
ue crmstrained  by the thresbdd  relation  rcqoired  to separate cbannekd
from oncbanaeled  dcmems.  The critical sheat  stress  ca”ot be signifi-
cantly d&rent fmm  160 to 320 dyne/an2  without requiring either too
great  or (00  mrall  a pxcipitatio”  rate.  Note tJw&  as indiated  ia cqwion 3,
a doubling of critical boundary shear  gress  is equivakot  to decreasing pre-
cipitation  orK by a factor of 8. Such  a doubling greatly alters the location
d this c.micm  threshold lioe and mises  qucstiom  co”cemi”g  rhe worth of
trying to measure  a pamnxter  in dx field,  the value  of which is so di&dt
to  estimate but  so greatly affects  the pdttem  of chanodiitio”. This aoaly-
6i.s also  show, however, how land we  praaica  or climate change that
only moddy  alter  wfaa  rtsiama  (Q) mold lad to a gwat  expansion
d the chancl  network into previouly  unchannded  dcwnts.  Such a”
expansion doe to the introduction of cattle grazing  aad  presumed  redoc-
lion in surface raistancz  bls been proposed  for this MP by Montgomery
and Dietrich  (1989) and Montgwrery  (1991). The invent  depmdena  of
the emrion  threshold on precipitation is also  mmistml  with the prop&
by Reneau  et al. (1986) arid Montgomery (1991) that dryi”8 md  warmiag
of this arca  from the Pleistoome  into the Holmne  caused  channel  heads
IO retreal  dowlope.

In Piiure 3. stab&ty  fiddr  generated by the combination ofequatiutions
1 through 3 are  lab&d  with the dominant  hydrologic pnd  erosion proc-
sss.  Simple tidd observations  mustrain  the threshold of saturation and

With T/q &lined the only rcmaini”g  pnmaer  in equation 2 is the
angle of internal friction;  previous studies  indicate that this value may
mmmonly  be IS  high IS  4S”  (Reoeau  et al.,  1984).  This stabiity  analysis
ig”orcs  the  contnbutio”  of apparent cab&it  from  mot strength.  I” Fire
2. the slope stability threshold line is plotted for values  of4  equl to 35O
and 45’.  ‘Ibe “umber  ofdements  prcdiaed  to fail  is greatly increased with
the  diminisbcd  fridon angle,  it&ding  many  divugmt  dunems.  This ia
inmndsknt  wilb field obse~tiom in which shallow soil I&slides are
mostly in convergent xmcs.  Dmepriog  T/q fed to  overpredict  the
nutnher  of pluur elemems  i” which failure might be expected. Prdimi-
nary field mapping indiatea  that all Lut 5 of the 39 shallow landslide scars
conently  visible in the study area  lie above the witted thrahold  line for
a T/q of 350 I? ad 4 = w.  Hence, the positio” of the slope  stability
curve is reasonably well defined.  This carve  lies w Ihe  outer edge of the
data tie& soggesting  that tbii stability criterion imposa  a physical limit
on hillslope morphdogy,  as traditionally argued  from simpler analyses
(i.e.. Stnhler.  1950).  The aceper  channel  snd  convergent ckments  lie
sbove Ibe threshold line of slope stability; this b can&tent  with field
oburmtiotts.

The saturation overland flow .x&n  threshold give” in equation 3
requires  estimates of K, r,, and q for I spccitied  T/q and  water tenyen-
we (which seu  the value of v). Mcawentma  at cimcs  of rigniliit
overland flow .t a nearby  grasslpnd  site  document thal  K is about lOOf
for well-vegetated  sorfaas  (WI&~.  1988, p. 109) and that shear strcssa
in ex- of 200  dyne/tan2  generated by this  llow did not cause  measor-
able incision into tbe vegetated area.  High runoff  events,  however, have
caused  yxlur  in the tmwgeuted  tips of the channel  networks. Reid (1989).
ia e thorough review of critial  shear  Svess  values,  showed that r, mw
exceed  IWO  dyne/an* to incise a wdl-vegetated mat, whereas  values  of
250  to 500 dyne/cm*  are  stdliient  to incise  tb+ onderlyillg Ioilr  If r,

10  -1

Slope  be)

Figure 3. Dollnilto” “l rbbllity  lklds  U&Q  lhnshotd  lines fof c.se  of
T/q= 350 m,  0 = 359  K= 10000. crifkal  shear  dtms  = 160 dyne/cm’,
and q =  0.06 m/d.  SOF  II ~tumUMI  ovwlmd  (low and SOF ~oslon
means  ermlnn  by l aluntlo” overland Row. Shaded m#ton  Is below
tbreshdd  d emal””  by elthm utuntJon  ovedand  (low or tandrliding.
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slop slabiiily liner and lud LO the interpretation  (ha1  a signifmnt  propor-
tion dIhe  landscape.  marly  all  the divergent elemenu,  mat of  the planar,
and  5otn.z dlkmnve~ml  o”s,arc  cutintly scrbleor  resistant  lo surface
ercsion  due lo rurmll.  In this  region below  the erosion  thnshold  lines
@h&d  region in Fig. 3),  surface tnnspon  is cumnlly  dominated by the
slop-driven (dilfurive)  process  of soil  creep,  nin splash.  and biogenic
disturbance. The  arca  labeled  ‘YOF Without Erasion” m&y  indudes
elements Iyin  in unchannded  valleys  currently c&&g  aalluvium (bul
which in the long lerm  undergo peliodic emsion.  apparcotly  driven  by
climatic change  (Reneau  et  al., 19861).  Hence,  thk  graph show  a new way
to  rnalyz (he entirety d b&caps  to  d&e quantitatively the spatial
variation in the dominance of ditlerent  emsion  pmcma in a ntchmenl.
An analysis  of this  kind should also  he a useful tool in constnvzting
sediment budge&  for catchmenu.  when the spatial  disbiiution  d domi-
nant tMsport  pmarvs mlat  be ruuw’ned  (i.e.  Dielrich md  thmne,
1978; Dietrich  et al.,  1982;  Reid, 1989).

CONCLUSIONS
The plotting of discrete elements  of landrapes  separated  by planform

00  a graph of the two  topcgraphic  variabla  thal  cordrol  runoffand  erosion
(area  per  unit contcar  width and surface  gmdiit)  provides  a powerful
means  to  evrlwte  hydrologic acd  erosional  hypotheses about  real land-
scape~.  This analysis  ad the parallel study reported  by Montgomery and
Dietrich  (1992) on the relation between position  of the channel  head  and
kndmpe scale add considerable suppon to  the Horton  hypothais  of a
threshold control  on surface  instability kading  lo channel development
(Horton, 1945).  7bz simpl+ aeady-sfate.  hydmlogif  mcdek  employed
here  could be made  more  rdisic  by uing a transknt  model. but this
introduces more parametels,  and at  ICan  for lhe  problem d examining ti
rektim  behvecn  form  and emsion  thresholds, it is not dear  tit tbc
tmsient  model  is caential  to  the outcane.  Ibe  thrrrhold Umxics  are
similar to Ukxe  wed  to  model  tan&cape  w&ion;  the anr.ly5is  pmfomxd
here  SlE+$!csb  a pmccdun  lo cvaluale  lm.?pot  lam LsEd in numerial
models. The plotting of threshold lines on b data  field do/b  vs. M  is aa
imtmaive  ppmdure  for examining the prxsiik  efSec%  of knd  we  and
climatic change.
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Analysis of Erosion Thresholds, Channel Networks, and Landscape
Morphology Using a Digital Terrain Model’

William E. Dietrich, Cathy 1, Wilson2,  David R. Montgome$,  and lames  McKean
Deportment of Geology and  Geophysics. University of Colifornio.  Berkeley. ?A 94720

ABSTRACT

To investigate the linkage between erosion process and channel network extent, we develop two simple erosion
threshold theories driven by a steady state runoff model that are used in the digital terrain model TOPOG to predict
the pattern of channelization.  TOPOG  divides the land surface into elements defined by topographic contours and
flow lines, which can be classified as divergent, convergent and planar elements. The calibration parameter for the
runoff model is determined using empirical evidence that the divergent elements which comprise rhe  ridges in our
study area do not experience saturation overland flow, where as the convergent elements in the valleys do during
significant runoff events. A threshold theory for shallow landsliding predicts a pattern of instability consistent with
the distribution of landslide scars in our 1.2 km* study site and confirms the interpretation, based on field observa-
tions, that indicate the steeper channel heads fo be at least partially controlled by slope instability. Mosr  sites of
predicted and observed slope instability do not, however, support a channel head, hence landslide instability alone
is not sufficient for channelization.  In contrast, most elements predicted fo be eroded by saturation overland flow
cbincide wirh the observed location of the channel neuvork.  In addition, areas of predicted downslope decrease in
relative sediment transport capacity were found m correspond to locations where channels became discontinuous.
The topographic threshold given by the saturation overland flow erosion theory varies with the third power of critical
boundary shear stress,  suggesting  that critical shear stress.  although difficult to quantify with much precision in the
field, is a dominant control on the extent  of the channel network where saturation overland flow is significant.
Currem  extent of the channel network in our field site, for example, may best be explained as resulting from
grazing-induced reduction in surface resistance.

Introduction

Landscape dissection is controlled by the tendency
for runoff to channelize  into avenues of concen-
trated erosion (e.g., Horton 1945; Smith and Breth-
erton  19721. Field studies have revealed that the
upslope  extent  of the channel network may be well
defined by an inverse relationship between drain-
age area and slope (Montgomery and Dietrich  1988,
1989, 1992). These studies have also shown that at
the channel  head,  there is  typical ly a process
change, upslope  of which mass wasting and diffu-
s ive processes  predominate  and downslope of
which runoff-driven incision occurs (e.g., Dietrich
and Dunne  1993). Hence, in a given catchment,

’ Manuscript received October 19. 1992;  accepted December
1, 1992.

’ Australian Center for Catchment  Hydrology,  CSIRO,  Can-
berra, ACT 2601, Australia.

’ Department of  Geological  Sciences,  University of  Wash-
ington, Seartle.  WA 98195.

there appears to be a threshold of erosion resis-
tance which sets the location of a channel head at a
specific drainage area and local slope, and therefore
determines the extent of the channel network in
a watershed. This concept has been explored in a
landscape evolution model by Willgoose et al .
(19911.

Acquisition of high-resolution digital elevation
data allows a comparison between the location of
channel networks mapped in the field and net-
works predicted by process-based theories. Other
than the comparison between predicted and ob-
served ephemeral gullies in an agricultural field by
Moore et al. (198801,  however, we know of no such
studies. Numerical models can convert the eleva-
tion data inro a digital surface upon which water
and sediment can be routed. At present,  however,
digital elevation data, even at very high resolution
(say 1 m grid spacing) are foe sparse to capture the
local topography around typical small channel



heads, which often are only decimeters in size at
their tips. Process-based models for channel net-
works, then, are best thought of as attempting to
defme where in the landscape there would be a
tendency for erosion to channelize,  rather than as
attempting to predict the size and downstream top
ographic evolution of discrete channels that collect
to form the network.

In this paper we build upon a recent study (Die-
trich et al. 1992) to propose two simple threshold
of erosion models that, based on field observations,
appear appropriate for explaining channel initia-
tion in a small watershed where the full extent of
the channel network has been mapped. We develop
these theories in a form which can be easily tested
using digital elevation data and a simple hydro-
logic routing model. Our analysis suggests that
both the upslope extent and discontinuous nature
of the channel network in our field area in Marin
County, California, can be explained primarily by
saturation overland flow erosion. Shallow landslid-
ing, while active at many of the steeper channel
heads, also occurs in areas that do not have suffi-
cient runoff to maintain a downslope channel.
Hence landsliding does not uniquely define chan-
nel-head locations. The mechanistic analysis pro-
posed here, although crude, does strongly suggest
how the channel network in our study area has
responded to climatic change and landuse. It also
leads to further testable hypotheses regarding ero-
sion thresholds.

Theory

Three simple theories for predicting runoff, slope
instability, and erosion by saturation overland
flow. Although these theories were reported by
Dietrich  et al. (1992).  their derivations were not
given. These theories are developed here in a form
to take advantage of two topographic attributes
easily determined from digital elevation data:
drainage area per unit contour length, and local
ground slope.

Runoff  Model. Iii well-vegetated semi-arid to
humid landscapes where precipitation intensity
does not exceed the soil inIiltration  capacity, run-
off occurs by subsurface and saturation overland
flow (e.g., Dunne  1978). Erosion thresholds will be
crossed during precipitation events that elevate
pore pressures associated with subsurface flow to
the point of mass failure of the ground or where
subsurface flow returns to the surface and com-
bines with incoming precipitation to generate satu-
ration overland flow of sufficient depth to cause
surface incision of the ground. On exposed cuts

such as in channel heads, seepage erosion may re-
quire a critical hydraulic gradient to displace sur-
face materials IDunne 1990; Montgomery 19911,
but this process will not be considered here.

Although erosion events are clearly driven by
storms of varying intensity and duration that occur
on watersheds of seasonally varying antecedent
conditions, the modeling of such unsteady rainfall-
runoff processes inuoduces  considerable complex-
ity and several calibration parameters for which
spatial and temporal variability is difficult to de-
fine. Given that we can only ask whether a particu-
lar place in a landscape is likely to experience hy-
drologic conditions favorable for a threshold of
erosion to be exceeded, rather than make specific
predictions about the size and dynamics of individ-
ual channels, it seems appropriate to keep the hy-
drologic driving function as simple as possible,
while still retaining the essential physics. Here we
use a steady-state runoff model that can be inter-
preted as mimicking the topographic dependence
of runoff during transient storm events. This
makes evaluation of the predicted storm runoff dif-
ficult, but we suggest that the landscape topogra-
phy itself places some constraint on the magnitude
of the saturated flow response. We will also as-
sume that transmissivity, saturated conductivity,
and the ground resistance to nmoff  and erosion are
spatially constant.

Following the formulation proposed by O’Lough-
lin (19861  for subsurface flow, we can write the
conservation of mass for steady-state, shallow sub-
surface flow and saturation overland flow as
follows:

qa  - TMb  = udb. Ill

As shown in figure 1, a is the catchment draining
across a contour of length, b. The total runoff per
unit area, 4, is equal to the precipitation, p, minus
the evaporation, e,  minus deep drainage, I. i.e., iq
=  p - e - I). A s  O’LoughIin ( 1 9 8 6 )  c o r r e c t l y
points out, even in the steady-state case, p, e.  and
I need not be spatially constant, although we as-
sume so here. The shallow subsurface flow mod-
eled here is assumed to flow parallel to the ground
surface and at saturation is equal to the transmis-
sivity, T. times the surface slope, M, times the con-
tour length, b. Here M equals sine. Runoff that
cannot be transmitted in the subsurface must
travel overland, and does so with a mean velocity
of u for a depth, d,  across the contour length, b.
Hence, equation [ 1) simply states that the differ-
ence between the total nmoff and the saturated
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uci
TMb

Figure 1. Plan view and cross section of area draining
~C~OSS  the CD~OUI  length, b, as defined  by “flow lines”
generated by the program TOFCG  (O’Loughlin  19861.
III the  cross section, the heavy line depicts the ground
surface. The stippled area is the shallow subsurface flow
sod  saturation overland flow with dischvge  of Tmb  and
udb,  respectively. Here q equals precipitation, p.  minus
evaporation, e.  and deep drainage, I;  (I is drainage area,
h.  L,  and d [measured normal  to the ground  surfaceI,  are
the thickness of the subsurface saturated flow, thickness
of the potentially unstable mass, and thickness of the
saturation overland now,  and u is the mean c%rland
5ow  velocity parallel to the ground surface. T  is the
trammissivity  and M is sin B.

subsurface flow is the overland flow at steady-state
conditions.

According to equation  ( 1 ), the ground will  satu-
rate everywhere that these conditions hold:

Equation (2) can be rearranged to state that where
the topographic ratio, al(bM),  is greater than  OI
equal to the hydrologic ratio, T/q, the ground will
saturate. In essence, ol(bMJ is the topographic
term that expresses the tendency for flow conver-
gence [high  o/b)  and for the flow to travel quickly
as shallow subsurface flow (large M) rather than
as saturation overland flow (small M). Large areas
draining to gentle slopes (i.e., where this ratio is
large) are prone to saturation. The hydrologic ratio,
T/q,  can be thought of as the ability of the subsur-
face to transmit flow relative to the applied runoff.

Hence, where this ratio is small, the ground tends
to saturate.

If the hydrologic parameter, T/q, is roughly spa-
tially constant for a given storm, then a survey of
the upslope  extent of saturation at points through-
out a watershed should find these points having
the same value of al(bMI le.%.,  Kirkby  1978; Beven
and Kirkby  1979). Equation 121,  when used in corn-
biuation  with knowledge of the landscape form de-
rived from a digital elevation model, will also
prove useful in establishing the value of T/q, as
discussed later.

Slope  Stability  Thwbold.  Shallow laudsliding
occurs when pore water pressure reduces the fric-
tional strength of the soil to the point where the
shear stress due to the downslope  weight of the
soil exceeds the strength. We assume that the zone
of shallow surface storm runoff is confined  to a
cohesionless (at failure] soil overlying a less con-
ductive, but stronger bedrock. Hence, in figure 1,
z defines  not only the maximum thickness of shal-
low surface flow, but also the thickness’of the shal-
low, potentially unstable surface layer. The ground
does not have to be saturated for failure to occur;
hence the local thickness of saturated flow, h, can
be less than or  equal to z. If T = Kz cos  8, in which
Kis the saturated conductivity, then for subsurface
flows equal to or  less than saturated, the ratio of
the actual runoff to maximum subsurface flow is:

qh KsinBhcos8  h
bTM=  KsinBzcostl  =; (31

Because our hydrologic niodel  assumes flow paral-
lel to the ground surf&,  excessive pore pressure
associated with exflltrating  gradients cannot be
modeled. The thickness of the saturated zone re-
quired to convey the imposed runoff varies from a
small value up to .z,  the thickness of the conduct-
ing layer; hence h/t varies  from  nearly zero  to 1.0.

For cohesionless material, the infinite slope sta-.
biity model can be written as:

p,ztanB  = (~$2  - p,h)tan+

and  with substitution of equation (3) for h/r this
becomes:

This states that instability will occur when the
ma per unit contour length is greater than or equal
to the product of four terms: the bulk density ratio
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of wet soil (p,]  to water (p,],  the ratio of the tangent
of the  ground surface to the angle of internal  fric-
tion (tan 44,  the hydrologic ratio (T/q), and the
ground slope (sin 8).  Although it would be more
realistic to include a cohesion term in equation
(41,  this requires additional information about soil
depth, or at least the depth  of rooting. Again, for
simplicity, here the contribution of cohesion is ne-
glected. Because of the condition of flow parallel
to the ground surface, slopes greater than or equal
to the friction angle are chronically unstable and
would be in areas where bedrock is exposed. Also,
for slopes with tan 8 5 [(p,z  - p~Jl(p,z]]  tan +I,
the ground is stable even  if saturated.

Threshold of Erosion  by Saumtim  Ovsrlond
Flow. In general, we can write the conservation of
mass equation for erosion due to sediment trans-
port as:

v.4,  = -psi?
at

in which 4,  is the sediment transport vector, p3 is
the dry bulk density of the soil  surface, t is time,
and .z is the local elevation of the ground surface.
Sediment transport by running water varies in pro-
portion to boundary shear stress (e.g., Slattery and
Bryan 1992; Dmme 1991); therefore divergence of
the boundaty  shear  stress [in excess of some criti-
cal value] will induce erosion. The threshold of
erosion by overland flow, however, is not necessar-
ily equivalent to the threshold of channel incision
by that 50~. This was clearly the case in rill inci-
sion on both an unvegetated  surface (i.e., Slattery
and Bryan 19921,  and on poorly vegetated surfaces
(Dmme  and Aubrey 1986).  Dunne 11980) has ar-
gued that one reason for this stability, at least  in
coarser sediments, is the diffusive behavior of rain-
splash transport in shallow sheet flow,  which
would tend to damp the tendency for the 50~ to
incise. Based on flume experiments in somewhat
cohesive materials, there is evidence that although
the lateral instability of the 50~ develops, it does
not cut a channel [or rill)  until the 50~ has become
approximately supercritical and causes the forma-
tion of an upslope  propagating knickpoint  (Slattery
and Bryan 1992).

Because of the high resistance to surface erosion
in the well-vegetated areas where  saturation over-
land 50~ occurs and the resulting sign&ant  50~
depth needed to generate boundary shear stress to
cause sediment transport, we will assume that
once a critical boundary shear stress (~~1  is ex-
ceeded, the 50~ will incise and form a channel.
This is particularly true where the surface, due to

roots, stems and decayed organic matter, is consid-
erably more resistant than the immediate subsur-
face. As long as the actual relationship between
boundary shear stress (TV]  and sediment transport
rate is strongly non-linear, as might be expected
in this case, the characterization of the surface as
having a threshold boundary shear stress is reason-
able. If we also assume that sediment transport, qr,
is proportional to an excess boundary shear stress,
as is usually shown for sand and coarser material
(e.g., Y&n 19721,  then

and channels would be expected to form when (TV
2 7,)  and tend to thin and disappear if [(a(~, -
T,)“)/Jx]  < 0. On poor- to well-vegetated surfaces,
the availability of sediment for transport is lim-
ited, so the actual transport rate will be well below
the transport capacity estimated from an excess
boundary shear stress equation. Nonetheless, we
propose that the tendency for scour or deposition
will still respond to spatial change in excess of
shear stress.

Boundary shear  stress in nonaccelerating 50~s
can be written as:

‘b  = kg&. (51

Gravitational acceleration, g, and 5uid density, pw,
are known, and the local slope can be determined
from a sufficiently high-resolution digital eleva-
tion model. The flow depth must be calculated
based on runoff rate and surface roughness. Rewrit-
ing equation (1)  to solve for.50~  depth,

d = &qn  - TMbJ,

multiplying each side by p,gM, and substituting
into (51,  gives

~~  = T (qa  - TMb).

To eliminate the velocity term  in (61, we use a form
of the Darcy-Weisbach  equation often employed in
overland flow studies (e.g., Dunne  and Dietrich
19801,

For turbulent 50~ the friction factor, f,  is constant
but for laminar 5ow  the friction factor varies in-
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versely with Reynolds number, i.e., f = Kvlud in
which v is the kinematic viscosity and K is a con-
stant for a given roughness condition. Using the
frictional relationship given in equation (71,  the
boundary shear stress for turbulent flow is

~b = p,lMgl
whereas for laminar  flow

Setting equations (81  and (9)  equal to the critical
shear stress and solving for the topographic condi-
tion where the critical shear stress is equaled or
exceeded gives

‘2
1.41 .:/z

+TM
b d!%Mf2q  4

for turbulent flow and

n> 27:
b - p$Kvg”M’q

+TM
q 1111

for laminar flow.
This analysis shows that if channel initiation by

saturation overland flow can be characterized as
occurring once a critical boundary shear stress is
exceeded, then the area per unit contour length up
slope of the channel varies with critical shear
stress and inversely with roughness, precipitation
and, if critical shear stress is sufficiently large, in-
versely with ground slope. If the critical shear
stress is very small, then equations (10) and (11)
reduce to equation (21,  that is, channel initiation is
equivalent to ground saturation. Montgomery
(1991) has suggested that in some instances ground
saturation may be the appropriate criteria for chan-
nel head advance by seepage erosion. In this case,
channel incision might result from saturation
overland flow draining a large area, but once inci-
sion has occurred, seepage erosion advances the
channel head upslope to the point where the
ground does not saturate.

Field Site

To test the application of the nmbff  and erosion
thresholds, we selected a field site where extensive
mapping and process studies have been conducted

(figure  2). The general area, known as Tennessee
Valley, lies north of San Francisco in Matin
County, California, and is underlain by intensely
deformed gteywacke,  chert, and greenstone (Waht-
haftig 1984). The ground is mostly soil-mantled,
with the gravelly soil typically thin (<I m\ on side
slopes and ridge tops and thi’ckening to several me-
ters in the colluvial fllls in the valley axes. Local
bedrock outcrops occur on some ridges and on
steep slopes. The climate is Mediterranean with
an average annual precipitation of about 760 mm
[Rantz  1968). Vegetation varies with topographic
position and aspect, with native and European
grasses covering many of the ridgetops and gentler
side slopes, and dense stands of coyote brush
mixed with locally impenetrable poison oak oc-
curring in many of the hollows and the steep side
slopes in narrow canyons. The area was grazed by
cattle from the early 1800s until about 1981; this
grazing apparently increased the area of grass rela-
tive to brush and, when it was most heavily grazed
in the late 19th century, the grass cover was proba-
bly greatly reduced relative to the present condi-
tion (Montgomery 1991).

The channel network mapped in the field
[Montgomery and Dietrich  1989) is shown in figure
2. Channels extend up to and often through con-
vergent ateas  of thick colluvial deposits. The chan-
nels in the steep canyons have bedrock floors. In
the main valley the channel is incised into a broad,
several meter thick deposit of alluvium and collu-
vimn.  Radiocarbon dating in this area  (Montgom-
ery 19911,  and elsewhere in the Bay area (Reneau
et al. 19901 indicates that the aggradation  of collu-
vium and alluvium here took place during the Ho-
locene. A vtiety  of direct and indirect evidence,
gathered from historical accounts, recovered arti-
facts, and aerial photographs indicates that the
channel in the main valley cut down and fotmed a
terrace about 100 yrs ago during the period  of most
intense grazing and that many of the tributary
channels were either formed or extended into the
upslope  colluvium at this time (Montgomery
1991).

As repotted by Montgomery and Dietrich  (1988,
1989, 19921,  the drainage area to the mapped chan-
nel heads systematically decreases with increasing
local slope (figure 3). For any particular slope, con-
tributing area to the observed channeled heads
ranges about one order of magnitude. The data for
channeled and unchamteled  valleys below and
above the channel head suggest that the channel
heads lie at a topographic threshold (figure 31,  as
might be expected from the threshold theories pre-
sented above.
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Figure 2. Map of the channel network (heavy solid lines), areas of thick colluvium (stippled area) and thick
floor deoosits  of colluvium and  alluvium [shaded  areal  in the Tennessee Valley study area of Marin  County, Cal
lmodifi~d  from Montgomery and Die&  1989).

Field work in this area (Montgomery 1991) and
a nearby site with similar topography, geology and
vegetation (Wilson and Dietrich  1987; Wilson
1988) has demonstrated that shallow subsurface
flow and saturation overland flow are the principal
runoff  mechanisms in response to rainstorms. By
mid-winter when the ground has become suffi-
ciently moist, storms delivering about 70 mm in
about two days can cause extensive zones of sstu-
ration overland flow to form in the unchanneled
and small channeled valleys. In the past few years,
despite severe drought conditions, we have ob-
served saturation overland flow extend over 100
m above the present chaonel  heads in the’lower
gradient valleys. When this occurs, the water
above the head typically runs  very clear, carrying

little or  no sediment. In the channels just down-
stream, however, we have observed freshly scoured
banks and local levee deposits on the grass where
the small channels (<20  cm wide] have shoaled,
causing water to spill onto the surrounding SUI-
face. One intensively monitored abrupt channel
head a few meters high has migrated upslope  at
about 20-40 cm per year for at least the past 3 yrs
[Montgomery 1991). Both seepage erosion, which
leads to undermining and wall collapse, and satura-
tion overland flow, which removes collapsed mate-
rial once it falls over the head cut, are responsible
for erosion.

In 1986, during monitoring of runoff at an un-
channeled valley north of this site, 40 cm of rain
fell in 11 days, producing saturation overland flow
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Figure 3. Drainage area and local ground slope for chan-
nels Iniangles),  channel heads (solid circles), and un-
channeled surfaces (open circles) in the study area shown
in 8gure  2 {modified from Montgomery and Dietrich
1992).

over 100 m in length (essentially to the divide).
The grass was bent down by the flow and, locally
at the upslope tip of the small channel and the
downslope end of the valley, the overland flow had
a Froude number >l.O,  although no obvious sur-
face erosion occurred. Measurements of the runoff
produced during this storm revealed that it had
roughness properties compatible with a laminar
flow description, i.e., the calculated roughness var-
ied inversely with Reynolds number, yielding a K
(as d&red  above) of about 10,000 (Wilson 1988, p.
109). Despite this  large Reynolds number, the data
gave no indication of reaching a constant
roughness. We suspect that the flow was indeed
turbulent, but the momentum defect caused by the
vegetation resulted in a turbulent eddy diffusion
coefficient that did not vary with height above the
bed, giving a laminar-like flow resistance rela-
tionship.

As saturation overland flow is largely co&ted
to convergent zones along valley axes, erosion on
the surrounding hillslopes is primarily due to pro-
cesses not involving surface runoff, i.e., mass-
wasting processes. Shallow landslides involving
just the soil-mantle are common in this area. Due
to the dense brush in the steep canyon areas, it is
difficult to map all the scars, even in the field.
Some of these scars are probably several decades
old based on the vegetation cover and sharpness of
the edges, and in other cases, where bedrock is near
the surface, it is difficult to define a discreet failure
area. The scars are commonly only 5 to 10 m across
and about twice as long. Using aerial photographs
and field inspection, we mapped 39 landslide scars
in the 1.2 km1  larger catchment of the two shown
in figure 2. The scars are most commonly found

on the steeper footslopes and at the downstream
end of small steep, uncharmeled valleys. Given the
uncertainty in mapping these subtle features when
we compare the observed and predicted pattern of
landsliding,  we will interpret the mapped scars as
indicating areas of mass instability, rather than as
discrete points of failure. ”

On the gentler hillslopes and on the ridges, sedi-
ment transport occurs primarily by biogenic trans-
port associated with the burrowing activity of ani-
mals [Reneau  et al. 1988; Black and Montgomery
1991). Given the minor  role of water in trans-
porting soil, downslope transport by this biogemc
activity is probably largely slope dependent. Per-
haps the well-defined hilltop convexities in this
area, as would be expected from a slope dependent
transport law (Gilbert 1909),  attest to this process.
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Topographic Analysis

Prediction of the full extent of the channel net-
work in a landscape using the above threshold the-
ories requires digital elevation data of sufficiently
high resolution that the fmest scale source-area ba-
sins can be quantitatively analyzed. At least for
our field area (but probably in general), the digital
elevation model (DEM) from the United States
Geological Survey 7.5’ quadrangle was useless. Al-
though elevations were digitized every 25 m along
north-south lines in this DEM. the individual pro-
files were 150 m apart, and the data were interpo-
lated to a rectangular array of data points spaced
30 m apart (Bauer and Anderson unpub. data). As
shown by Bauer and Anderson and clearly visible
by inspection of a topographic map generated from
the data, this DEM (made available for the first
time in January 1992) Cannot resolve valleys with
wavelengths ~1000  m with much accuracy. Given
the general tendency fo,r  channel networks to ex-
tend into fine-scale valleys in steep terrain [Mont-
gomery and Dietrich  1988, 1989; Dietrich  and
Dtmne 1993) we question whether analyses baaed
on USGS DEM’s  can be used to infer channel net-
works or the transition from hillslope to channel-
driven erosion processes.

As an alternative, we took advantage of specially
flown, low-elevation high resolution black and
white photographs to generate our own DEM. Sev-
eral mapped ground features were used to control
registration of the digital coordinates. Elevation
data were obtained at a density of about every 10
m for the 1.21 km’ catchment from stereo digftiza-
tion of the photographs. The low canopy cover per-
mitted clear ground visibility, and we selected data
points to capture topographic change rather than to
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follow a regular grid. Elevation error~for  individual sine of the gradient  from the contour interval di-
points we estimate to be 20.5 m; horizontal error vided by the average length of the flow lines ioin-
is about -c3  m. ing them in an element.

For the simple steady-state threshold of erosion
theories described above, any digital terrain model
that enables one to compute local a/b  and M with
reasonable accuracy should be sufficient. As many
have found, however, grid-based analyses so fat
tend to produce undesirable artifacts (e.g., Fairfield
and Leymarie 1991). To avoid this problem and to
analyze landscape morphology in a manner
strongly tied to its hydrologic response, we have
relied on the digital terrain model, TOPOC
(O’Loughlin  1986; Moore et al. 1988b; Vertessy
et al. 1990).

TOPOG grids the data points, smooths the data
to remove sinks, draws contours and then lines
roughly normal to the contours (minimum dis-
tance lines) that extend up from low elevations to
ridges. These lines are approximately the flow
lines for shallow subsurface and overland flow, and
the combination of two adjacent flow lines inter-
secting two successive contours divides the land
surface into distinctly shaped elements. For each
element, the total contributing area, a.  can be cal-
culated and the ratio o/b from the bottom contour
length of the element. The local slope, M,  is the

In order to link runoff and erosion processes to
landscape morphology, we took advantage of the
element shape created by TOPOG to classify each
element into divergent, planar, and convergent
morphology. We used the simple criterion that if
lb2 - bl)l(b2  + bl) exceeded a set percentage
change, the element fell into one of rhe three cate-
gories. Here bl  and b2 are the contour length of
the upslope  and downslope sides of the element,
respectively. This percentage change is somewhat
arbitrary. We chose the smallest values estimated
to be relatively free of artifacts of the model
(~-0.10  is convergent, >O.lO  is divergent, other-
wise planar) to resolve the fine-scale topography.
Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the three
element types for our map representation of our
site with 5 m contour intervals and average spacing
between the “flow lines” of about 20 m. This com-
bination of element size and criterion for shape dis-
tinction successfully shows the valley axes as con-
vergent and the ridge lines as divergent. The
relative distribution of divergent and planar ele-
ments is, however, clearly dependent on flow line
spacing and contour interval relative to the crite-

Figure 4. Spatial pattern of conver-
gent, planar, and divergent topo-
graphic elements in the larger, 1.2
km’ catchment  in figure 2 [modified
from Dierrich  et al. 1992).



rion. If the percentage change requirement is held
constant, then with decreasing spacing between
the flow lines and resultant narrowing of the ele-
ments, the planar elements spread upslope  at the
expense of divergent ones, leaving just the triangu-
lar elements where the flow lines terminate along
the ridge line. The extent of the convergent ele-
ments is much less sensitive to the size of the el-
ement.

Land surface morphology classified in this man-
ner captures an aspect of both the form of the sur-
face and its likely hydrologic behavior. The con-
tour lines create a smoothed representation of the
surface, and in combination with the relatively
broadly spaced flow lines this tends to emphasize
the relative hydrologic convergence as compared
to the local detailed shape of the ground surface.
We will use element classification to guide evalua-
tion of T/q. as shown below.

In order to make comparisons with our channel
initiation theory, we have also classified conver-
gent elements as channeled or unchanneled. Chan-
neled elements were identified by tracing the ob-
served channel network (figure 2) onto a
computer-generated map of the catchment. We
found that nearly all of the “channeled” elements
fell within the observed range of topographic
threshold for channel heads of (a/bJS*  = 200 m
to (o/blS’ = 25 m reported by Montgomery and
Dietrich (1992)  [figure 5) [here  S is the tan 0).  This
excellent agreement between field-determined val-
ues of a/b and ‘tan 6 and that calculated from the
DEM for channeled portions of the landscape
strongly supports the use of the DEM as an accu-
rate representation of the actual ground surface.
Only where the threshold relations are projected
to steep slopes where channels do not occur in the
field do the planar and unchanneled elements also
fall within this range. We will discuss this later.

Further evidence of the reliability of the data
comes from comparing the computed olb and
slope data using TOPOG with that from a com-
pletely different grid-based digital terrain model
developed by Bauer  (pers. comm. 1992). For all ele-
ments, the average of the logarithm of o/b  ‘is 58.9
m using TOPOG and 59.0 using Bauer’s model.
The average slope of the elements is 23.4” using
TOPOG, whereas the avemge slope using Bauer’s
model is 22.5”.  In both cases the standard devia-
tions were essentially identical. This suggests that
artifacts peculiar to a particular digital terrain
model are minimum.

Building upon the characteristic form concept
popularized by Kirkby  (19711,  Willgoose (19891  has
suggested that in a slope-area analysis of the kind
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in figures 2 and 5, hillslopes should show a system-
atic increase in contributing area with increasing
slope (a convex profile), because hillslope form is
presumably set by slope-dominated transport pro-
cesses. Channeled portions of the landscape should
show a systematic decrease in slope with increas-
ing drainage area because of the importance of wa-
ter runoff as well as slope in the transport process
(a concave profile), and the.length  of the hillslope
would be reflected in a distinctive inflection point
on a area-slope or slope-area graph of elements de-
rived from a digital terrain model. Tarboton et al.
(1991) have subsequently claimed to observe this
inflection point in their analysis of digital eleva-
tion data, but this  may be an artifact of their analy
sis of low resolution USGS DEM’s.  Furthermore,
an innovative theoretical analysis based on stabil-
ity theory by Loewenhen  119910,  1991b)  suggests
that the channel head may extend upslope of the
inflection point. While there is a cleat change in
the contributing area-slope relation associated
with the transition from divergent to convergent
elements (figure 51,  there is no simple inflection in
our data.

Figure 5. Comparison of the area per unit contour
length versus ground slope data generated from the digI-
tal terrain model, TOPOG, with the upper and lower
limit (solid lines) of channel head data given in figure
3. A total of 5632 elements were classified by shape.
Channeled convergent elements were identified using
the network map in figure 2. Symbols ~epresenr the aver-
age of the log values of alb for uniform log classes of
gmund  slope. Individual data points are shown in Die-
trfcb  et al.  (19921.
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Threshold Analysis

The thresholds of saturation (equation 2],  slope sta-
bility /equation 41,  and erosion by saturation over-
land flow (equations 10 and 11)  are functions of a/
b and M; hence the derived threshold equations
can be readily compared with the observed distri-
bution of element types. This comparison can
place significant constraints on the approptiate-
ness of the threshold and, in effect, permits a ratio-
nal approach for evaluating the parameters in each
of the threshold theories. In fact, given the assump-
tion of steady-state runoff, such a comparison may
be the only reasonable way to parameterixe fully
these theories.

Threshold of &rhmrtion. All three thresholds are
controlled at least partly by the ratio of transmis-
sivity to runoff rate (T/q]. In the threshold of satu-
ration (equation 2) T/q  is the slope of the line re-
lating a/b to M. There are at least three ways to
assess (T/q].  Field measurements, such as pump
tests on piezometers, can provide estimates of T,
and 1.2 can be selected from precipitation records.
Given the high spatial variability of T  and the un-
certainty of what exactly q is [because of the
steady-state assumption], this method of assessing
T/q cannot be used. Based on an intensive hydro-
logic study near our field site (Wilson 19881,  we
estimate the transmissivity to be about 17 m2/d
and, surprisingly, not to vary signif?cantly  with
topographic position [hollow versus ridge] because
of the dominance of the high conductivity of the
surface soil. This estimate must still be considered
extremely crude, but without some other con-
straint, we have no rational way of choosing a sig-
nifrcant  steady-state q to drive the erosion
thresholds.

Another method, which at least would help
evaluate the general validity of the model, would
be to map in a watershed the farthest upslope ex-
tent of saturated areas developed from a large pre-
cipitation event and determine whether this posi-
tion has a similar value of al(bM)  throughout the
basin, as expected from equation (2).  We have at-
tempted to do this, but because of an extended
drought in California, we have had very little op
portunity  to make observations. It is also difficult
to locate field observations with the precision nec-
essary to identify which element it belongs to in
the digital terrain model. The last significant over-
land flow event was in March of 1989 after a
roughly 0.08 m rainfall. For six different hollows,
it appears the a/(bM] value for the farthest upslope
extent of surface saturation ranged from 200 to at
least 2000 m, with four of the points apparently

falling between 500 to 1000 m. If T  is roughly 17
ml/d,  then q in this case would be 0.034 to 0.068
m/d. No landslides occurred during this event, but
some of the smallest upslope channel tips did
scour, and a carefully monitored channel head ad-
vanced about 0.4 m upslope.

A third method to estimate T/q, and one that
seems most appropriate for a general threshold of
erosion investigation, is to use the landscape mor-
phology to place constraints on the possible value
of T/q. Based on both field observations and what
we would expect from simple physical intuition,
we would not expect the divergent elements,
which are almost exclusively found on the ridges,
to experience saturation. Furthermore, the lower
gradient convergent elements making up chan-
neled and tmchanneled  valleys ought to become
saturated during events large enough to cause land-
sliding or chamrelization  by saturation overland
flow. Figure 6 shows the saturation threshold line
for three values of T/q plotted against the various
element types. Clearly, a value of about 350 m for
T/q causes nearly all divergent elements to be un-
saturated while nearly all of the convergent and
channeled ones are saturated (figure 6) [see Die-
trich et al. 119921  for comparison with individual
data points]. The vast majority of the planar ele-
ments are also predicted to be unsaturated, which
seems reasonable. This value of T/q would require
a q of 0.05 m/d if T is 17 m2/d.  To judge whether
an 0.05 m/d roughly steady-state runoff is possible,
we used the simple analytical model of Iida (1984)
to estimate that it would take roughly 9 days for a
59 m long planar slope (approximate mean slope
length here) to reach steady-state with a transmis-
sivity of 17 m”/d and rainfall of 0.05 m/d. A storm
about this magnitude (0.40 m] and duration oc-
curred near here in 1986 [Wilson 1988). The maxi-
mum precipitation recorded in 10 days at a rain
gage in this general area is 1.1 m ]Califomia  Dept.
Water Resources 1981). Figure 7 shows the extent
of ground water saturation for steady-state runoff
and a T/q of 350 m. The saturated region, with few
exceptions, is confined to the valley network of
channeled and unchanneled  convergent topogra-
phy. Some of the long triangular saturated patches
along the divide are clearly artifacts of the model,
but otherwise the predicted saturated topography
appears consistent with field observations.

Although we cannot conclude that we knew
with any precision an appropriate value of T/q. the
above analyses place significant constraint on it.
The estimated value of 350 m is not unreasonable.,
based on field observations. In the analysis to fol-
low, we will take T/q as lixed  and evaluate the
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Figure 6. Comparison of threshold theories with digital terrain data of the Tennessee Valley catchment  (modified
from  Dietrich  et al. 19921.

other parameters in the two emsion  threshold the-
ories.

Slope Stability Tbmbold. Given the assignment
of T/q to a value of 350 m, the slope stability
threshold (equation 4) has two remaining parame-
ters. The ratio of wet soil bulk density to water
density is about 2, based on bulk density measure-
ments by Reneau 11988)  in nearby areas. Previous
studies (Reneau et al. 1984; Reneau and Dietrich
1987; Reneau 1988) in the Bay area suggest that for
the coarse-textured soils in the field area, the angle
of internal friction 41  can be as high as 45” and is
likely to lie between 40 and 45’. These soils are

generally cohesionless although the roots of the
grass and coyote brush would add a slight apparent
cohesion. This strength contribution has been ig-
nored here. In figure 6, we show the position of the
slope stability threshold for the possible range of +
from 35” to 45”. The lower bound of the angle of
internal friction predicts many divergent elements
and a large number of planar elements to be unsta-
ble, a prediction not consistent with our field ob-
servations, in which most of the current landslide
scars are found in convergent areas, some in planar,
and none in divergent ones. Hence, this lower
bound appears to be too low. Very few elements
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Figure 7. Predicted Pattern of
ground saturation (black area) for
the T/q value of 350 in during
steady state runoff.

are steeper than 45”, perhaps because of the chronic
instability at this gradient; hence a 6 of 45” is prob-
ably too high.

Figure 8 shows the pattern of predicted areas of
instability and observed landslide scars for a + of
40”. Nearly all of the mapped landslide scars (35 of
39 scars) fall within the area of predicted instabil-
ity. Many of the sites predicted to be unstable are
actually places of bedrock outcrop, where the
model does not strictly apply. Bedrock outcrop
would, nonetheless, be expected where landslide
frequency exceeds soil production rate, so this pre-
diction is not inconsistent. Evaluation of this land-
slide model is more extensively carried out else-
where [Montgomery and Dietrich  unpub. data). It
seems fair to conclude that there is reasonable sup
port for the slope stability threshold at this site
and that the parameters in the model are fairly well
constrained.

Threshold of Erosion  by Saturation Overloud
iVow. The threshold of erosion land presumably
channelixation)  by saturation overland flow (equa-
tions 10 and 11) has three additional.parameters,
the roughness [K)  or friction factor (f), the critical
boundary shear stress 1~~1  and the runoff (4)  (as
compared to T/q]. Field observations indicate that

even at Reynolds numbers as high as 20,000 the
roughness varies inversely with Reynolds number
(Wilson 1988, p. 109);  hence equation (11) is more
appropriate to use here. Measurements by Wilson
11988)  on typical grass cover not subject to cattle
graxing~in  this area gives a roughness coefficient of
about 10,000. The value of K would have been
lower during the period of heaving grazing in the
last century.

The magnitude of the critical boundary shear
stress is much more difficult to defme.  Wilson
(1988) observed shear stresses in excess of 200
dyne/cm* without noticeable incision into the
grass turf, although active scour and sediment
transport did occur in the channels just down-
stream of their points of inception. We can use the
observed crude separation of channeled and un-
channeled convergent elements as a guide for pa-
rameter selection. Reid (1989) summarized avail-
able literature on critical boundary shear stresses
in overland flow and concluded that a well-
vegetated mat would have a value in excess of 1000
dynes/cm’. Given a K of lO,ooO,  if equation 1111
is plotted to separate unchanneled  from channeled
elements, then q would have to be about 1.5 m/d
for this high critical boundary shear stress. This
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Figure 8. Predicted and observed pattern of shallow
landslides for a T/q of 350 m, and an angle  of internal
friction of 4(P.

value of runoff is absurd and points to the necessity
that the critical boundary shear stress  be lower, as
K may not be significantly larger and the second
term in equation ( 11) involving T/q  is not sign&
cant. We assume, as have Reid 11989)  and many
others, that channel instability OCCUIS  when criti-
cal boundary shear stress is reduced due to vegeta-
tion disturbance by grazing, fire, trampling or some
other effect.

If we use T/q = 350 m, q = 0.05 m/d, and K =
10,000 then according to the available data in fig-
ure 6, the critical boundary shear stress would be
about 160 to 320 dyue/cmz,  reasonable values for
disturbed, poorly vegetated surfaces [Reid 1989).
The two threshold lines are nearly identical to the
lines defining the upper and lower limit to the
channel head locations (figure 5). The value of criti-
cal shear stress is reasonably well constrained be-
cause the term involving T/q for most of the range
of interest is insignificant and because the value of
K and q are probably known to within an order of
magnitude. This uncertainty in K or q is equiva-
lent to slightly more than a factor of 2 uncertainty
in the critical boundary shear stress because a/b

varies with (T~)~.  This finding is testable by field
experiments directed toward evaluating critical
boundary shear stress.

It has been observed by some that rill  initiation
is associated with supercritical flows. We have ob-
served supercritical saturation overland flow at
channel heads in our stud? area and perhaps the
altered resistance and flow velocity under super-
critical conditions is important to channel initia-
tion as well. Using equations (6) and (91,  we find
that the Froude number is 1.0 for laminar  overland
flow when

nib = (T/q/M + Kvl2qM. 1121

For the range of slopes 0.1 to 1.0, equation (12)
plots close to but mostly above the line labelled  7c
= 320 dyne/cm’  in figure 6, when K in equation
(12) is assumed equal to 1000 (a value that may be
typical of grazed grass, Dunne  and Dieuich 19801.
This implies that K would have to be at least 10
times smaller for a significant number of the chan-
nel heads to experience flows at or above supercrit-
ical  conditions. If K were 1000 and critical bound-
a* shear stress were 149 dyne/cml, the threshold
line of equation (111 would be identical to that
shown for K = 10,000 and 7c = 320 dyne/cm2.
Reduction of vegetation cover, which decreases K
and TV,  may increase the tendency for overland
flow to incise both because the critical boundary
shear stress is more likely to be exceeded and be-
cause the flow will tend to become supercritical.
It is worth noting that for K = 1000 to correspond
to the lower line in figure 6, which lies below the
channel heads, ic would have to equal only 74
dyne/cml, and channel head erosion would not be
affected by supercritical conditions. This low value
of’ critical shear stress seems unlikely, however,
even under intense grazing.

Channel Network Analysis

Figure 9A shows the field-mapped channel net-
work and the distribution of [n/b).?’  for our study
site, revealing a strong correspondence between
the extent of the mapped network  and the observed
range of 25 m s (nlb)S’ s 200 m for channel heads.
Not a single channel head extends below this
range, suggesting not only a strong topographic
threshold to channel initiation but also excellent
agreement between field data and the results of the
digital terrain analysis.

Four other attributes of this comparison warrant
attention. Nine of the first-order tributaries do not
coonect to the higher order channels. This observa-
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Figure 9. Comparison of observed
channel network with: (A)  the em-
pirical topographic threshold based
on field observations at the channel
head (modified from Montgomery
and Diem&h  1992); IB)  the pattern
of areas predicted to be subject to
shallow landsliding.

tion strongly suggests that the tributary channels elements in the narrow  bedrock canyons of the
are not driven by instability originating at the junc- steeper tributaries have (o/b)S2  values in excess
tion with a higher order channel junction. A of the channel head threshold range. Why don’t
threshold theory for channel initiation should prc- higher-order channels well downslope from the
sumably  also explain why channels are discontinu- channel head also have such high values? IS this
ous. The second feature we note is that only the an artifact of the insensitivity of the analysis? Field
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cwa61y  Figure 9. (Continued) (Cl the pa t -
tern of relative sediment transport
capacity by overland flow calculated
from  q.  = (TV  - TJ’.~  with  TV  equal
to 160  dyne/cm’; and (D) spatial
pattern of dominant erosion pro-
cesses. .~

observations suggest otherwise. As shown iu figure channel network into which the steeper uplands
2, the lower gradient valleys in the field area cou- drain  only entrenched into its floodplain after in-
tain  thick deposits of alluvium and colluvium, troduction  of intensive cattle grazing. Based on ob-
whereas the narrow bedrock canyons show little servations  nearby in one of the only watersheds
or  no evidence of stored sediment. Analysis of never  subject to cattle grazing, it is reasonable to
landuse  and landscape change in this area (Mont- suggest that  the low gradient channels may not
gomery  1991) indicates that the main low gradient have been continuous before disturbance. Our abil-
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ity to analyxe this problem is limited because the
elements in the low gradient valleys are quite large
and the local hydraulics within an element associ-
ated with a channel are likely to be quite different
than that estimated from the element as a whole.
Nonetheless, the field observations and topo-
graphic analysis suggest a tendency for the low gra-
dient valleys to aggrade with poorly defined chan-
nels when unaltered by landuse.

The third and fourth features of figure 9A have
to do with the unchanneled elements within or
near the threshold range of channel initiation.
While none of the channel heads extend below the
[alb)S” of 25 m, many elements lying above this
value are unchanneled. Most of these elements
form distinct linear patches on the steeps side
slopes of the bedrock canyons and lie in subtle hol-
lows. Empirically we would argue that these ele-
ments lie in areas prone to channeiization, but ei-
ther because of local variations in such properties
as saturated conductivity and friction angle or, and
more likely, because of a tendency for diffusive
sediment transport to fill in channels here the sites
lack mappable channels. If these elements lie
above the erosion threshold, the latter interpreta-
tion seems most plausible. The fourth feature, and
one that Montgomery and Dieuich  (1992) empha-
sized, is the tendency for elements with the value
of (alblS* just below 25 m to lie at the topographic
transition from valley to ridge. Montgomery and
Dietrich  (1992)  argue that this strongly suggests
that ridge and valley development and ultimately
their spacing is influenced by the threshold of
channel initiation. To be consistent, the erosion
theories described above should not predict surface
instability upslope of these elements.

Figure 9B  shows the pattern of elements pre-
dicted to be unstable for a T/q  of 350 m and a $J of
40” and their relationship to the channel network.
As discussed above, these parameters are reason-
ably well constrained by topographic analysis and
observations; nonetheless, there remains signffi-
cant uncertainty about the full extent of the poten-
tially unstable ground. The comparison with the
channel network shows that nearly half of the
channel heads lie in or just below areas predicted
to be above the slope stability threshold. The vast
majority of the unstable elements, however, do not
drain directly to a channel head nor lie on the path
of a channel. Hence, while landsliding can contrib-
ute to channel head advance upslope,  the tendency
for landsliding alone is not sufficient to maintain
a channel. On the other hand, many of these un-
channeled, but unstable elements do correspond to
the elements either within the channeled range of

[o/b)S2  or just below it (compare with figure 9A).
These observations indicate that the linear patches
of unchanneled elements within the channel head
range shown in figure 9A correspond to unstable
areas that just lack sufficient runoff to maintain a
channel.

In figure 9C.  the pattern ‘of relative sediment
transport capacity [lb - ‘T, 1 1.5 is mapped and com-
pared with the observed channel network. Al-
though channel incision is expected to occur once
a critical boundary shear stress is exceeded (and
possibly supercritical flow occursl, if the diver-
gence of the boundary shear stress and thereby sed-
iment transport field is negative downslope, aggra-
dation and smothering of any channelization
tendency is likely. In comparing the excess relative
sediment transport capacity with the observed
channel network it is worth remembering how ap
proximate the parameters are in the boundary
shear stress model and the large scale of the ele-
ment relative to the size of the channel. Nonethe-
less, the similarity throughout the basin of results
for 35 different tributaries for a single set of param-
eters supports the mechanistic interpretation pro-
posed here.

In most of the tributaries, the channel head lies
slightly downslope of the point where the bound-
ary shear stress exceeds the critical value for satu-
ration overland flow erosion. The other channel
heads generally correspond to sites where landslid-
ing predominates. Relative sediment transport in-
creases downstream along the channel network,
but for all nine discontinuous tributaries, the
downstream end of the channel corresponds to the
reach where the relative sediment transport de-
clines downslope. A decline in the downslope di-
rection also occurs along the network where the
channels leave the narrow canyons and enter the
broad valley, in agreement with the historical ten-
dency for deposition to occur in the lower valley
and possibly have only a poorly formed channel.
This seems to provide strong support for the gen-
eral structure of our model.

Most of the unchanneled elements that lie
within the channel head range of [o/b)S’  and along
the valley axes are predicted to be unstable due to
saturation overland flow erosion (compare 9C,AI.
Although this is good correspondence between the
threshold theory and the observed topographic
threshold, it does not explain why these elements
remained tmchanneled.  One simple answer, which
presumes the model to be reasonably accurate, is
that the assumed critical boundary shear stress and
roughness are slightly incorrect for application of
this model to the field observations. Figure 10
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shows the effect of changing the critical boundary
shear stress by only’s factor of two. Because of the
third power dependency on critical boundary shear
stress in the threshold model, a huge difference in
the extent of charmel network (elements above the
critical boundary shear stress) is predicted with
small changes in 7s. This implies that the differ-
ence between observed and predicted channel net-
work in figure 9 C is explicable by a small modifi-
cation of the 7,.  Unfortunately, for the purposes of
field verification of this erosion threshold model,
this result suggests that critical boundary shear
stress is an important parameter which is virtually
unknowable at the level necessary to test model
predictions. While it will be useful to determine
whether 7c is 1000 or 100 dyne/cm2 from field ex-
periments, we will likely not be able to character-
ize it for an entire basin to within 50%. Hence,
like saturated conductivity or transmissivity, criti-
cal boundary shear stress, even though it has a
smaller range of values, may not be a parameter
that can be sufficiently well-known from just field
observations and an “effective” value must be esti-
mated from response of the system as a whole.

If we accept the general validity of the satura-
tion overland flow erosion threshold model, then
our model results clearly demonstrate that changes
in land use or climate that alter the surface resis-
tance to erosion should have a dramatic effect on
the stability of the channel network. Cattle grazing
in this area reduced the critical boundary shear
stress and caused significant expansion of the
channel network (figure 10).

Figure 9D summarizes the spatial significance
of different erosion processes predicted from the
threshold theories. It shows the ridge lines domi-
nated by diffusive (slope-dependent) sediment
transport processes that feed sediment to landslide-
prone planar and subtle convergent slopes border-
ing the ridges and valley sides. Surface mnoff  in the
larger valleys then conveys the sediment further
downstream. Mapping of process dominance, as
shown in fIgore  9D,  should prove useful in catch-
ment sediment budget studies A more formidable
task is the development of sediment transport laws
supported with field observations that permit rout-
ing of sediment down hillslopes and along the
channel network.

Coochsioos

With the development of digital terrain models ca-
pable of analyzing large sets of digital elevations,
it is now possible both to quantify the detailed
topography of landscapes and to explore process-

based models in explaining mappable features. One
of the most useful features to map is the channel
network. We have shown that it can be used to
place significant constraint on erosion theories. Pa-
rameterization  of such theories may be quite diffi-
cult because of the high spatial variability of the
controlling parameters and the sensitivity of the
model outcome to their values. Instead of relying
on field observations alone for evaluation of the
parameters, the topography and the extent of the
observed channel network itself can be used to de-
termine the parameters. But once such a calibra-
tion is done, application elsewhere is needed to
validate the model.

Despite this limitation, the comparison be-
tween the threshold theory of saturation, erosion
by saturation overland flow, and threshold of slope
instability and the observed topography and extent
of the channel network in our field area suggests
several conclusions. The upslope extent of the
channel network is controlled by a combination of
slope instability and erosion by saturation overland
flow. These two thresholds have very different a/
b to M relationships and should not be represented
by a single function, as sotie  may choose when
examining  the empirical data. Although seepage
erosion may also be important, our analysis sug
gests that it is not required. While slope instability
contributes to channel head advance, it alone does
not control the tendency for charmelization:  over-
land flow appears to be required. Hence, there are
many steep areas bordering the channeled valleys
that cross the topographic threshold for channel-
ization, but remain unchtineled because only
shallow landsliding  occurs.  In other, steeper envi-
ronments with greater relief, perhaps debris flow
scour from landsliding can act to cut channel-like
features, thus reducing the importance of overland
flow. Application of our model to locations in Ore-
gon and Washington support this interpretation.

The threshold of erosion by saturation overland
flow varies as the third power of critical boundary
shear stress. Consequently, the extent of the chan-
nel network incised by erosive overland flow varies
dramatically with changes in surface resistance.
This helps explain the widespread gullying  in the
grazing land surrounding the San Francisco Bay
and probably many other areas where overland
flow is important in channel incision.

Application of the models proposed here to
other landscapes with similar erosion processes
will require high resolution digital elevation mod-
els to capture the topographic control on runoff
and erosion mechanisms. The models proposed
here should be quite general to landscapes where
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Figure  10. Area predicted to  be
eroded by saturation overland flow
for a critical bamiary  shear stress
of (Al 320 dyne/cm2  and IB)  160
dyne/cml.  This pattern comspands
to  the two  threshold lines shown in
figure 6.
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shallow subsurface and saturation overland flow
runoff mechanisms predominate. For modcl~evalu-
ation,  detailed mapping of the channel  network
and location of landslide sears is essential. Such
data are rarely available at present.
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ABSTRACT

Methods for the identification of the sine, or scale, of hillslopes and the
extent of channel networks from digital elevation models (DEM’s)  are
examined critically. Theoretically, a constant critical support area, the method
most commonly used at present for channel network extraction from DEM’s,
is more appropriate for depicting the hillslope/valley transition than for
identifying channel heads. Analysis of high-resolution DEMs  confirms that a
constant contributing area per unit contour length defines the extent of
divergent topography, or the hillslope scale, although there is considerable
variance about the average value. ln even moderately-steep topography,
however, a DEM resolution finer than the typical 30 m by 30 m grid size is
required to accurately resolve the hillslope/valley transition. For many soil-
mantled landscapes, a slope-dependent critical support area is both
theoretically and empirically more appropriate for defining the extent of
channel networks. Implementing this method for overland flow erosion
requires knowledge of an appropriate proportionality constant for the
drainage area-slope threshold controlling channel initiation. Several
methods for estimating this constant from DEM data are examined, but
acquisition of even limited field data is recommended. Finally, the
hypothesis is proposed that an inflection in the drainage area-slope relation
for mountain drainage basins reflects a transition from steep debris-flow-
dominated channels to lower-gradient a&vial  channels.
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INTRODUCIXON

The problem of identifying the actual extent of the channel network
from digital elevation models (DEMs)  is of considerable geomorphic and
hydrologic importance, given the widespread use of DEMs  in simulation
models. Physically-based models of hydrologic and erosional processes
require differentiation between the runoff generation and erosion
mechanisms that operate on hillslopes and in channels. For example,
channel network extent directly affects the simulated hydrologic response of a
catchment because it determines both hillslope travel distances and network
link lengths and thus hydrologic response functions [e.g.,  Eodriquez-Iturbe
and Valdes, 1979; Gupta et al., 19801.  Consequently, accurate estimation of
network source locations is important for accurate runoff prediction using
these methods. Identification of network sources is thus of fundamental
importance in landscape-scale geomorphic and hydrologic analyses.

A variety of methods exist for automatically extracting channel
networks from DEMs  [e.g., Mark, 1983;  1988;  O’Callaghan  and Mark, 1984;
Band, 1986;  Morris and Heerdegen, 1988;  Smith et al., 19901,  but little attention
has been paid to the accuracy of network source representation. The most
common method of extracting channel networks from DEMs  is to specify a
critical support area that defines the minimum drainage area required to
initiate a channel [e.g.,  Band, 19%; 1989; Zevenberger and Thome, 1987;
Morris and Heerdegen, 1988;  Tarboton et al., 1988;  Lammers and Band, 1990;
Gardner et al., 19911. In practice, this threshold value often is selected on the
basis of visual similarity between the extracted network and the blue lines
depicted on topographic maps. However, Morisawa [1957],  and later Coffman
and others 119721,  demonstrated that blue line networks provide only a poor
representation of channel networks observed in the field because they do not
depict first-order channels, as well as many second and third-order channels.
Other methods used to simulate network source locations include the degree
of contour indentation, or crenulation  [e.g., Strahler, 1952; Morisawa, 1957;
Lublowe, 1964; Smart and Surkan, 1967;  Howard, 197I;  Abrahams, 19801,  and
a minimum slope [e.g., Shreve, 19741.  Two general methods have been used
to simulate network sources in digital terrain models: a constant threshold
area [e.g., Orallaghan  and Mark, 1984;  Band, 1986;  Mark, 1988;  Tarboton et al.,
19911 and a slope-dependent critical support area [e.g., Dietrich  et al., 1992;
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19931.  This paper critically examines these approaches and suggests
modifications to existing procedures and interpretations.

THEOR~TKAL BASIS  FOR ESTIMATING CRITICAL  SUPPORT AREAS
Models that predict either constant or slope-dependent thresholds

assume different criteria for channel initiation. Assuming that channel
heads represent a transition in the dominant sediment transport process
implies a constant critical support area, whereas assuming that channel heads
represent an erosional threshold leads to a slope-dependent critical support
area. These models and their development are discussed in greater detail
elsewhere [Dietrich and Dunne, 1993;  Montgomery and Dietrich, in press].
Below we outline key assumptions and briefly discuss  model development
and application to the problem of predicting network source locations from
digital elevation data.

Constant Threshold
The logic behind a constant critical support area descends from ideas

originally developed by Gilbert [1877;  19091.  Essentially, the hypothesis holds
that slope-dependent sediment transport on hillslopes gives rise to convex
slopes, whereas discharge- and slope-dependent sediment transport in
channels gives rise to concave slope profiles. A series of workers developed
this hypothesis into the proposition that channel heads correspond to the
transition from convex to concave slope profiles [e.g., Kirkby,  1971; 1980; 1986;
Smith and Bretherton, 1972; Tarboton et al., 19921.

These models are based on coupling the continuity equation with
distinct sediment transport laws for hillslope and fluvial  processes. in
general, sediment transport may be considered to reflect the availability of
sediment for transport and the competence of the transporting medium.
Thus in most cases, the sediment transport rate (9s) will be a function of the
slope (s), discharge (q),  and, if transport capacity exoseds  sediment supply, the
production rate of transportable material (p):

qs=  f (s,q,p) (1)
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For soil-mantled landscapes, many workers exclude p from (1)  and formulate
a general sediment transport equation as

qa=  kq”sn’ . (2)

where k, n, and m are constants [e.g., Kirkby,  1971; 1980; 1986; Ahnert, 1976;
1987; 1988; Tarboton et al., 19921.

In most landscape evolution models, sediment transport by hillslope
and fluvial  processes involve different parameter values. Models for
hillslope sediment transport [e.g., Davison, 1889; Gilbert, 1909; Culling, 1963;
Kirkby,  19711  generally assume that n-0, and the most widely used
formulation for geomorphic modeling is the linear diffusion model fm=l):

qs= kl s (3)

where kr is an erosional~  diffisivity. Fluvial  sediment transport is a function
of both discharge and slope, and most workers assume that n>l and m=2  for
channel processes.

A number of workers have shown that equilibrium slope profiIes  for a
slope-dependent transport law are convex, which requires that slope increases
with either distance from the drainage divide, or drainage area [e.g., Davison,
1889; Gilbert, 1909; Culling, 1963; Kirkby,  1971; 1980; 19861.  Transport laws
with both slope and discharge dependency, on the other hand, result in
concave equilibrium slope profiles [e.g., Gilbert, 1877; Kirkby,  197l; 1980; 1986;
Smith and Bretherton, 19721.  Smith and Bretherton [1972]  further showed
that concave slope profiles occur where

(41,

and that convex slope profiles result when the opposite inequality is satisfied.
They then showed that concave surfaces are unstable to lateral perturbation,
whereas convex surfaces are stable. Smith and Bretherton 119721  also
proposed a general sediment transport law for both fluvial  and hillslope
processes where
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qs  = kls+k2qnSm Wl; kr ,kz >O) (5)

and argued that channel heads correspond to the transition from convex to
concave slopes. Kirkby  [1980;  19861  substituted contributing area per unit
contour length (a)  for discharge in equation (4) and also suggested that the
channel head was coincident with a transition from convex slopes where
aq,/aa  > q,/a to concave slopes where aqs/aa  < qa/a.  Tarboton and others
[I9921  further proposed that the channel head corresponds to a transition
from hillslopes where a&a  > 0 to channels where &/aa c 0. However, the
transition from convex to concave slope profiles commonly coincides with
the transition from divergent to convergent topography, suggesting that these
models are more appropriate for representing controls on valley
development than for channel initiation [Dietrich and Dunne, 1993;
Montgomery and Dietrich, in press] (Figure 1). No data are presently
available, however, with which to directly test this hypothesis.

Slope-Dependent Threshold
Models for a slope-dependent critical support area assume that the

channel head represents an erosional threshold, an assumption similar to
Horton’s [I9451  hypothesis for drainage network evolution. This assumption
requires that the channel head represents a change in sediment transport
processes, rather than a spatial transition in process ,dominance.  Another key
assumption in this approach is that the channel head is associated with
erosion initiation, an expectation that will not be met, for example, in
landscapes where sheetwash erosion occurs. Field observations in humid,
soil-mantled landscapes, however, generally support the association of
channel heads with a change in sediment transport processes [Dietrich and
Dunne, 1993; Montgomery and Dietrich, in press].

A general model for sediment transport with a threshold control on
channelization is given by

qs  = kr s

qs  = kls+k2qnsm

(6a)

(6b)
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where a,  is the critical contributing area for channel initiation [Dietrich and
Dunne, 1993; Montgomery and Dietrich, in press]. Essentially, this
formulation argues that sediment transport occurs by slope-dependent
processes upslope  of a critical contributing area per unit contour Jength,
whereas discharge-dependent processes also transport sediment downslope of
the channel head.

The critical contributing area per unit contour length required to
initiate a channel may be estimated from simple models of channel initiation
processes. Field observations and measurements suggest that these processes
include overland flow, seepage, piping, and landsliding [e.g., Rirkby and
Chorley, 1967; Dunne, 1980; Jones, 1987; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988; 1989;
in press; Dietrich  and Dunne, 19931.  Models for channel initiation by
overland flow and shallow landsliding predict inverse relations between
critical support area and local slope.

Channel initiation by overland flow may be assumed to occur where
the basal shear stress of the flow (q,)  exceeds the critical shear stress of the
ground surface (rcr).  For a steady-state rainfall intensity (qr)  a laminar flow
model predicts that the critical contributing area required for rt,  >zcr  is given

by

a, = C / (tar@ c = f CQ, qr-1, Q

where 9 is the local slope [Dietrich et al., 1992; 1993; Montgomery and
Dietrich, in press]. Thus, smaller drainage areas are needed to initiate
channels on steeper slopes. Rearranging equation (7),  channels may be
defined using the criterion of aftan  2 C. The absolute value of the
proportionality constant C depends on both ground surface (zcr)  and climatic
Cqr)  properties.

An analogous model for channel initiation by shallow landsliding is
derived from combining a model for shallow throughflow  and the infinite-
slope stability model. This simple hybrid model for cohesionless soils
predicts that

acr = (T/q,)  sin9  (p&J  tl- banWtan8)l (8)
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where T is the soil transmissivity, pa and pW  are the bulk density of the soil
and water, and I$ is the friction angle of the soil [Montgomery and Dietrich, in
press]. This relation predicts a non-loglinear relation between the critical
support area and local slope and is only valid for steep slopes where tan8 2
KPs-P&PSI  tan4

The available field data on channel head locations in landscapes where
overland flow and landsliding are the dominant channel-initiation processes
support the general form of equations (7)  and (8) [Montgomery and Dietrich,
in press]. In mountainous landscapes, the transition from landslide to
overland-flow-dominated channel initiation occurs at tan0  = 0.5. However,
for most of this paper we will consider only channel initiation by overland
flow, as expressed by (7).  The reader interested in channel initiation in
steeper landscapes is referred to discussions presented elsewhere [Dietrich et
al., 1986; 1987; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989; in press; Dietrich  and Dunne,
19931. Identification of an appropriate value for C is a major impediment to
implementing the overland flow model for channel network extraction from
DEMs,  as this parameter should vary with both rainfall and critical shear
stress of the ground surface, the latter reflecting both soil properties and the
type and density of vegetation cover.

APPLICATIONOFMETHODS
Each of the preceding hypotheses may be correct under different

circumstances and over different time scales. In landscapes where rainsplash
and sheetflow occur, for example, channel heads may indeed coincide with  a
spatial transition in process dominance. In many soil-mantled landscapes,
however, a threshold model for channel initiation is more appropriate.
Montgomery and Dietrich  [in press] proposed that a continuity based
approach, like that employed to argue for a constant ao, is most appropriate
for modeling valley development over geologic time  (e.g., 10s  - Iti  yr)
whereas a threshold-based approach is most appropriate for modeling
channel head locations over shorter, geomorphic time scales (e.g., 1@ - 1@ yrl.
Thus, these hypotheses need not be viewed as competing ideas, rather they
are complementary. Below we examine methods for implementing these
criteria and test their appropriateness for locating channel network sources
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against high-resolution DEM data from an area in which the channel
network has been mapped in the field.

The effect of spatial variability of slope on channel network extent is
one primary difference between channel networks defined by constant and
slope-dependent thresholds. Using a slope-dependent threshold, drainage
density is greater in steeper portions of a catchment, as is found in natural
landscapes. For the case of a catchment with little spatial variability in slope,
the constant and slope-dependent threshold methods converge and predict
similar channel networks. In relatively small, or homogeneous basins the
channel networks defined by these methods may not differ significantly.
Differences between the two methods should increase with basin size and
geologic complexity.

Constant Threshold
The theory equating a channel head with the transition from slope-

dependent hillslope transport to slope and discharge-dependent fluvial
transport [e.g., Smith and Bretherton, 1972; Klrkby,  1980; Willgoose,  1989;
Tarboton et al., 19921 predicts that the channel head is associated with a
change in the relation between local slope and drainage area (or diicharge).
Tarboton and others 11991;  19921 developed this criterion into a method for
determining network source locations from digital elevation data. We show
below that, as proposed, their  method is inconsistent with the theory and
predicts anomalously large hillslope sixes. We also show that a similar
approach, reformulated in more appropriate terms, provides a reasonable
estimate of the scale of the transition from convergent to divergent
topography, or the hlllslope/valley  transition.

The method proposed by Tarboton and others [1991;  19921 consists of
the following operations. First, a critical support area is assumed and a
channel network is extracted from a DEM. This is then repeated for a number
of support areas. Next,, one generates a plot of link slope (the average channel
slope between two confluences1 versus the drainage area at the downstream
end of the link for each link in the extracted channel networks. Finally, the
individual link values are averaged and the “appropriate” critical support
area is determined from an inflection in the composite drainage area-slope
relation for the averaged data.
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Each of these steps presents either conceptual or procedural problems.
’ First, the method identifies an inflection in the drainage area-slope relation,

rather than the reversal from a positive to inverse relation predicted by the
theory. Although a reversal is seen in some data sets, the drainage area at
which it occurs depends upon the support area initially assumed’to extract the
channel network (see Figure 9 of Tarboton and others (19911).  Consequently,
Tarboton and others [1991] chose instead to relate an inflection observed in
some data sets to the scale of channel initiation and offered an argument to
explain that this inflection represented the~relation  expected from “noisy”
DEM data.

The use of the link slope presents further problems. First, it requires
that a channel network be extracted from the DEM. In other words, the search

for an appropriate support area is constrained to be within  a previously
defined channel network. Furthermore, link slopes introduce systematic
biases into the data. This occurs because the link slope is defined as the
elevation difference between the upper and lower confluences bounding the
link divided by the length of the link. For a slope profile on which the
gradient is not constant, the average slope of a channel link is a function of
the length of the link. However, the length of individual links within a
catchment depends upon the threshold area used to define the channel
network. Link slopes then depend on the threshold used to extract the
channel network, which probably explains the threshold size control on the
reversal in the drainage area-link slope relation.

Another problem with the proposed method is a consequence of
common flow-routing algorithms in grid-based digital terrain models. The
traditional method of directing flow from one grid cell, or pixel, into one of
its eight neighbors does not allow for the representation of divergent flow
[e.g., Moore et al., 1988;  Freeman, 19911. In essence, flow is allowed to
converge into valleys, but not to diverge on hillslopes, resulting in
preferential flow partitioning along the cardinal and diagonal directions of
the grid matrix in divergent topography [e.g., Freeman, 1991; Fairfield and
Leymarie, 19911. This artefact  makes it difficult to represent, let alone
distinguish, the transition from convergent to divergent topography. A
number of newer algorithms for representing divergent flow have been
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developed [Freeman, 1991; Quinn et al., 1991; Cabral and Burges, 19921,  but are
not yet widely implemented.

This artefact  of representing hillslopes with linear, rather than
divergent, flow allows a simple check on the hillslope lengths implied by the
method of Tarboton and others [1991;  19921. The drainage area contributing to
a pixel at ,the  base of a divergent hillslope will be equal to the width of the
pixel multiplied by the upslope  distance to the drainage divide. Conversely,
the hillslope length will equal the drainage area at the hillslope/valley
transition divided by the pixel width. The inflection in the link slope plots of
Tarboton and others [1991;  19921 occurs at drainage areas of 10s  to 106  m2.  For
a pixel size of 30 m, this implies hillslope lengths on the order of 3.3 to 33 km.
Field surveys indicate that typical hi&lope  lengths are on the order of lo’s  to
100’s of meters, but in low-gradient semi-arid landscapes hillslope lengths
may approach 1 km [T. Dunne, unpublished data]. Thus, the drainage area-
slope relation noted by Tarboton and others 11991; 19921 is related to
something other than the hillslope/valley transition.

In order to be more consistent with the theory outlined above, we
formulate our analyses in terms of local slopes, which in a grid-based DEM
may be best approximated by the slopes for individual grid elements, or
pixels. Figure 2 shows plots of drainage area versus local slope for two
U.S.G.S. 30 m DEMs.  Prior to averaging, there is tremendous scatter apparent
in the data, but the averaged plot for the South Fork Smith River,  California,
(Figure 2~4)  reveals an inflection at a drainage area of approximately 1 km?
Plots constructed with the link-averaging technique also show’ this inflection.
The Smith River  is in rugged mountainous terrain and a typical 1 km2
watershed in this area is shown in Figure 3. The drainage area associated
with the inflection in the drainage area-slope relation (the “hillslope” scale of
Tarboton and others [1991;1992]) roughly corresponds to the outlet of this
basin, which contains a magnitude 17 valley network. The reversal predicted
by the theory is not readily apparent in Figure 2A, but could be reflected in the
two smallest data points at a drainage area of about 2 x 10-3 km*, which would
imply a hillslope length of 67 m. Extensive field experience in the coastal
mountains of southern Oregon and northern California provides the basis for
concluding that this provides a reasonable estimate of hillslope lengths in
this area.
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A similar plot of drainage area versus local slope for the Schoharie
Creek catchment reveals a reversal at an area of 6 x IO-3  km2,  but no inflection
at larger areas (Figure 2B).  The pixel width  of 30 m thus implies a hillslope
length of 200 m. The Schoharie Creek watershed is a low-gradient area and,
although we have no field experience in this .region,  this estimate of the
hillslope length seems reasonable.

It appears then that we must explain two distinct changes in the
drainage area-slope data derived from digital elevation models; a reversal at
very small drainage areas, and an inflection in the relation at local slopes of
about 0.2 to 0.3. We chose to examine this  question with high-resolution (2  m
grid)  DEMs  of areas in which the channel network previously was mapped in
the field [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989; 19921.  The DEM of the Tennessee
Valley area near San Francisco, California, was generated from low-altitude
stereo aerial  photographs for use in geomorphic process modeling [Dietrich et
al., 1992;  19931. Consequently, the DEM was generated at a resolution
sufficient to capture the divergent form of the hillslopes in thii catchment. In
order to allow comparison with more typical resolution data, we also
examine results obtained using the U.S.G.S. 30 m grid size DEM for a larger
area that contains the catchment covered by high-resolution data. For both
data sets, drainage areas and local slopes were calculated using the eight
neighbor method for flow partitioning.

The plot of the averaged drainage areas versus local slope for the 30 m
data (Figure 4A)  exhibits an inflection at a drainage area of about 10-l  km2  and
a reversal suggested by the averaged values for individual pixels at a drainage
area of about 3 x 10-S  km2.  The hillslope length implied from the inflection is
6.6 km; that implied by the reversal is 100 m. For comparison, the length of
the entire watershed covered by the high-resolution data is about 1 km. A
similar plot from the high-resolution DEM also exhibits a pronounced
inflection at a drainage area of about 10-l  km2  (Figure 48).  In this case,
however, a well-defined reversal in the trend of the averaged data occurs at
10-4  km2,  corresponding to a hillslope length of 50 m.

We used a digital terrain model capable of representing topographic
divergence to test whether the transition from divergent to convergent
topography coincides with the reversal apparent in the drainage area-slope
relation. The digital terrain model TOPOG  [O’Loughlin,  1981; 19861  was used
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to divide the catchment into a series of topographic elements defined by the
intersection of contours and orthogonal flow lines and to calculate the slope
and contributing area per unit contour length for each element. In a
modification of the a-iteria  used by Dietrich  and others 119921,  we divided
elements into divergent and convergent classes based on the ratio  of the
length of the lower and upper contours bounding the element. The lower
contour is longer for divergent elements and shorter for convergent
elements. Plots of drainage area versus slope for elements in both the
Tennessee Valley area and similar high-resolution data from Mettman  Ridge
in coastal Oregon [Montgomery and Dietrich, in press] both reveal a general
reversal from a positive to a negative relation coincident with the transition
from divergent to convergent slopes (Figure 5). In both cases, there is
tremendous data scatter and most of the data cluster around the
hillslope/valley transition. The transition from divergent to convergent
elements for both data sets occurs at a contributing area per unit contour
length of 30 - 50 m, essentially equal to the hillslope length suggested by
analysis of the high-resolution grid-based DEM.  Field mapping of channel
networks and surveyed slope profiles in both of these areas [Montgomery and
Dietrich, 1988; 1989; 19921  confirms that these values provide reasonable
estimates of hillslope lengths, indicating that when used with sufficient
resolution, a constant support area is appropriate for defining the
hillslope/valley transition.

Slope Dependent  Threshold
The available field data from arid to temperate environments indicate

that the drainage area required to initiate a channel is a function of the local
slope, except in locations where bedrock properties control channel head
locations [Montgomery and Dietrich, in press]. Channel heads in Tennessee
Valley define a slope-dependent transition from unchanneled to channeled
valleys (Figure 6),  implying that the channel network could be defined given
the appropriate threshold. Although landsliding dominates channel
initiation on the steepest slopes in this area, the regression of drainage area
(A& against local slope for data from channel heads yields

& = 1,790 tane -1.84 (r*  = 0.68) (9)
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where Acr  is in square meters. Thii relation similar to that predicted by
equation (7) [Montgomery, 19911.

The field-mapped channel network greatly exceeds the network
defined by blue lines on the U.S.G.S. 7.5’ quadrangle (Figure 7),  as the blue
line network depicts only two first-order channels in this magnitude 36
watershed. In contrast, the channel network defined by C 2 2000 m*
reasonably approximates the field-mapped channel network, indicating that
equation (7) may be used to delineate the channel network, given appropriate
constraints on C.

Based on field data from three study areas in California and Oregon,
Montgomery [I9911  reported that

c = 106 I RB (10)

where C is in square meters and % is mean annual rainfall in millimeters.
Although this relation suggests a convenient method for estimating an
appropriate value,of  C, it is important to recognize that the critical shear stress
is also a major determinant of C. For example, field data from an arid,
dissected alluvial fan in Nevada [Repka, unpublished data] indicate
significantly smaller source areas than in any of the semi-arid to humid study
areas mapped by Montgomery and Dietrich  [198S;  19921,  documenting that
changes in the critical shear stress due to variations in ground cover may
dominate the value of C. Thus, simple correlation of C with mean annual
rainfall, as in equation (lo),  is unjustified. Unfortunately, there is no theory
for predicting the value of C directly from either drainage area or slope, the
primary topographic attributes that may be derived from a DEM.

Dietrich  and others [1993] presented a method for approximating C that
involves estimating r-  and calibrating qr  against observed hydrologic
response. For the Tennessee Valley area, the steady-state rainfall required to
saturate convergent areas of the landscape provides a reasonable estimate of
qr  [Dietrich et al., 19931. Given that C is a function of the 3rd power of k, the
predicted extent of the channel network is extremely sensitive to the assumed
value of rcr  [Dietrich et al., 19931.  When rcr  and qr  may be estimated with
some confidence, then this technique may be used to simulate channel
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network source locations. In many potential applications, however,
appropriate values of these parameters will be unknown.

Several other approaches allow estimation of channel network extent
using a slope-dependent threshold. Montgomery and Dietrich  [19921
presented evidence that, in a landscape where channel head locations may
reflect a long-term average position, the variance in channel head locations
effectively defines the limit to convergent topography, and thus the hillslope
size. They showed that portions of the landscape where a(tan912  was just less
than necessary to sustain a channel essentially surround the valley network.
Thus, if channel networks are defined using smaller and smaller thresholds,
then eventually numerous channels should branch from the sides of
channels and generate a “feathering” of channels extending into planar or
divergent hillslopes (Figure 8).  Consequently, one criterion for defining the
extent of the channel network is to use the smallest value of C that does not
result in development of significant feathering along the low-order channels
in a basin’s headwaters.

We calculated interior-link, exterior-link and source-basin lengths and
areas for channel networks extracted from the Schoharie Creek and
Tennessee Valley data using different thresholds to examine whether
statistical properties of channel networks are useful for estimating C.
Abrahams [19&Q]  reviewed previous network studies and conduded  that the
ratio of the mean interior to mean exterior link length (Lj/LJ  was
approximately equal to unity in natural channel networks. Analyses of ratios
of interior and exterior link lengths from networks defined with differing
threshold areas indicate that these properties do not change systematically
with the imposed threshold (Figure 9A).  Although this ratio varies, it
remains generally close to unity. This reflects the inter-dependence of the
number and lengths of network links. A smaller source area results in an

almost equal increase in the number of interior and exterior links and
decreases the mean length of both populations. Consequently, thii ratio is
rather insensitive to the source area used to define the network and,
therefore, does not provide useful constraints on network extent.

Link area ratios (&/As and Ai/A&, on the other hand, may be more
useful. Montgomery [1991] found that for channel networks in small basins
mapped in the field mean exterior-link drainage area was just less than twice
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the mean source area (A&/As  = 2). The mean exterior and interior link areas
for the Schoharie Creek catchment converge to the empirical values of twice
the source-area size at C = 8,000 to 16,000 rn2  (Figure 9B).  For the Tennessee
Valley catchment, this occurs at C = 500 m2 (Figure 98).  Probability
distribution functions (PDF’s)  of interior-link, exterior-link, and’ source-basin
lengths and areas vary with the threshold used to define the channel
network. For the C values examined, the PDF‘s for source and network
properties in the Schoharie Creek catchment appear most similar for C =
16,000 m2 and the analogous PDF’s for networks extracted from the high-
resolution Tennessee Valley DEM appear most similar at C = 1,000 to 2,000
m2.  Although there is no unique value of C predicted by examination of
network  statistical properties, such procedures may provide rough estimates
of appropriate values to use for channel network extraction from DEMs.

The approaches discussed above entail the implicit assumption that the
channel network is in long-term equilibrium with the land surface upon
which it is developed. In reality, channels at any given time could start
anywhere within the valley network. In badland  landscapes, for example,
channels may extend onto hillsides in a manner resembling the feathering
discussed earlier. In some landscapes extensive dry valleys record significant
climatic variations. Furthermore, previous land-sculpting processes, such as
glaciation, may control channel network architecture. Realistically, if the
objective is an accurate desaiption of the contemporary channel network
extent, then there is no proven substitute for collecting,some  field data on
channel head locations. A threshold of the form acr(tan9)2  could be fit to
even minimal field data and then used to extrapolate the channel network
extent in similar areas.

DIXUSSION
While a reuersal  in the drainage area-slope relation correlates with the

hillslope/valley transition, what controls the inflection observed in the
averaged drainage area-slope relation for some data sets? Where it is present,
the inflection in the drainage area-slope plots of Figures 2 and 4 occurs at
gradients between 20 and 30%. Each of the inflections identified in the figures
presented in Tarboton and others [I9911  occur in this same gradient range. In
the Tennessee Valley study basin, the inflection also is apparent in the
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analysis of high-resolution DEMs  (Figure 41,  indicating that it is not a
consequence of poor fine-scale resolution of commercially-available DEMs.
The drainage area at which  this inflection occurs (=10-l  km2)  correlates well
with the transition from either colluvium-floored channels, or those with a
discontinuous veneer of alluvium overlying bedrock, to lower-gradient
channels within alluviated valleys. Field mapping of channels in mountain
drainage basins in Oregon and Washington indicates that a transition from
debris-flow-dominated to alluvial channels occurs in this  gradient range
[Montgomery, unpublished data] and corresponds to a change in the drainage
area-slope relation observed within the channel network. !&id1 and Dietrich
[1992]  report a change in the drainage area-slope properties of tributary
junctions derived from topographic maps of the Oregon Coast Range at
gradients of about 20% and argue~that  this transition reflects a change in the
dominant erosional mechanism from debris-flow to fluvial  processes. We
suggest that the inflection observed in the drainage area-slope relation
derived from DEMs  reflects this transition in valley-incision processes.

The results presented above suggest a schematic illustration of
landscape partitioning into drainage area and slope regimes that  define
hillslopes, unchanneled valleys, and debris-flow-dominated and alluvial
channels (Figure 10).  Hillslopes are defined by topographic divergence and
hillslope size may be approximated by a constant drainage area. Unchanneled
valleys occupy the lowest gradients for a given drainage area. The boundary
between unchanneled valleys and tluvial  channels is defined by a slope-
dependent ~threshold  that reflects both critical shear stress and climate. The
data available at present suggest that channels on slopes in excessof  20 to 30%
are debris-flow dominated. Thus, we would not expect to see this inflection
in the averaged drainage area-slope relation for low to moderate-gradient
landscapes. This model for landscape partitioning suggests that boundaries
between debris-flow-dominated and alluvial channels and between hillslopes
and valleys can be estimated from DEMs,  but that the  extent of the channel
network cannot. Other considerations, such as those developed above, are
necessary to approximate the locations of channel heads from DEMs.
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CONCLUSIONS
Theories for valley development and channel initiation respectively

predict constant and slope-dependent critical support areas. Both theories are
supported by field data. The extent of topographically-divergent hillslopes,
and thus the extent of the valley  network, corresponds to a change in sign of
the relation between local slope and contributing area per unit contour
length. This transition is readily derivable from digital elevation data, but a
higher resolution grid size may be required than the 30 m data commonly
available. The extent of debris-flow-dominated channels also can be
determined from an inflection in the drainage area-slope relations derived
from a DEM. In contrast, the extent of the contemporary channel network
cannot be directly determined from drainage area-slope relations extracted
from DEMs.  Field data, even if limited, on the drainage area-slope relation
for channel heads is the best method for determining appropriate values of
parameters defining channel network extent.
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FIGURE CumoNs

Schematic topographic map illustrating distinctions between hillslopes,
valleys, and channels. Hillslopes are areas of topographic divergence;
valleys are areas of topographic convergence. Dashed lines indicate
transition from hillslopes to valleys. A channel (thick black line) is a
morphologic feature defined by sediment transport concentrated
within definable banks. Channels typically begin some distance down
valley axes from drainage divides.

Plots of local slope versus drainage area for averaged data from all
pixels for U.S.G.S. 30  m DEM’s  of A) South Fork Smith River,
California, and B) Schoharie Creek, New York.

Portion of U.S.G.S. Ship Mountain 7.5’ topographic quadrangle
showing a typical 1 km* watershed in the South Fork Smith River
drainage basin. Solid lines indicate valley network defined by areas of
convergent topography.

Plots of drainage area versus local slope for averaged data from the
Tennessee Valley area of Marin  County, California, for A) a portion of
U.S.G.S. Point Bonita 7.5’ quadrangle DEM data and 8)  high-resolution
data for a sub-basin of the area covered ~by the U.S.G.S. data.

Piots  of local slope versuscontributing  area per unit contour length for
each topographic element generated by TOPOG [O’Loughlin,  19861  from
high-resolution DEM data from A) Mettman Ridge, Oregon, and B)
Tennessee Valley, California. Data from divergent elements are shown
as crosses, data from convergent elements are shown as circles. Linear
band of data in Figure 5B  is an artefact  of flow tube architecture and has
no physical significance.

Plot of drainage area versus local slope for data from field mapping in
the Tennessee Valley catchment. Triangles are from channels, solid
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circles are from channel heads, and open circles are from unchanneled
valleys. Data from Montgomery and Dietrich  [19921.

7 Comparison of channel networks determined for the Tennessee Valley
watershed by field mapping (top), blue lines depicted on D.S.G.S.  Point
Bonita 7.5’ quadrangle (middle), and A&an@  = 2,000 m2 (bottom).

8 Maps of the Schoharie Creek channel network defined using A)
A,&an8)2 = 64,000 m2,  B) A,&!#  = 16,000 m2,  C) A&tar@  = 4,000
m2,  and D) A&tar@  = 2,000 m? Note the “feathering” along low-
order channel in the lower (steeper) portions of the catchment in C and
D .

9 A) Ratio of mean interior to exterior link  lenth versus C IA,&anCI)21  for
Schoharie Creek (open circles) and Tennessee Valley (solid circles). B)
Ratio of mean link area to mean source area for exterior (solid) and
interior (open) links from Schoharie Creek (squares) and Tennessee
Valley (circles).

1 0 Schematic illustration of relations between drainage area and local
slope depicting hillslope/valley  transition and channel initiation
criteria. Note that the trend of the averaged data [wide shaded line] for
a catchment will vary between landscapes and watersheds.
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ABSTRACT

High-resolution digital e,levation  data from two small catchments

in the western United States are used to examine the effect of digital

elevation model (DEM) grid size on the portrayal of the land surface

and hydrologic simul9tions. Elevation data were gridded at 2, 4, 10,

30, and 90 m scales to generate a series of simulated landscapes.

Frequency distributions of slope (tanB), upslope  drainage area per

unit contour length (a), and the topographic index (a/tanB) were

calculated for each grid size model. Frequency distributions of

a/tanB  were then used in O'Loughlin's  [1986]  criterion for predicting

zones of surface saturation for a given catchment wetness and in

TOPMODEL  [Beven and Kirkby, 19791  for simulating hydrographs in

response to 4-hr storms of various intensities and initial baseflows.

For both catchments, DEM grid size significantly affects computed

topographic parameters and hydrographs. While channel routing

dominates hydrograph characteristics for large catchments, grid-size

effects are important for physically-based models of runoff generation

and surface processes. When interpreting models of hydrologic and

geomorphic processes, it is imperative to recognize limitations

imposed by both the original data and imposed grid size. For the
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ABSTRACT

High-resolution digital e,levation  data from two small catchments

in the western United States are used to examine the effect of digital

elevation model (DEM) grid size on the portrayal of the land surface

and hydrologic simul9tions. Elevation data were gridded at 2, 4, 10,

30, and 90 m scales to generate a series of simulated landscapes.

Frequency distributions of slope (tanB), upslope  drainage area per

unit contour length (a), and the topographic index (a/tanB) were

calculated for each grid size model. Frequency distributions of

a/tanB  were then used in O'Loughlin's  [1986]  criterion for predicting

zones of surface saturation for a given catchment wetness and in

TOPMODEL  [Beven and Kirkby, 19791  for simulating hydrographs in

response to 4-hr storms of various intensities and initial baseflows.

For both catchments, DEM grid size significantly affects computed

topographic parameters and hydrographs. While channel routing

dominates hydrograph characteristics for large catchments, grid-size

effects are important for physically-based models of runoff generation

and surface processes. When interpreting models of hydrologic and

geomorphic processes, it is imperative to recognize limitations

imposed by both the original data and imposed grid size. For the
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moderately- to steep-gradient topography of our study areas, a 10 m

grid size provides a substantial improvement over 30 m and 90 m data,

but 2 m or 4 m data provide only marginal additional improvement. For

many landscapes, a 10 m grid size presents a rational compromise

between increasing resolution and data volume for simulating

geomorphic and hydrological processes.

INTRODUCTION

Predicting spatial patterns and rates' of runoff generation and

many geomorphic processes requires both a hydrologic model and

characterization of the land surface. Most physically-based models of

hydrologic and geomorphic processes rely on either spatially-

distributed or lumped characterizations of local slope and the upslope

drainage area per unit contour length [e.g., Beven and Eirkby,  1979;

O'Loughlin, 1986; Famiglietti and Wood, 1990; Vertessy et al., 1990;

Dietrich  et al., 1992, 19931  and digital elevation models (DEMs)

commonly are used for such characterization in a wide variety of

scientific, engineering, and planning applications. Although the

increasing availability of DEMs  allows rapid analysis of topographic

attributes over even large drainage basins, the degree to which DEM

grid size affects the representation of the land surface and

hydrological modeling has not been ,examined  systematically.

Digital elevation data are stored in one of several formats: as

point elevation data on either a regular grid or triangular integrated

network,~ or as vectorized contours stored in a digital line graph.

Each of these formats offers advantages for certain applications, but

the grid format is used most widely. Several recent studies explored
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the effect of DEM grid size on landscape representation [Hutchinson

and Dowling, 1991; Jenson, 1991: Panuska et al., 1991: Quinn et al.,

19911. These studies showed that distributions of topographic

attributes derived from a DEM depends to some degree on grid size

across a range of scales. None of these studies, however,

systematically analyzed the effect of grid size on either the

statistical characterization of the land surface, or simulated

hydrologic response using topographically-driven models. In this

paper  l we assess how grid size affects topographic representation,

derived topographic attributes, and hydrological simulations for two

small catchments using high-resolution digital elevation data. In

contrast to previous studies, we grid the same elevation data at

several different scales in order to isolate the effect of grid size

on landscape representation.

STUDY AREAS

The study catchments are located at Mettman Ridge near Coos Bay,

Oregon, and Tennessee Valley in Marin  County, California (Figure 1).

Previous field investigations determined the nature and distribution

of geomorphic and hydrologic processes in each catchment. High-

resolution digital elevation data were generated for testing DEM-based

process models in these catchments [Dietrich et al., 1992; 19931.

Field mapping in each catchment reveals that the high resolution data

provides a reasonably-accurate portrayal of the land surface.

Bettman  Ridae



The Mettman Ridge catchment occupies 0.3 km2 of an area in which

previous field mapping documented the extent of the channel network

and land surface dissection [Montgomery, 1991; Montgomery and

Dietrich, 19921. Channel head locations in this area are controlled

primarily by shallow debris flows from small unchanneled valleys

[Montgomery and Dietrich, 19881. The catchment is highly dissected

with hillslope lengths on the order of 30 m. Slopes of 30' - 40' are

common and there are a substantial number of slopes that locally

exceed 45'.

A 1~4,800  scale topographic~  basemap  derived from low-altitude

aerial photographs taken prior to timber clearing was used as the

source of digital elevation data. The basemap  was scanned and

vectorized using an automated routine to reproduce contours identical

to those on the. original topographic map. Although several

discrepancies were noted between this map and the ground surface, here

we assume that this data provides an accurate portrayal of the land

surface (Figure 2a).

Tennessee Valley

The Tennessee Valley catchment occupies 1.2 km2 in which previous

field mapping also documented the~extent  of the channel network and

landscape dissection [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989; 19921. Shallow

landsliding dominates sediment transport in steep hollows and side

slopes, diffusive transport dominates on divergent noses, and

saturation overland flow and channel processes dominate sediment

transport in lower-gradient valleys [Dietrich et al., 19931. The

catchment is rhythmically dissected, with hillslope lengths on the
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order of 50 m. The topography of the Tennessee Valley catchment is

less steep than that of the Mettman Ridge catchment; slopes of 20' -

30' are common and slopes in excess of 40' are rare.<

Digital elevation data were obtained from low-altitude aerial

photographs using a stereo digitizer at a density about every 10 m

[Dietrich et al., 19921. The spot elevations were  gridded to generate

a 5 m contour interval map of the catchment (Figure 2b). Field

inspection reveals that the'data provide an excellent portrayal of the

land surface.

METHODS

Spot elevation data for the Mettman Ridge and Tennessee Valley

catchments were gridded at scales of 2, 4, 10, 30, and 90 meters using

the grid module of Arc/Info, with gridded elevations recorded to the

nearest centimeter. Cumulative frequency distributions of'three

topographic attributes, local slope (tanB), upslope  drainage area per

unit contour length ,(a), and the topographic index ln(a/tanB),  were

calculated for each DEM of the two study catchments using the model of

Jenson and Domingue [1988]. Their model defines the downslope flow

direction for each cell corresponding to the orientation of the

neighboring cell of lowest elevation. The local slope of the cell is

then calculated based on the elevation difference between cells.

Definition of the spatial distribution of flow directions allows

determination of the total number of the cells that direct flow to

each cell, and thus upslope  drainage areas. The upslope  drainage area

per unit contour length is the upslope  drainage area divided by the

grid cell dimension calculated for the center of the cell. Local
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slope and upslope  drainage area per unit contour length were used to

calculate ln(a/tanB) for each grid cell. Although.the  assignment of

all flow to a single downslope grid cell distorts flow paths in both

divergent topography and for slopes oriented at angles other than the

eight cardinal directions [Quinn et al., 19911,  the algorithm has been

widely used in many topographic models [e.g., Marks et al., 1984;

Band, 1986; Jenson, 19911. Several workers [e.g., Quinn et al., 1991:

Cabral and Burges, 1992; Lea, 19921  recently proposed algorithms for

multiple-downslope-flow directions that are more suitable ,for

representing flow on divergent hillslopes. While we are eagerto

explore these newer algorithms, this study does not examine their

influence on topographic representation.

Hydrologic simulations employed the steady-state model~TOPDG

[O'Loughlin, 19861  to examine patterns of surface saturation and

TOPMODEL  [Beven and Kirkby, 19791  to predict runoff production to

short-duration storms. The soil hydraulic parameters used .in the

simulations were estimated from field measurements [Montgomery, 19911.

Model simulations explored the effect of DEW grid size on simulated
.hydrologic response.

LANDSCAPE REPRESENTATION

The cumulative frequency distributions of slope, upslope  drainage

area per unit contour length, and ln(a/tanB) were determined for each

grid size model. These distributions reflect changes in both the mean

and local values of these topographic attributes. Comparison of these

distributions allows direct assessment of the'influence of grid size

on landscape representation.
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slop0

Cumulative slope distributions are sensitive to DEM grid size

(Figure 3), but are more so for the steeper Mettman Ridge catchment

than for the moderate-gradient Tennessee Valley catchment. For both

study areas, the percent of the catchment steeper than a given slope

systematically decreases as the DEM grid size increases, and the

largest effect is for, the steepest portions of the catchments.

The effect of grid size on the cumulative slope distribution is

much larger for the Mettman Ridge catchment. For this case, the mean

slope reduces from 0.65 for the 2 m grid size model to 0.41 for the 90

m grid size model (Figure 3a). While this result is consistent with

those of previous studies [Jenson, 1991; Panuska et al., 19911,  the

ef~fect of DEM grid size in this case is more pronounced. Grid size

influence on slope distributions is less pronounced for the Tennessee

Valley catchment (Figure 3b).~ The mean slope is 0.34 for the 2 m grid

model, and reduces to 0.29 for the 90 m grid size,model. For both

study areas, these distributions suggest that grid sizes smaller than

10 m yield only marginal improvement in slope representation. Since

the slope of a grid cell represents an average slope for the area

covered by the cell, increasing DEM grid size should result in

decreasing ability to resolve the slope characteristics of the

landscapes, especially for highly-dissected landscapes with short,

steep hillslope. Thus, one would expect that the effect of DEM  grid

size on slope is greater for steeper and more dissected topography, as

illustrated by our analysis~of  the study catchments.



The cumulative slope distribution for the 10 m and 30 m grid size

models of the Mettman Ridge catchment are stepped, awhile  distributions

for both largest grid size and smallest grid sizes are smoother. We

suspect that this reflects two things: the relation between the grid

size and the hillslope length scale and the small number of grid cells

in this catchment using a large grid size. If the sampling grid size

is on the order of the hillslope length, then any slopes that are in

phase with the.topography may be repeatedly sampled while other

intermediate slopes are filtered out. Such a sampling bias would

introduce steps into the cumulative distribution curves. The observed

steps occur using 10 and 30 m grid sizes that are on the order of the

hillslope length. The number of samples may also affect the

smoothness of the distribution curve, as fewer samples should result

in a more discontinuous cumulative distribution. For the Tennessee

Valley catchment, the hillslope length is larger and the number of

samples is greater. Therefore, we should expect the Tennessee Valley

catchment distributions to be smoother than the Mettman Ridge

catchment distributions.

Uoslooe  drainaae area oer unit contour lenath

Cumulative distributions of upslope  drainage area per unit

contour length derived from a DEW  are sensitive to grid size (Figure

4). Larger grid sizes bias in favor of larger contributing areas,

with comparable effects in 'both catchments. For the Mettman Ridge

catchment, the mean upslope  drainage area per unit contour length

increases from 20 m for a 2 m grid size to 102 m for a 90 m grid size.

In the Tennessee Valley catchment, the mean upslope  drainage area per
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unit contour length increases from 19 m for a 2 m grid size to 120 m

for a 90 m grid size.

For each grid size, a single pixel defines the,.smallest  possible

value of the upslope  drainage area per unit contour length. The

algorithm used to compute the upslope  drainage area per unit contour

length determines this minimum value. Thus, the grid size defines

where the cumulative frequency distributions of this topographic

parameter reach 100% of the catchment area. While it is intuitive

that larger grid size limits the resolution of fine-scale topographic

features, the effect on both the mean and local specific catchment

areas is significant for topographically-driven hydrologic and surface

process models.

Toooaranhic-Index

The topographic-index ln(a/tanB) is an important component of

many physically-based geomorphic and hydrologic models, as it reflects

the spatial distribution of soil moisture, surface saturation, and

runoff generation processes [e.g., Beven and Kirkby,  1979; O'Loughlin,

1986: Moore et al., 19861. Derivation of frequency distributions of

ln(a/tanB)  is the first step for hydrological simulations in most

topographically-driven hydrologic models.

Grid siie significantly affects the cumulative frequency

distributions of ln(a/tanB)  (Figure 5). Decreasing grid size shifts

the cumulative distribution toward lower values of ln(a/tanB),  with

the greatest effect on smaller values. Again, computed frequency

distributions systematically converge toward that of the finest grid

size, with a systematic decrease in the mean ln(a/tanB)  with
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decreasing grid size. For the Mettman Ridge catchment, the mean

ln(a/tanB) increases from 3.4 m for a 2 m grid size to 5.6 m for a 90

m grid size. In the Tennessee Valley catchment, the mean ln(a/tanB)

increases from 4.0 for a 2 m grid size to 6.2 for a 90 m grid ,size.

The influence of grid size on both mean and local values of ln(a/tanB)

demonstrates the potential for affecting topographically-based

hydrologic models based on this parameter.

The effect of grid size on spatial patterns of ln(a/tanB)  is even

more striking (Figure 6). Detailed features that appear on finer-grid

DEMs  are obscured on coarser-grid DEMs, with a progressive loss of

resolution for both the drainage network defined by the higher values

of ln(a/tanB)  and hillslopes associated with the lower values of

ln(a/tanB). Degradation of these important ~geomorphic  features

affects the simulation of runoff production and geomorphic processes

in topographically-driven models.

HYDROLOGIC SIMULATIONS

We used the models TOPOG [O'Loughlin,  19861  and TOPMODEL  [Beven

and Kirkby, 19791  to investigate the effect of grid size on hydrologic

simulations. We examined both representation of saturated areas

within a catchment using TOPOG and the influence on hydrographs

calculated using TOPMODEL  for a range of reasonable rainfall

intensities and baseflows for the study catchments.

Surface Saturation

Many hydrological, geomorphological and ecological phenomena are

closely related to the behavior of the variable saturation area within
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a catchment. Field experiments document that accurate prediction of

zones of surface saturation is important for understanding and

modeling runoff generation [e.g., Dunne and Black, -1970a,  b; Anderson

and Burt, 1977; Wilson and Dietrich, 19871.  The sufficient condition

for the development of local surface saturation in a catchment is that

the accumulated water flux from upslope  drainage exceeds the capacity

of the soil profile to transmit the flux. By assuming a steady state

drainage condition, O'Loughlin  [1981, 19861  expressed the condition

for surface saturation at any location in a catchment as

where T is the mean soil transmissivity of the catchment, At is the

total catchment area, and Q, is the runoff rate from the catchment.

The term on the right.hand  side of the equation is the ratio of the

transmissivity of the saturated soil column to the drainage flux per

unit area. OlLoughlin  [1986]  defined this ratio as the average wetness

state of a catchment (W). The total saturated area for a given

catchment wetness is simply the sum of all the local areas which have

values of a/tanB  2 W.

Following the criterion for surface saturation defined by (I),

the effect of DEM grid size on the computed saturation area can be

directly examined using the cumulative distribution of ln(a/tanB).  For

a given wetness condition, predicted saturation areas for both

catchments increase with increasing grid size. For example, in the

Mettman  Ridge Catchment, a wetness condition of W = 180 m predicts a

saturated area equal to about 13% of the total catchment area for a 2
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m grid spacing; 32% for a 30 m grid spacing; and 50% for a 90 m grid

spacing. The Tennessee Valley catchment exhibits ~a similar, although

less pronounced, relation between grid size and saturated area for a

,given  wetness condition.

Catchment Resuonse Durins a Storm Event

We used TOPMODEL  [Beven and Kirkby, 1979; Beven 19861  to explore

the effect of DEM grid size on the simulated hydrologic response of

each catchment to a simple short-duration rainfall event. The model

predicts the distribution of soil moisture and the associated runoff

processes on the basis of surface topography and soil properties. A

critical assumption of the model is that locations with similar

topography and soil properties, defined by (a/T tanB)  where T is the

local soil transmissivity, will respond in a hydrologically identical

way to the same input. By assuming a spatially-uniform recharge rate

and a quasi-steady subsurface response, Beven and Kirkby  [1979]

derived a function relating local soil moisture storage to the

topographic-index of a catchment as

S=S+m{X-lIn(a/tanB)-m(S-In(T)} (2)

where S is the local soil moisture deficit, sis the mean soil

moisture of the basin, m is a parameter that characterizes the

decrease i,n soil conductivity with soil depth, and hand6 are the mean

values of ln(a/tanB) and In(T)  for the catchment. For locations where

S > 0, the soil moisture store is~  not filled, and therefore, there is
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no surface saturation. For locations with S 5 0, the soil moisture

capacity is full, and surface saturation occurs.

The model computes both the relative amount of'subsurface runoff

and saturation overland runoff, as well as the spatial distribution of

these runoff processes. During a model simulation, the mean soil

moisture deficit of a catchment at time t, St,  is calculated using the

following moisture-accounting equation:

St =&ml  + ( qt-1  - r) At (3)

where q is the total catchment runoff at time t-l divided by the

catchment area, r is the net recharge rate into the soil column, and

At is the computation time step. The updated S at all points in the

catchment are then computed using equation (2). Any area with a soil

moisture~deficit  larger than the incremental precipitation in a unit

time step will only produce subsurface runoff, while those areas with

a soil moisture.deficit  smaller than the incremental precipitation in

a unit time step, or those saturated at the previous time step will

produce both subsurface and saturation excess runoff. The subsurface

flow rate qb of the catchment is calculated by

.qb=e-(J.-G)e-S/m (4)

The saturation excess runoff q, is the sum of excess soil moisture and

direct precipitation that falls on the saturated areas. This is

expressed as

13
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where At is the total catchment area and As is the area of the

catchment with surface saturation (i.e., S 5 0). Total runoff, q, at

any time step is the sum of subsurface and surface runoff. The

topographic index ln(a/tanB) determines both the flow rates and

spatial distribution of subsurface and surface runoff. While the

equation for saturation excess flow is related to both the

distribution form and mean, x, the equation for subsurface flow is

only related to the mean. Therefore, the response of equations (4)

and (5) differs in their sensitivity to DEM grid-size influence on the

distribution of the ln(a/tanB).

We first examine the simulated subsurface hydrologic response

using equation (4) without considering either surface flow, or

interactions between surface and subsurface flow paths. This

illustrative example may approximate conditions of small initial

baseflow  and rainfall in steep catchments. For  this case, it is shown

that by adjusting the initial values of the meant soil deficit, 5, the

model will produce the same runoff hydrographs with different

distributions of ln(a/tanB).

Given any two mean values of topographic indexes, hl and hS, we

have the following baseflow  equations

qb2  = ,412  -6),-S2lm

The necessary condition for qbl  = qb2 requires that 51 be related to

SS according to the following function
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CS;  - s )= m 02- 11) (8)

Once the initial values of mean soil moisture deficit is set according

to the functional relation given by equation (S),  the relation will

hold for all time steps during a storm, leading to an identical

hydrograph. In other words, DEM grid size does not affect the

computed hydrographs using only the subsurface flow equation. This

demonstrates that the subsurface flow component of TOPMODEL  depends

only on the mean values of'ln(a/tanB)..

In the following, we examine the effect of DEW  grid size on

simulated hydrologic response considering both subsurface and

saturation excess flow. In our simulations, soil parameters were

assumed spatially uniform so that the effect of topography is

isolated. We used values of 70 mm and 360 mm/hr  for the parameter m

and surface hydraulic conductivity, respectively. For simplicity, we

only calculated runoff production and ig'nored flow routing in

channels. Simulations were conducted with four rainfall intensities

(5, 10, 50 and 100 mm/hr)  and five initial baseflow  conditions (1,

2.5, 3.5, 4.5 and 9.5 mm/day) for total of twenty model runs. The

lowest simulated rainfall intensity (5,mm/hr)  occurs frequently in

these areas and the highest simulated rainfall intensity (100 mm/hr)

represents a hypothetical extreme event. At most times, the

antecedent base flow rates for the study areas is less than 4 mm/day.

Grid size significantly affects computed hydrographs (Figure 7).

To quantitatively examine these results., we normalized peak discharges

computed with different grid size models by the corresponding peak

discharges computed from the 90 m DEM. A plot of normalized peak



discharge verses grid size for a 4-hr duration and 10 mm/hr  rainfall

at various antecedent base flow rates (Figure 8) illustrates the

effect of DEM grid scale on the computed peak discharge. For both

catchments, peak discharges computed with a 2 m grid size range from

roughly 5 - 40% of those computed with a 90 m grid size.

In general, the computed peak discharge increases with increasing

grid size. However, there are some deviations from this trend,

especially for the Mettman Ridge catchment. Further examination

reveals that the deviations in Figure 8a reflect the non-systematic

variation with the grid size of the back-calculated mean  initial soil

moisture deficit . For,a  given initial baseflow, the mean soil

moisture deficit generally decreases as the grid size increases, but

there is a deviation from this trend at a 30 n grid size, where the

initial mean soil~moisture  deficit is larger than that of 10 m grid

size. With a larger moisture deficit and therefdre,  a smaller

saturated area, the runoff production rate will be smaller. For the

Tennessee Valley catchment, both the computed initial mean soil

moisture deficit and peak discharge vary much more systematically with

grid size.

The grid size effect on simulated peak discharge also varies with

the initial baseflow  and rainfall intensity. As the initial baseflow

increases, the effect of grid size on the computed peak discharge

decreases (Figure 8). The effect of rainfall intensity is more

complex (Figure 9). Within a rainfall intensity range of 5 to 10 mm/hr

for the Mettnan Ridge catchment and 5 to 50 mm/hr  for the Tennessee

Valley catchnent, the difference between the peak discharge from grid

sizes smaller than 90 m and that from  a 90 m grid increases with the
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rainfall intensity. As rainfall intensity further increases, however,

the difference between peak discharges for the grid sizes less 90 m

and those of 90 m grid reduces. This result is expected considering

that in extreme cases of 1) no surface saturation under a very small

rainfall intensity and 2) a complete surface saturation under a very

large rainfall intensity: peak discharge should be the same for all

grid size models. The curves in Figure 9 should converge at very high

and low rainfall intensities.

Within a range of reasonable rainfall intensities (e.g., less

than 50 mm/hr), differences between peak discharges computed with  some

grid sizes are small. The results for all the cases show that peak

discharge differences are less than 5% for grid sizes smaller than 30

m for the Tennessee Valley catchment, while for the Mettman Ridge

catchment the difference is less than 8% for grid sizes smaller than

10 m. Figure 9 are results simulated with an. initial baseflow  of 2.5

mm/day. This suggests that there is a DEM grid size beyond which

computed hydrologic response is insensitive to grid size, and that

this grid size is approximately 10 m for Tennessee Valley catchment

and 4 m for the Mettman Ridge catchment.

DISCUSSION

The analyses presented above are ,based on the single-direction

flow-partitioning algorithm. This algorithm does not resolve

hillslope divergence, introducing artifacts that influence cumulative

frequency distributions of a and tanB. Quinn et al. [1991]  showed

that for the same grid size the single-direction algorithm yields

higher values of local slope, and therefore lower ln(a/tanB),  than a
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multiple-direction algorithm. This effect was most pronounced for

steeper hillslope areas. Quinn et al. [1991]  also illustrated that

DEM grid size influences the distribution of ln(a/tanB) for multiple-

direction algorithms, with the percent of area having larger

ln(a/tanB)  increasing with grid size. Thus, the flow-partitioning

algorithm also affects topographic representation, in addition to the

grid size dependence documented in this paper.

Imolications  for modelino surface vrocesses

The effect of DEM size on the distribution of derived slopes has

important implications for geomorphic modeling and land management

decisions based on such models. Consider the problem of predicting

areas prone to shallow landsliding. Models of slope instability

involve relations between the ground surface slope, relative soil

profile saturation, and properties of the soil. The results presented

earlier (Figure 3) indicate that the total area predicted to be

unstable will decrease with increasing grid size, as modeled slopes

will be progressively less steep and, therefore, more stable. Thus,

it is important to use a DEM with a grid size appropriate for both the

landscape and the process being modeled.

This has implications for interpreting process-based geomorphic

models. In particular, the effect of grid size on the representation

of slope and contributing areas will affect models using slope or

area-dependent sediment transport laws. For a slope-dependent

transport law, the lower slopes reflected in a 90 m DEM require

commensurate increases in the diffusivity. Similar calibration would

be required for area and slope-dependent transport laws. While a
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coarse-grid DEM may be most practical for modeling large-scale

geomorphic processes, the coefficients incorporated in transport laws

at such scales are not analogous to those measured in field studies.

,Imulications  for Hvdroloaic Simulations

These results also have important implications for

topographically-driven hydrologic simulations. For example, simulated

zones of surface saturation for wetland delineation using steady-state

models, such as TOPOG, reflect DEM resolution; coarser-resolution DRMs

predict more extensive saturated areas for the same catchment wetness.

This effect will also affect prediction of the spatial distribution of

runoff processes, and the associated material transport processes over

a land surface.

Our results also highlight other problems for hydrologic

modeling. Although the topography of natural landscapes varies across

scales from mountain ranges to micro-scale perturbations on the order

of centimeters, near-surface (subsurface and surface) runoff processes

are governed by neither the finest-, nor the coarsest-scale topography

within a landscape. Rather they are governed by processes acting over

intermediate scales. If the DEN  grid size is too large, then many

topographic features, such as hollows, low-order channels, and the

surrounding hillslopes may not be resolved. We suggest that the most

appropriate DEM grid size for topographically-driven hydrol~ogic  models

is somewhat finer than the hillslope scale.

Another implication is for flood forecasting in a drainage basin.

For this case, the crucial variables are the peak discharge and runoff

volume. Our results indicate that with the same values for soil
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parameters, but different DEM grid sizes the magnitude of the peak

runoff rate, and therefore the runoff volume, predicted in response-to

a given storm may differ significantly. However, these results are

only for runoff production and hydrographs at the basin mouth also

will reflect the routing of .flow  through the basin channel network.

The effect of grid size should be smaller for a large drainage basin

where runoff hydrographs are dominated by channel routing. Even so,

the influence of DEM grid size on predicted runoff production is an

important consideration for interpreting hydrological simulations

using a topographically-driven model.

A particularly intriguing implication is for calibration and

validation of dynamic physically-based hydrologic models. All

hydrological models make simplifying assumptions, and only approximate

real hydrologic systems. In practice, calibration is required to

obtain acceptable correspondence between field results and model

simulations. Calibrated parameters for a particular catchment are

then used for hydrological forecasting either for the same catchment,

or for a different catchment with similar physical properties.

However, our results show that DEM grid size, rainfall intensity, and

initial baseflow  all affect simulated hydrographs computed with the

same set of,parameter  values. Consequently, TOPMODEL, at least, is

inherently unvalidatable and model calibrations are grid size

specific.

Annronriate  Grid Size

The results of our study invite the question of what defines an

appropriate grid size for simulations of geomorphic and hydrologic
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processes using topographically-driven models. This question is best

examined intwo parts: the relation between land surface and the spot

elevation data used to create a DEM and that between grid size and the

original spot elevation data.

The data used to create a DEM are a filtered representation of

landscape sampled at some regular or irregular interval to build a

collection of elevation data. The spacing of the original data used

to construct a DEM effectively limits the resolution of the DEM.

Construction of a grid finer than the spacing of the original data

involves interpolation between data points. Any additional

topographic information obtained in this manner essentially reflects

the interpolation algorithm. The relation of the original elevation

data to the land surface is a crucial, but often neglected,

characteristic of a DEM. This is a problem with many commercially-

available DEMs. While there are data collection strategies that could

optimize landscape representation (e.g., dense topographic sampling in

areas of complex topography and sparse sampling in areas with simple

toPow-why) , the average spacing of the data used to derive a DEM

provides a guide to the grid size that would take full advantage of

the original spot elevation data, and thus provide the most faithful

landscape representation.

We have shown that grid size significantly influences

representation of a land surface. We suggest that the length scale of

the primary landscape features of interest provides a natural guide to

an appropriate grid size. The most basic attribute of many landscapes

is the division into topographically divergent hillslopes and

convergent valleys. Resolution of hillslopes and valleys is important
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for modeling many surface processes and the average hillslope length

reflects differences in geology, climate conditions, and landscape-

forming processes. A grid size smaller than the hillslope  length is

necessary to adequately simulate processes controlled by land form.

The most appropriate grid size for simulation models is best scaled in

reference to the process being modeled. For example, a coarser (e.g.,

90 m) grid size may be most appropriate for modeling erogenic

processes over large areas and long time scales. In low-gradient,

low-roughness topography, where hillslopes are the order of 100's

meters, a coarse grid size ( i . e ., 30 - 90 m) may provide a reasonable

representation of land form .

Our results imply that it is unreasonable to use a 30 m or 90 m

grid size to model hillslope or runoff generation processes in

moderately- to steep-gradient topography without some modification of

the process model. A 10 m grid is a significant improvement over 30 m

and 90 m grid sizes. However, finer grid sizes provide comparatively

little additional resolution. For modeling surface processes in many

landscapes, a 10 m grid size presents a rational compromise between

increasing spatial resolution and data handling requirements. The

results presented above document that it is essential to consider the

effects of DEM grid size when interpreting DEM-based simulations of

surface processes.

CONCLUSIONS

The grid size of a DEM significantly affects both the

representation of the land surface and hydrologic simulations based on

this representation. As grid size decreases, landscape features are
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more accurately resolved, but faithful representation of a land

surface by a DEM depends on both grid size and the accuracy and

distribution of the original survey data from which.the  DEM was

constructed. If grid size decreases beyond the resolution of the

original survey data, then the accuracy of the land surface

representation of the DEM not only does not increase, but

interpolation errors may be introduced. These results have important,

implications for simulations of hydrologic and geomorphic processes in

natural landscapes. In particular, we suggest that agencies creating

DEMs  adopt higher standards to make their products useful to emerging

applications. Soon, our ability to model surface processes will be

limited primarily by data quality and the variability of natural

processes, rather than our modeling ability or computer capabilities.

We suggest that a grid size of 10 m would suffice for most

applications of geomorphic and hydrologic modeling.
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Figure Captions:

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5 .

6.

7.

8.

Location map of the study catchments.

.  .
Contour map of the a) Mettman Ridge and b) Tennessee Valley
catchments.

Cumulative frequency distributions of slope derived for different
DEM grid sizes. a) Mettman Ridge: b) Tennessee Valley.

Cumulative frequency distributions of the upslope  drainage area
per unit contour length for different DEM grid sizes. a) Mettman
Ridge; b) Tennessee Valley.

Cumulative frequency distributions of the topographic index,
ln(a/tanB), for different DEM grid sizes. a) Mettman Ridge: b)
Tennessee Valley.

Maps showing the spatial distribution of the topographic index
ln(a/tanB) for four different DEM grid sizes: 4 m, 10 m, 30 m and
90 m. Darker shades represent larger ln(a/tanB). a) Mettman
Ridge: b) Tennessee Valley.

Runoff hydrographs for different DEM grid sizes under different
rainfall and initial baseflow  conditions. a) Mettman Ridge
catchment under 5 mm/hr  rainfall and 3.5 mm/day initial baseflow;
b) Mettman Ridge catchment under 100 mm/hr  rainfall and 3.5
mm/day initial baseflow; c) Tennessee Valley catchment under 5
mm/hr  rainfall and 3.5 mm/day initial baseflow; d) Tennessee
Valley catchment under 100 mm/hr  rainfall and 3.5 mm/day initial
baseflow.

Computed peak discharge vs. DEM grid size for a given rainfall
intensity (10 mm/hr)  and different initial baseflows. The peak
discharges are normalized to those of the 90 m grid size.
a) Mettman Ridge: b) Tennessee Valley.
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9. Computed peak discharge vs. DEM grid size for a given initial
baseflow  (2.5 mm/day) and different rainfall intensities. Peak

discharges are normalized to those of the 90 m.grid  size.
a) Mettman  Ridge: b) Tennessee Valley.
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ABSTRACT

Simple models for contributing area-ground slope thresholds for channel

initiation by landsliding and overland flow are fitted to data from field surveys of

road drainage concentration in three study areas in the western United States. Fitted

threshold models predict the general form of the boundary on a plot of drainage

area versus local ground slope between data fields for locations where road drainage

is associated with either landsliding, channel extension to the road, or no observable

geomorphic affect. Landsliding occurs at the greatest drainage areas on steep slopes;

locations with no observable geomorphic effect have the  smdllest  drainage areas for

a given slope. Comparison with data from previous studies in these areas indicates

that the drainage area required to support a channel head is smallei for road-related

runoff than for undisturbed slopes, reflecting the lower infiltration capacity and

thus greater runoff production per unit area on road &faces.  In each of these study

areas, road drainage concentration increases the effective length of the channel

network and strongly influences.the  distribution of erosional processes. Drainage

concentration from ridgetop  roads also may cause ,both landsliding and integration

of the channel and road networks. Calibration of threshold theories for road

drainage-induced erosion &rough limited field reconnaissance provides criteria for

road design that would minimize direct impacts on downstream channel systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Road building results in a wide variety of environmental impacts. Although

virtually all road surfaces alter both drainage patterns and runoff generation, the

geomorphic impact of broad  construction has received little attention in a

quantitative theoretical framework. Significant road-related environmental

impacts include destabilization of side-cast material and downslope hillslopes

(Figure l), gullying and channel network expansion, as well as increased

downstream sediment loads, altered streamflow and channel adjustments [see

Furniss et al. (1991) for a recent review]. For example, many previous workers

established that erosion rates from road surfaces and road-related landslides are

many times greater than from undisturbed areas [e.g., Megahan and Kidd,  1972;

Swanson and Dyrness, 1975; Beschta, 1978; Rice et al., 1979; McCashian  and Rice,

1985; Reid and Dunne, 1984; Schroeder and Brown, 1984; Amaranthus et al., 1985;

Anderson and Potts, 1987.  Each of these impacts can result from the concentration

of runoff generated on road surfaces and rerouting of intercepted subsurface

discharge.

Differences in runoff generation from road surfaces and natural slopes are

well known. Road surfaces are less permeable and act as a source of rapid runoff,

increasing both rates and volumes of runoff [Megahan, 19721.  Road runoff thus

effectively generates greater peak discharges than an equivalent natural drainage

area. Road surfaces concentrate and deliver runoff to specific locations; ditches on

the in-board side of roads intercept both surface and shallow subsurface runoff from

upslope  areas and route road drainage to culverts or other drainage locations [e.g.,

Megahan, 1972; Burroughs et al., 19721.  These drainage alterations and diversions

may alter channel network pattern, extent, and processes.

Concentration of road drainage can have several direct geomorphic effects; 1)

increased discharge may be insufficient to modify sediment transport, and thus have
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no identifiable geomorphic impact, 2) the discharge increase may be sufficient to

initiate or enlarge a channel and 3) the concentrated discharge may contribute to

slope instability on steep slopes below the drainage outfall. Sediment transport,

channel initiation, and shallow slope instability are each strongly influenced by local

slope and surface or subsurface discharge. This paper compares models for erosion

initiation by shallow landsliding and overland flow with data from field surveys of

road drainage concentration in three study areas in the western United States. The

methodology outlined provides a process-based framework for assessing the impact

of road systems on channel extension and landsliding.

THEORY

Threshold theories for channel initiation and slope stability [e.g., Horton,

1945; Schaefer, 1979; Dietrich  et al., 1986; 1992; Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989; 1994;

Willgoose et al., 19911  provide a context within which to analyze erosional impacts

of drainage modification. The essential principle underlying these theories is that

erosion occurs once sufficient surface or subsurface discharge accumulates on a steep

enough slope to overcome the erosional resistance of the ground. Many factors

influence the specific timing and location of erosion by these processes including the

intensity and duration of rainfall and temporal variations in the contribution of

vegetation to soil strength. However, threshold models for the spatial distribution

of erosion by these processes may be developed in terms of drainage area (as a

surrogate for discharge), ground slope, and soil properties (e.g., critical shear stress,

bulk density, and friction angle). More detailed derivations of these models and

discussions of their assumptions and limitations are presented elsewhere

[Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989; 1994; in press; Dietrich  et al., 1992; 19931.

The overland flow model considers a critical shear stress to control channel

initiation. The critical shear stress, rcr,  is given by
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‘Fcr  = pw g (D sin% 0)

where pW  is the density of water, g is gravitationa  acceleration, D is the flow depth,

and 8 is the ground slope. Following Montgomery and Dietrich  (1994),  the discharge

per unit contour length for Horton overland flow (precipitation in excess of the

infiltration capacity of the soil) in response to a steady-state rainfall is given by

q = (R-1)a = uD (2)

where R is the rainfall rate, I is the infiltration capacity of the ground surface, a is the

upslope  contributing area per unit contour length, and u is the flow velocity. The

flow velocity also is related to slope and surface roughness. For laminar flow, this

may be expressed as

u = (2 g D sine  q / k v )lj2 ( 3 )

where k is a dimensionless surface roughness coefficient and v is the kinematic

viscosity. For turbulent flow, the flow velocity may be related to flow depth and

slope by the well known Manning equation

u = (l/n) W/3  sinW2 (4)

where n is a roughness coefficient. The critical drainage area, acr,  required to initiate

erosion (and thus, we assume, a channel) can be derived from equations (l-4) and is

given by
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‘ccr3

( R - I )  sin02

(5)

for laminar  flow and

zcr5/3

(6)

( R - I )  ~int3~/~

for turbulent flow. Each of these equations predicts an inverse critical area-slope

relation; a greater drainage area is required to initiate a channel on a gentler slope.

Since road construction generates a topographic surface with a decreased infiltration

capacity, equations (5) and (6) predict that channel initiation by runoff generated on

road surfaces requires smaller drainage areas than for undisturbed ground.

Analogous topographic controls on shallow landsliding may be developed

through coupling simple hydrologic and slope-stability models (see Montgomery

and Dietrlch [1989;  1994, in press] and Dietrich  and others rl992;  19931).  The coupled

model essentially relies on an expression for the convergence of shallow

througMow to predict the depth of saturation, which is then input into the lnfinite-

slope stability model. Following Dietrich  and others [1993],  the model assumes

infiltration of steady-state rainfall and runoff by shallow subsurface flow through

cohesionless soil overlying less conductive~  bedrock. The ratio of subsurface flow to

that which would occur at soil saturation is
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a_il = h (7)

T sine z

where b is the contour length across which the subsurface flow drains, T is the soil

transmissiyity  at soil profile saturation, h is the local thickness of saturated flow,

and z is the soil thickness. The infinite slope stability model for cohesionless soils

can be expressed as

h / z  = (ps/pw)  1 1 - @-Man@)1 (8)

Substitution of (6) into (7) yields an expression for the critical drainage area per unit

contour length required to initiate a shallow landslide:

a, = (T/R)  sin6  (ps/pW  ) [I -(tar&/tan+)] (9)

This equation is only valid for steep slopes where tan0 5 [(ps-pw)/ps]  tan&  which

generally can be approximated by tan0  > 0.5 Montgomery and Dietrich, 1!394].

Equation (9) predicts a steeper, non-loglinear inverse critical area-slope relation than

models for channel initiation by overland flow. Increased volumes or rates of water

delivery to unchanneled valleys would decrease the critical area for debris-flow

initiation by effectively increasing the steady-state rainfall.

Equations (5),  (6),  and (9) predict different drainage area-slope relations for

channel or landslide initiation. Comparison of field mapped channel networks in

natural landscapes (i.e., no road drainage influence) with topo@aphic  thresholds

defined using digital elevation models indicate that such thresholds can be used to

define drainage area-slope relations below which channels do not develop
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[Montgomery and Dietrich, 19921.  These relations provide testable hypotheses for

examining the effect of road drainage concentration on the stability of natural

landscapes. . .

STUDY AREAS AND METHODS

Road alignments and drainage patterns in each of the study areas were

mapped onto topographic basemaps  in three study areas in the western United

States; an area near Oiler Peak in the southern Sierra Nevada, California, Mettman

Ridge in the Oregon Coast Range, and Huelsdonk Ridge on the Olympic Peninsula,

Washington (Figure 2). Previous field mapping of channel network extent in

portions of the Southern Sierra’and Mettman Ridge study areas that are

uninfluenced by road drainage documented drainage area-slope thresholds defining

channeled~  and unchanneled portions of the landscape [Montgomery and Dietrich,

1988; 19921.  Additional field mapping reveals similar relations for channeled and

unchanneled locations in the Huelsdonk Ridge study area. The pattern of drainage

diversion in the southern Sierra study area was used to estimate upslope

contributing areas for discharge points both with and without drainage

modifications. Field maps were used to determine contributing drainage areas for

the Hueldsonk Ridge study areas. In the Mettman Ridge study area, the drainage

area contributing to discharge concentration points and the ground slope

immediately downslope were measured using a tape measure, stadia rod, and hand

level. In each study area, ground slopes were measured in the field at every point

where road drainage was concentrated.

Mapping road drainage and determining contributing areas for discharge

points is subject .to considerable inaccuracy because of uncertainty associated with

partitioning road surface runoff to different potential discharge points. Reid [pers.

comm.ll  for example, estimated that surface mapping of road drainage was accurate

to about f 30 % of the actual contributing area when conducted at times when
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runoff was not occurring. She also found that mapping road surface drainage

patterns during or immediately after runoff-producing events improved the

accurracy  of contributing area estimates to about f 10 %. I concur and estimate that

the drainage area data for road surfaces collected in this study should be considered

to have an accuracy of roughly f lo-30  %.

Southern Sierra Nevada, California

The drainage system associated with a paved two-lane highway near Oiler

Peak provides an example of the effects of road drainage diversions on gully

development and channel network expansion. The area .is underlain by deeply

weathered granitic rocks with thick colluvial soils developed in topographic

hollows. Slopes are gentle and vegetation consists of open oak forest and grasslands.

The road system is located significantly downslope from the drainage divide. Road

cuts truncate colluvial fills in topographic hollows and weathered bedrock in noses

and divert both surface and subsurface flow into an inboard ditch system that drains

through culverts into natural drainage courses.

Culvert locations and drainage diversions were mapped along a 2 km stretch

of road. Drainage areas both prior and subsequent to road construction were

determined from the mapped pattern of drainage diversions, which significantly

altered the channel network in the mapped area. For example, at one mapped

location a deeply-incised gully begins downslope of a culvert outfall that receives

drainage from upslope  diversions. The natural channel head is a gradual incision

located 200 m down valley and that has been stranded and effectively abandoned by

gully incision.

Incision of previously unchanneled valley bottoms resulting from road

drainage concentration has integrated the road and channel networks, allowing the

road surface to act as an extension of the channel network. Within the area shown
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in Figure 3, four hollows (A,C,E, & G) lost drainage area through road drainage

diversions. Ln  each of these cases, the channel begins significantly downslope of the

road. In contrast, three hollows (B,D, & F) receive additional drainage from the road

system and the channels begin at or immediately downslope of culverts. In the area

shown, integration of these channels with the road drainage network increased the

total channel length by about 570 m, which increased the effective drainage density

(here used in the sense of the channel density of Montgomery and Dietrich  [1994])

from 5.2 km-1  to 8.7 km-1  (170% of the natural drainage~density). For the whole 1.2

km2 basin in which the extent of the channel network was mapped, integration of

the road and channel networks increased the drainage density from 2.8 km-1  to 4.4

km-3  (160% of the natural drainage density). These estimates do not include the

length of new channels incised between culverts and previous channel heads.

Larger channels in this area are entrenched in colluvial/alluvial  valley fills, with a

series of three terraces preserved along the main channel. Cultural artifacts

recovered from within these alluvial terraces indicate that the entrenchment is

historic, Downstream channel entrenchment in this area may further reflect the

effects of historic grazing activity, which caused channel entrenchment in other

parts of California (see Cooke and Reeves [1976]  and Montgomery [1991]).

Road drainage also influences the threshold for channel initiation in this

area. The transition from channeled to unchameled slopes exhibits the same

inverse form for both natural and road-altered drainage (Figures 4A&B),  but less

drainage area appears to be required to initiate a channel for hollows receiving road

drainage (Figure 4C). A test for the equivalence of regression models for the log-

transformed data for channeled locations [Berenson et al., 19831  allows rejection of

the hypothesis that the two population models are coincident (a=.O5).  These results

imply  that road drainage has not altered channel initiation mechanisms (in this case
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overland flow) and support the hypothesis that the impervious paved road surface

generates runoff equivalent to that of a larger natural area.

Huelsdonk Ridge, Washington .

Recently-constructed logging roads on Huelsdonk Ridge provide an example

of the effect of ridgetop  road drainage on channel network extension and slope

stability. Steep clearcut  slopes drain to narrow tributary channels that empty into a

wide alluviated valley  along the South Fork Hoh River. These steep slopes are

divided into rhythmically-spaced hollows and noses. Most of the landslides in this

area originate in topographic hollows a,nd  landslide inventories from historical

aerial photographs indicate that the rate of landslide initiation increased

dramatically following road construction and clear-cutting [Schlichte, 19911.

A 7.8 km stretch of the gravel road system along Huelsdonk Ridge was

mapped onto a 1:4800  scale topographic basemap.  Road drainage divides, culverts,

and other locations where road drainage discharged onto the slopes were mapped.

Road surface widths measured in the field consistently were 5.6 m. As is typical

throughout the Pacific Northwest (Figure 5),  ridgetop  road drainage generally is

focused into the heads of topographic hollows. Drainage areas contrrbuting  to each

discharge point were calculated as the product of the contributing road length and

the road width. The local slope immediately downslope of the discharge point was

measured from the topographic basemap.  Each discharge point was classified as

either not influencing erosion, causing channel formation immediately downslope

of the road margin, or associated with a debris-flow scar.

Data from these classes appear to define distinct fields on a plot of drainage

area versus slope (Figure 6). Data from locations where road drainage does not

influence downslope erosion (unchanneled) plot at the lowest drainage areas and

slopes. Data from locations where road drainage initiates a channel (channeled) plot

at higher drainage areas. Road drainage-associated landslides plot at the highest
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drainage areas and steepest slopes. Although the sample sizes are small, the

significance of this interpretstion  is supported by Komolgorov-Smirnov tests

[Sprent, 19891  of the null hypothesis that each of the variables (drainage area and

slope) for each of the samples (unchanneled, channeled, and landslide) are drawn

from populations with identical distributions. The slope distributions for

channeled and landslide data differ (a--.05),  whereas the null hypothesis cannot be

rejected (a=.05)  for comparison of unchanneled and either channeled or landslide

data. Drainage area distributions differ significantly (a=.05)  for comparison of

unchanneled and either channeled or landslide data, but are not significantly

different (cr=.O5)  for comparison of channeled and landslide data. These tests allow

us to conclude that unchanneled sites have significantly smaller drainage areas than

either channeled or landslide sites, and that landslide sites are steeper than

channeled sites.

These data also are consistent with the form of relations predicted by

equations (6) and (9),  as fitted relations essentially define boundaries between data

fields (Figure 6). Channeled and unchanneled data are reasonably segregated by

A=400/sinB (10)

a relation close to the form predicted for channel initiation by turbulent overland

flow, such as might be expected where road drainage is discharged onto natural

slopes. Landsliding sites only occur on slopes where tan9 > 0.5 and the lower bound

to the data for sites of observed landsliding is well fit by adjusting the steady-state

rainfall in equation (9) using estimates of T = 65 m*/day,  ps  = 1800 kg/m3,  and 0 = 45”

derived from field measurements (see Montgomery and Dietrich  [in press] for

further discussion). These observations suggest that adverse erosional impacts

associated with ridgetop  road construction could be minimized by a drainage, system
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designed to keep the contributing area at discharge locations below the range for the

channeled data in Figure 6.

Mettman Ridge, Oregon

The forest road system on Mettman Ridge provides another example of the

effect of ridgetop  road drainage on erosional processes. The gravel road system is

located on narrow ridge crests separating steep slopes, which are divided by

regularly-spaced hollows that indent ridgetop  drainage divides. Consequently, road

drainage commonly is discharged into the heads of topographic hollows. Road

surface widths measured in the field consistently were 3.5 m. Landslides are a major

channel initiation mechanism in this area [Montgomery and Dietrich, 19881  and

landslide-related sediment transport accelerated dramatically after road building and

forest clearance, with most of the increase coming from failures associated with road

drainage concentration or logging landings [Montgomery, 19911.

A total of 3.2 km of the gravel road system was mapped onto 1:4800  scale

topographic basemaps  (Figure 7). Road drainage flow directions, drainage divides,

culverts, and other points of drainage concentration were mapped immediately after

rainfall observed to produce copious runoff from road surfaces. In many cases,

distinct channels on either side of the road crown drained to opposite sides of a

ridge. Moreover, flow down the road surface sometimes bipassed culverts. Road

surface area was allocated to each discharge point based on field measurements,

mapping, and estimates. Again each discharge point along surveyed road segments

was classified according to the association of the discharge point with either no

apparent geomorphic effect, channel extension to the drainage. outfall, or debris-flow

scars. Integration of the ridgetop  road network with the channel network in the

three Mettman Ridge basins mapped in the previous studies would increase the

drainage density from 9.9 km-1  to 12.2 km-1  (123% of the original drainage density).
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Data from Mettman Ridge  exhibit general relations similar to the Huelsdonk

Ridge data (Figure 8). Locations where drainage concentration has no observable

geomorphic effect plot at the small+st  drainage areas and slopes. Lecations  where

road drainage initiates a channel plot at higher drainage areas and slopes, while

those locations where road drainage is associated with landsliding plot at the highest

drainage areas and are restricted to steep slopes (i.e., tan0  > 0.5). Again sample sizes

are small, but these interpretations are supported by Komolgorov-Smirnov tests

[Sprent,  19891  of the null hypothesis that each of the variables are drawn from

populations with identical distributions. In this case, the distributions of drainage

area data for unchanneled locations differ ((x=.05)  from both channeled and

unchanneled data, while the null hypothesis cannot be rejected (a=.OS) for

comparison of channeled and landslide data. Slope distributions differ significantly

(a=.051  for comparison of landslide and either channeled or unchanneled data, but

are not significantly different (a=.OS)  for comparison of channeled and unchanneled

data. These tests allow us to concludes  that unchanneled sites have smaller drainage

areas than channeled  or landslide sites, and that the population of landslide sites is

steeper than those for both channeled and unchanneled sites.

Equations (6) and (9) also provide reasonable predictions of the boundaries to

unchanneled, channeled, Andy  landslide data from the Mettman Ridge road drainage

survey (Figure 8). The lower bound to the data from channeled road drainage

locations along Mettman Ridge can be approximated by

A = 100 / sin0 W)

This is significantly lower than for the Huelsdonk Ridge data, presumably reflecting

differences in climate (rainfall intensity and duration) and soil properties.

(infiltration capacity and critical shear strength) between these study areas. This
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difference illustrates that a single relation is not applicable to all landscapes.

Appropriate relations need to be developed for application in different areas. Again,

equation (9),  fitted by adjusting the rainfall rate and using field derived estimates of

T = 65 mz/day,  pa  = 1800 kg/ms,  and $I = 45O,  provides a reasonable lower bound to

data from sites of observed landsliding (Figure 8).

Comparison of data from road drainage surveys with data generated from a

field survey of channel head ‘locations in this area of Mettman Ridge [Montgomery

and Diet-rich, 19921  reveals that overland flow-initiated channel heads associated

with road drainage plot at lower drainage areas than undisturbed channel heads

(Figure 9). This presumably reflects the lower infiltration capacity for road surfaces

than for natural slopes. Many steep channel heads in this area are associated with

small landslide scars Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988; 19921.  Contributing areas for

road-related landsliding plot within the range of natural data. The mechanism for

initiating landsliding involves infiltration of runoff and lateral subsurface flow

convergence, which should decrease hydrologic differences between road-related

and natural contributing areas of similar size. The small sample size of the

available data preclude greater exploration of this issue.

DrsCusSIoti

The lower-limit to the data for channel initiation by overland flow and

landsliding from road drainage concentration is consistent with the general forms

predicted by equations (6) and (9). The relations reported above apply only to

geomorphic impacts on locations immediately downslope of roads; they do not

consider a wide array of other road-related impacts that warrant further research.

These include more detailed assessments of the integration of road and channel

networks, the attendent effects on downstream hydrologic and geomorphic

response, and the influence of sediment eroded from road surfaces on substrate sizes
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in downstream channels. Each of these effects depends on the integration of the

channel androad networks, which itself depends on continuing incision downslope

to existing channels. Such integration is to be expected for the cases of landsliding or

drainage to existing channel crossings. In contrast, overland flow delivered from a

road to a previously unincised slope may cause incision, but subsequently

reinfiltrate into colluvial deposits. However, the resulting increase in the

downslope subsurface discharge may destabilize the channel head and cause

channel extension. Integration of the road and channel networks thus may reflect

an interplay of these mechanisms.

The data reported here have important implications for assessing current

road designs. Ridgetop  roads are presently recommended as a means to avoid direct

road connection to channels and construction of potentially unstable fill berms

across low-order channels [e.g., Fumiss et al., 19911.  Ridgetops, however, are

generally indented at the heads of valleys and thus ridgetop  road drainage typically

is focused into and, as the data presented here show, may destabilize unchanneled

valleys. While recent improvements in road construction practices (e.g., end-

hauling) should decrease some road-related impacts, road drainage concentration

‘may still trigger slope instability and integrate channel and road networks.

The survey results reported here suggest that incorporation of empirical

drainage area-slope thresholds into road drainage designs would help to minimize

adverse affects of road drainage concentration. This requires determination of the

relation appropriate for the area of interest from field surveys. Fortunately, such

surveys are simple and are dot time consuming. For example, collection of the data

from Heulsdonk Ridge required two people for one day; acquisition of the Mettman

Ridges  data required two people for two days. Collection of the necessary data entails

a fraction of either the cost of repairing a single landslide, or the value associated

with resource loss.,
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For a road of constant width, the drainage area-slope threshold defines a

relation between the maximum road length, L, and the gradient of the slope onto

which road drainage is discharged. Equations (5),  (6),  and (9) indicate that the

specific relations should reflect the road surface material (infiltration capacity),

rainfall characteristics, and soil properties (critical shear stress, friction angle, bulk

density, and transmissivity). For the Huelsdonk Ridge data, the empirical relation is

approximated by

L = 70 / sin0 (12)

and for the Mettman Ridge data by

L=3O/sinB (13)

(Figure 10). These relations highlight the need to include in evaluations of road-

related environmental impacts both the frequency along a road that drainage is

discharged and the gradient of the slope onto which it is discharged. At present,

management regulations generally prescribe culvert spacing based either on

delivery of road runoff to natural drainages or a design culvert spacing that varies

with the road gradient (e.g., Washington Administrative Code 222-24-025).  Road

designs or codes that do not take both drainage frequency and ground slope into

consideration do not adequately address the potential for downslope geomorphic

impacts from road drainage concentration..

CONCLUSIONS

Road construction fundamentally alters the hydrologic and erosional

processes operating in a drainage basin. Sufficient concentration of road drainage is
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associated with expansion of the channel network (and integration of the channel

and road networks) and landsliding in steep terrain. Many existing road designs,

including ridgetop  roads, inadequately address geomorphic impacts.of  road

construction, but simple changes in road design that would prevent drainage

concentration could minimize road-related adverse impacts on slope stability and

downslope stream channels. Collection of field data to calibrate theoretical

thresholds for erosion initiation could be used to generate empirical relations for

allowable drainage concentration *at  could reduce road drainage-related impacts.
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strength characterization provides a simple method to refine and supplement both

the data available on geologic maps and -the predictions made by GIS analyses.
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FIGURE  CAPTIONS

1 Road-related landsliding in the central Washington Cascades.

2 Location map for the study areas.

3 Map of a portion of the Southern Sierra Nevada study site showing effect of

road drainage diversions on the extent of the channel network; channels

represented by black lines,  colluvial deposits in topographic hollows by gray

shading, and road drainage by arrows. Contour interval is in feet.

4 Plot of drainage area versus local slope for channeled (solid circles) and

unchanneled locations (open circles) in the Southern Sierra Nevada study

site. for A) natural drainage and B) road-related drainage diversions. C)

Similar plot showing channeled data for natural (open triangles) and road-

related drainage (solid triangles).

5 A) Landslide on the Olympic Peninsula, Washington, associated with

drainage concentration along a ridgetop  road. B) Schematic illustration of

ridgetop  road drainage concentration into topographic hollows. Landslides

represented by gray shading: channels by black lines. Modified from a sketch

by W. E. Dietrich.

6 Contributing road drainage area vs. slope at the discharge point for the

ridgetop  road system on Huelsdonk Ridge. Locations immediately

downslope of the discharge point were either unchanneled (open circles),

channeled (solid circles), or a debris-flow scar (triangles). Lines indicate fitted
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preditions of the models for turbulent overland flow (inclined line) and for

landsliding (curve); dashed vertical line indicates lower limit to applicability

of landslide model. .

7 Map of a portion of the Mettman Ridge study area showing road drainage

patterns, landsliding (black shading), channels (black lines), and colluvial

deposits (gray shading). Contour interval is in feet.

8 Plot of contributing road drainage area versus local slope at discharge points

for the Mettman Ridge study area for unchanneled locations (open circles),

channels extending to the drainage outfall (solid circles), and landslides

immediately downslope of the drainage outfall (triangles). Lines indicate

fitted preditions of the models for turbulent overland flow (inclined line) and

for landsliding (curve); dashed vertical line indicates lower limit to

applicability of landslide model.

9 Plot of contributing area versus local slope for channeled data  for natural

channel heads (open triangles) and for both road drainage-related landslides

(solid triangles) and channel extention (solid circles).

1 0 Plot of contributing road length vs. ground slope at the point of drainage

concentration for A) Huelsdonk Ridge and 8)  Mettman Ridge. Solid lines

represent equations (12) and (13); data are for unchanneled locations (open

circles), channels extending to the drainage outfall (solid circles), and

landslides immediately downslope of the drainage outfall (triangles).
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Channel Bed Coarsening by Salmonid  Spawning:

Feedback Mechanism for Population Stability

David R. Montgomery’ , N. Phil Peterson2,

John M. Buffingtonl,  David Schuett-Hames3,  and Thomas P. Quinn2

1 Dept. of Geological Sciences and Quaternary Research Center, University of

Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

2 School of Fisheries, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

3 Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, 6730 Martin Way E., Olympia, WA

98506

R a p i d l y  d e c l i n i n g  s a l m o n  p o p u l a t i o n s  a r e  forcing

reexamination of fisheries ‘and land management in the Pacific

Northwest and are propelling proposals for widespread habitat

restoration. We present  ev idence  suggest ing  a  feedback

mechanism for population decline of mass-spawning species

whereby reduced spawning activity decreases the shear stress

necessary for bed mobilization, which, In turn, increases scour and

decreases embryo survival. This feedback mechanism implies that

it may become increasingly difficult to maintain or rehabilitate a

declining population.

Dramatic d8Cfin8S  of Pacific salmon (Oncorbynchus spp.) in the

northwestern United States have led to the application of the Endangered

Species Act to certain populations (1) and concern that many other populations

are also in jeopardy or are already extinct (2). While these declines reflect the
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combined influences of dam construction, overfishing, and habitat degradation,

isolating these influences has proven extremely difficult, in part because it is

difficult to link habitat change to population-level response (3). Recent

proposals for extensive habitat restoration programs (4) assume that the

availability of high-quality habitat is the factor limiting populations.

Although habitat degradation may lead to population decline in salmon

and other organisms, the response to habitat restoration efforts is more

complex. One complication is that animals may play an active role in the

creation and maintenance of their own habitat. Beaver dams are probably the

most widely recognized example of this phenomena (5),  but burrowing activity

(6),  and grazing (7) provide additional examples. Although the sorting of stream

gravels during spawning and the construction of gravel redds and egg pockets

is well-known (6),  neither fisheries biologists nor geomotphologists have

explored how spawning activity changes channel processes (9). We present

evidence of a feedback between digging behavior associated with salmon

spawning and channel bed mobility. This feedback could make it increasingly

difficult to reverse accelerating salmon population declines because decreased

spawning activity makes the channel bed more susceptible to scour, in turn

leading to higher embryo mortality.

Anadromous salmon are spawned in freshwater, migrate to sea after a

variable period of freshwater residence, spend several years at sea, then return

and spawn either in their natal or a nearby stream. Each female constructs a

redd consisting of several egg pockets in the channel bed by turning on her

side and rapidly undulating her tail and body. After eggs are released and

fertilized, the fem,ale buries them while simultaneously excavating another egg

pocket immediately upstream (10). This action coarsens the channel bed by

sweeping the finer particles into the water column where they are transported
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downstream. Females defend these nests from encroachment, but under high

densities some may superimpose their nests on those of earlier spawners.

Such superimposition is widely accepted as a major cause of density-

dependent mortality (11) and fisheries managers generally attempt to prevent

overly high densities of salmon from reaching spawning areas by manipulating

fishing pressure. In the absence of superimposition, most embryo mortality is

thought to occur from poor water circulation associated with fine sediment filling

inter-gravel pore spaces (8) and scour from high flow events (12). Contrary to

the assumption that high salmon densities are undesirable for the status of the

population, observations collected during a two-year study indicate that mass-

spawning activity alters channel morphology in ways that may reduce the

probability of bed mobility and thus the vulnerability of the eggs to scour.

Kennedy Creek is a gravel-bed pool-riffle type channel (13) flowing into

the south end of Puget Sound, Washington (Figure 1) that supports a run of

chum salmon (0. k&a).  The stream reach discussed here has a bankfull width

and depth of approximately 10.8 m and 0.42 m, respectively, and a reach-

average slope of 0.0047. Observations during fall 1990 indicated that

spawning occurred across the entire bed surface, coarsening the bed material,

filling pools, and excavating bar margins. The following year, similar effects of

spawning on channel morphology were documented through repeated

surveying immediately prior to and after spawning and through pebble counts

during spawning activity. Surveys were conducted using a digital theodolite

and pebble counts were conducted using Wolman’s standard methodology

(14).

Pebble counts conducted during spawning activity documented the

magnitude of channetbed  surface  coarsening. Measurements were collected

at unspawned locations in the channel, and immediately downstream of egg
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pockets in locations observed to be representative of the channel bed in

general .after  mass spawning activity. Spawning activity increased the median

grain size (dso)  of material on the channel bed from 22 mm to 30 mm (Figure 2).

The coarse end of both the spawned and unspawned grain size distributions is

sirnilar; bed coarsening occurred by the selective removal of fine particles,

producing better sorted gravels.

The critical boundary shear stress required to mobilize the surface grains

of a gravel-bed channel (Tbc)  can be estimated from the bed surface dsc.  This

critical shear stress for general bed mobility (15) is given by

zbc = z*c50  (PS-PW)  g .dso (1)

(16) where Z,so is the dimensionless critical shear stress for the median grain

size, ps and pw  are the densities of sediment and water. respectively, and g is

gravitational acceleration. Expressing Tbc in terms of the average depth-slope

product

tbc  = Pw  g D s (2)

where D is the flow depth and S is the water surface slope, the critical depth of

flow necessary to mobilize the bed can be calculated from (1) and (2). There is

little consensus among investigators, however, regarding values of ‘*C50  for

heterogeneous gravel beds (17).

The Shields shear stress (0.056) (16) provides a maximum estimate of

T’*,..~,  but is likely to be an overestimate, as it characterizes homogeneous beds

which have higher critical shear stress values due to greater friction angles (18).

A second estimate of 2*c5o  (0.054) can be made from (1) and (2) by assuming
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that in a self-formed channel the unspawned bed grain sizes are adjusted to

bankfull  conditions of depth (0.42 m) and slope (0.0047). However, this second

z*osc  value is also likely to be an overestimate. In a forested channel the

undisturbed bed grain sizes may reflect the additional influences of other

roughness elements such as bedforms  and large woody debris (19) ,which

when included along with grain roughness in (1) effectively lower the above

~*oso  estimate. Based on empirical data from similar channels in Western

Washington (19) we estimate that ~*osc is 0.040 and that the other in-channel

roughness elements have an “equivalent grain roughness” of 6 mm. This value

of 2*&o and an “equivalent grain roughness” together with (1) and (2) predicts

that the spawning-related increase in median grain size from 22 mm to 30 mm

increased the critical flow depth for general bed mobilization from 100% (0.42

m) to 126% (0.53 m) of the bankfull  flow depth (Figure 3). The duration of bed

coarsening is uncertain and likely site specific, depending on the subsequent

degree of fine particle distrainment and entrapment over the relatively rough

spawned surfaces. Field observations at the study site suggest that the bed

surface gradually fines during low-flow periods.

Spawning success is predicated on the depth of scour being less than

the depth to which eggs are buried (20). Depth of scour in gravel-bed channels

is related to the rate of bedload  transport (21)  which is in turn a function of both

the peak flow depth and the duration of flow in excess of that required for bed

mobility. Long-term records of discharge and scour depths are unavailable for

Kennedy Creek, but the bankfull  flow depth is generally considered to represent

a condition of roughly annual to biennial bed mobilization in gravel-bed

channels (22). Thus the increase in the critical flow depth indicates that

spawning activity of salmon in Kennedy Creek should decrease the average
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annual depth of scour, altering the channel in a way that increases the liklihood

of their offspring surviving.

While we cannot yet rigorously assess the influence of this feedback

mechanism on salmonid  reproduction, additional data from Kennedy Creek

suggest that it may be significant. Peak discharge in Kennedy Creek from

November, 1991, to February, 1992, was approximately coincident with bankfull

stage. Scour depths recorded by 104 scour chains ranged from 0 to 60 cm, with

a mean of 13.4 cm. Forty egg-pockets measured during spawning activity

ranged in depth from 9.8 to 48.9 cm, with a mean of 22.6 cm. While only a small

proportion of the channel bed scoured to egg-pocket depths during this

approximately bankfull event (Figure 4),  the scour and egg pocket burial depth

distributions indicate that even a minor increase in scour depths could have a

major impact on the integrity of egg-pockets.

Our observations document that mass spawning increases channel bed

stability through bed surface coarsening, which, in turn, may protect underlying

egg pockets. Consequently, once a population declines, the bed may be more

frequently scoured, decreasing the probability of embryo survival and leading to

further population decline. Such a feedback would make it increasingly difficult

to reverse a declining population trend, especially if the decline coincided with

changes in land use that lead to more frequent or higher discharges or to bed

surface fining (23). Based on these implications, we suggest that fishery

managers prevent population decline before ~critical  feedback levels are

reached, and we recommend re-analysis of the conventional wisdom that

compensatory biological processes will allow mass-spawning salmon

populations to rebound from low levels. More fundamentally, these results

illustrate the importance of feedback between physical processes and
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biological activity in the maintenance of stream habitats and the SUCCSSSfUl

proliferation of anadromous fishes.
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B&&3, 20, 527-533 (1984); W. E. Dietrich, J. W. Kirchner, H. Ikeda, and

F. Iseya, N&r&  340, 215-217 (1989)],  which would increase bed

mobility through a decrease in the critical discharge.

24 After Blatt and others [H. G. Blatt, G. Middleton, & R. Murray, m

N Rocks, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 782~.  (1980)].

25 This work was supported by grant FY92-010  from the SHAMW and

CMER committees of the Washington State Timber-Fish-Wildlife

agreement. Anne Bikle  helped with field work.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1 Map showing the location of Kennedy Creek in western Washington.

2

3

Cumulative size distributions of bed surface sediment for spawned (open

circles) and unspawned (solid circles) locations sampled in Kennedy

Creek on October 28, 1992. Distributions shown are composites of two

pebble’counts of 100 grains each. Unpaired T-tests (cr=.O5)  1) show that

the means of the two unspawned samples are similar, 2) the means of

the two spawned samples are similar and 3) the means of any

combination of spawned and unspawned samples are significantly

different. Simple averages and ranges are given for the median grain

size (dso) and the absolute value of the sorting parameter (Ial)  defined in

terms of the phi grain size scale (24).

Cross-section of the study reach. Black area indicates the change in the

calculated critical flow depth for bed mobility before and after spawning.

No vertical exaggeration.

4 Normalized histographs of a) scour and b) egg burial depths for

Kennedy Creek in 1991-92. Scour depths (n = 104) were determined

from scour chains monitored through the winter season. Note that five

percent of the scour chains recorded scour to greater than 50 cm depth.

Egg burial depths (n = 40) were measured during spawning activity.
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Mountain-Scale Strength Properties, Deep-Seated Landsliding, and
Limits to Local Relief

Kevin M. Schmidt and David R. Montgomery
Department of Geological Sciences, AJ-20 .

University of Washington
Seattle, WA. 98195

ABSTRACT

Controls on the size of mountains and the stability of bedrock slopes are only

poorly constrained, but provide potentially important limits to the development of local

relief. Large-scale mass wasting provides the most obvious limit to relief development.

Simple models of slope stability indicate that susceptibility to mass wasting is a function

of local relief, slope gradient, degree of saturation, and the strength of the material.

Natural  slopes,  however,  rarely attain heights close to the theoretical  maximum

predicted by intact rock strengths because of pervasive discontinuities such as faults,

joints, and bedding planes. Thus, determining representative strength properties of a

mountain or hillslope is difficult because such properties integrate both ~material  and

structural discontinuities, and may also be time dependent. While laboratory-derived

strength properties may be applied on a site specific basis, alternative methods are

necessary to describe representative geotechnical parameters over large spatial scales.

We hypothesize that  such integrated rock strength properties l imit  local  rel ief

development and effectively bound the site of stable hillslopes ‘for mountain drainage

basins in a given lithologic. climatic, and tectonic regime. Here we investigate this

assumption using theory and field work for a study area in the northern Cascades.

STABILITY ANALYSIS

Simple force balances in a two-dimensional, limit equilibrium slope stability

model can be applied to back-calculate the geotechnical properties implied by observed

topographic relief. The sliding-wedge method of slope stability analysis (Culmann,

1866) predicts a limiting relation between hillslope gradient and ridge height by

approximating a failure block as a wedge with a planar failure surface. The maximum

stressed surface is then a plane passing through the toe of the slope (Spangler,  1960).
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The force balance of shear stress and shear resistance for this geometric configuration

leads to an equation for maximum slope height:

(13

where,

c = cohesive shear strength of rock
y = unit weight of rock

B  = hillslope angle measured with respect to horizontal

@ = internal friction angle

This technique has been applied to friable loess  deposits in Iowa by Lohnes.and Handy

(19681, to loess-derived alluvium in Tennessee by Simon (19891, and to coastal bluffs

composed of glacial deposits by McGreal  (1979)  but not in larger-scale bedrock

landscapes. Other studies recognizing a slope/height limit to stable slopes include that

of Skempton (1953) for clay strata in England and the work of Grant-Taylor (1964)  on

weathered greywacke  in New Zealand.

Expanding on the simple relationship of the Culmann method, a more rigorous

approach including the effects of ground water conditions, cleft and uplift pressures, is

presented here in Figure 1 after Hoek and Bray (1977). The analyses discussed here

utilize this more detailed approach to back-calculate cohesion Andy  friction angle values

from observed topographic development. Development of topographic relief is a

complex process controlled by erosional processes and the strength of material over

long time scales. Thus, it is thought that the back-calculated strength parameters

characterize in-situ strength properties representative of geologic formations over

large spatial and temporal scales.

STUDY AREA

We measured the horizontal length and vertical height of slopes underlain by

the strongly-bedded Eocene Chuckanut Formation, the Quaternary glacio-fluvial

deposits forming channel banks in river valleys in northwestern Washington state,

and the Darrington Phyllite. This area in the north Cascades was chosen because of

numerous recognized bedrock landslides up to 1000 m in height as well as pronounced

mass wasting along incised channel banks. Widespread landsliding argues for the
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mobilization of peak strength values and thus the maximum relief development

attributable to a unit. Landscapes with numerous large-scale landslides have developed

their maximum strength, and thus back-calculated strength parameters are considered

to reflect minimum values.

The Chuckanut Formation, a 6000 m thick package of subaerially-deposited

sediments, is well suited for this study because of its wide extent as well as its propensity

towards large-scale landsliding. Classified as one of thickest fluvial sequences in North

America (Johnson,  19821, this  interbedded.  well-cemented sandstone,  shale and

conglomerate extends from the low-relief topography around Bellingham,~  Washington

east to the high-relief mountains just west of Mt. Baker in the Cascade Range (Figure 2).

These Eocene rocks have been deformed into broad, northwest-plunging folds often

truncated by local faults. Previous landslide identification by Fiksdal and Brunengo

(1981)  was supplemented with stereoscopic mapping of deep-seated landslides from

color infrared aerial photographs onto 1:24,000 scale topographic maps.

Deeply-incised glacial deposits up to 150 m in thickness are ubiquitous along the

mountain fronts in the northern Cascades. They locally form wide benches in the river

valleys that are usually flat-topped. As with the Chuckanut Formation, we consider the

sediments of the glacial benches as a homogeneous unit, even though it is composed of

a varied sequence including stiff, laminated lacustrine clay. silt/sand outwash, and

boulder till. Although slope failures in the glacial sediments are much smaller than

those in the Chuckanut Formation, they represent a large source of sediment entering

the adjacent channels (Kelsey.  1988). These slopes were field surveyed in the drainage

basins of the Middle Fork of the Nooksack River, Clearwater Creek. Rocky Creek, and

Boulder River.

RESULTS

CHUCKANUT  FORMATION

Of the 204 measurements extending from ridge top to valley bottom in areas

underlain by the Chuckanut Formation, 40 represent large-scale landslides. A plot of

slope vs. height for these transects, including all deep-seated, bedrock landslide sites

identified from aerial photograph analysis, suggests .an arcuate upper bound (Figure 3).

This limit to the local relief, assumed to be the maximum attainable based on the
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widespread instability of the.  area, constrains back-calculated strength parameters. The
geotechnical properties implied by fitting a threshold curve (@-Zl*.  c=lSO kPa with

y-25 kN/m31  to the upper limit of the observed data are interpreted to approximate

long-term effective values for the Chuckanut Formation as a whole.

Even under the extreme.assumption  of fully saturated conditions, many of the

landslide sites lie below the predicted threshold of instability (Figure 3).  This variance

does not result solely the from the decrease in slope gradient due to downslope

movement of a landslide toe. Rather it reflects the treatment of the entire formation as

one entity without .considering the destabilizing effects of the geologic structure. A

separation of the transects into the three structural categories of anti-dip slopes, dip

slopes, and slopes trending parallel to fold axes results in a segregation of the data.

Figure 4 reveals that the anti-dip slopes control the maximum relief development
attained by the formation with threshold strength values of G-21 ‘ , c=165 kPa. In

contrast, the dip slopes define lower threshold strength values of @=17’.  ~=I20 kPa

(Figure 5).  The remaining sites, representing the specific condition of slopes trending

parallel’to  fold axes, are even farther removed from the dip slope relief limit.

The present stability of some hillslopes above 750 m in height is partially

explained by the buttressing of the lower slope profile with glacio-fluvial deposits. In

these high-relief areas, much of the valley floor and lower portions of the adjacent

hillslopes are covered with up to 150  m of glacial deposits. This added mass decreases

the overall hillslope gradient and provides a downward force on the lower portion of

the hillslope, thus increasing the relative stability of the underlying rock. While only

37% of the recognized landslide sites above 750 m are buttressed with glacial sediments,

80% of the currently stable sites have thick benches of glacial sediments buttressing

their lower slopes. In addition, modeling carried out with the method-of-slices

computer program “XSTABL” suggests that the presence of the glacial valley fills

increase the relative factor of safety by about 30%. Therefore. these buttresses may

allow higher ridges to be stable than would otherwise be possible.

GLACIAL DEPOSITS

A total of 178 transects were surveyed along four channels incised into glacio-

fluvial deposits. Stable sites were defined by the presence of mature vegetation, i.e.

moss, ferns, and conifers. Landslides were classified as slump failures only if the
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landslide block, often with back-rotated trees, was still recognizable. The present, post-

failure topographic profiles of slumps were measured. When possible, estimation of the

pre-failure profiles also was obtained. On Figure 6. pre- and post-failure conditions are

linked by tie-lines for those profiles where such reconstruction was possible. Exposed

cliffs, lacking soil development, vegetalion. an arcuate headscarp, and a defined failure

block, were classified as inferred topple failures. The back-calculated threshold
envelope yields strength values of $=29’  and c-20 kPa with y=ZO  kNIm.3  for the

stratigraphic package treated as a single unit. Because the model assumes hydrostatic

conditions at saturation, the remaining failure sites positioned below the threshold for

saturated conditions may be the result of excess pore pressures or seepage forces.

Figure 7 shows a schematic representation of the effects of these forces and relative

decrease in stability.

From field observations it appears as if shallow, topple failures b~ecome  critical

earlier in the downcutting phase followed later by an activation of slump failures. For

example, only those reaches that have been over-steepened in meander bends produce

well-developed slumps. Topple failures are commonly located at the beginning and end

of meander bends while slumps are found at the apex of the bend, the location of

maximum present undercutting and removal of failed material. It is inferred then that

in high sinuosity reaches the full strength of the material composing the banks and

locally the valley walls is mobilized.

The large number of failures with near-vertical slip surfaces can be explained

by the state of equilibrium in an active Rankine state and the Navier-Coulomb criterion

(Terzaghi,  1943). The state of tension adjacent to a free face such as a channel bank

extends down to a critical depth depending on the cohesion, friction angle, and unit

weight of the material. The maximum depth of tension is predicted by the relation:

San  45+2
Y ( >

Using the strength parameters back-calculated from the threshold
2

curves, the predicted maximum depth of tension is 3.4 m. The observed maximum

height of a vertical channel bank classified as a topple failure is 3.5 m.

Unstable, deeply incised reaches have high potential for impacting channels

through rapid introduction of large volumes of sediment from bank failure (Kelsey,

1988). Recent work related to rain-on-snow events (Megahan,  1983; Harr,  1986: Berris

and Harr,  1987) suggest  that  removal of t imber in the transient  snow zone can



significantly alter the hydrologic response of a basin. We .caution that sites situated

above the saturated threshold in Figure 6 may be considered potentially sensitive to

changes in the hydrologic regime.

DARRINGTON PHYLLITE

The Darrington Phyllite, a relatively weak pre-Tertiary metamorphic rock,

exhibits varying degrees of strength depending on its extent of weathering. Analysis

of the strongly-bedded Chuckanut Formation revealed that stability is highly dependent

on the underlying geologic structure. Similarly, examination of slopes underlain by

Darrington Phyllite suggests that maturity of weathering, most developed in the inner

gorges, dramatically alters material strength. Figure 8 depicts the relief development

of weathered phyllite in the inner gorge of the Middle Fork of the Nooksack  River

downstream of the diversion dam and relatively unweathered rock above the inner

gorge. The rock in the inner gorge is subjected to enhanced fracture intensity

through mechanical weathering induced by the local topographic stress field (Miller.

1992). An increase in fracture density allows for increased hydraulic permeability and

thus intensified chemical weathering. Consequently, rock comprising the inner gorge

fails at much lower heights, for a given hillslope gradient, than the same unweathered

rock (Figure 8) above the ground water flow field. Thus, rock strength will predictably

differ through the landscape with the inner gorges identified as sites possessing

weathered, weak rock.

COMPARISON OF BACK-CALCULATED AND

LABORATORY-DERIVED PARAMETERS

Material properties obtained through analysis of bedrock slopes are lower than

values typically derived from laboratory measurements on similar materials (Table 1).

This discrepancy is rooted in problems of scale and the fact that rock masses are

discontinua. Bieniawski and Van Heerden ( 1975) have shown that the strength of iron

ore,  dior i te .  and coal  decrease considerably with increasing specimen size.  A

laboratory sample shears over a failure plane that is many orders-of-magnitude

smaller in surface area than a natural hillslope. Smaller ~samples contain fewer

discontinuities, and hence are stronger. Where few discontinuities are present, failure

is forced to involve new crack growth. Therefore, small samples tested in the

laboratory do not yield strength parameters directly applicable to the rock mass from
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which the samples were taken. While back-calculated friction angle values are only

slightly lower than those from laboratory tests, the cohesion values are substantially

diminished. This relation is ,supported  by the results of Cripps and Taylor (198 1) which

reports that the weathering of mudrocks  is characterized by a several order-of-.
magnitude reduction of cohesion with a lesser reduction in friction angle. Cohesion

decreases dramatically as the structural integrity of a rock is destroyed through

weathering and fracturing into smaller pieces (Mencl,  1965). Therefore, high cohesion

values are to be expected in intact rock samples, whereas in heterogeneous materials

the aggregate properties may be expected to reflect those of the weakest link in the

mass. Also, the strain rate is many orders of magnitude less in a laboratory experiment.

Taylor (1948)  and Terzaghi (1955)  have shown that the shear strength of clays

decreases with increasing t ime of applied shear. Furthermore, back-calculated

propert ies differ  from laboratory-derived values in that  they r~eflect  all the

destabilizing influences experienced by the slope, such as large magnitude

earthquakes.

Back-calculated glacial deposit strength parameters are closer to those reported

from laboratory experiments. This may reflect the hypothesized time-dependence of

strength properties. The cohesion of these glacial deposits prior to weathering is low

because they are nonlithified. Thus, the decrease in cohesion upon weathering will be

minor relative to bedrock slopes.

WORK IN PROGRESS

Ongoing work includes incorporation of seismic accelerations into the wedge

failure model. Paleo-seismic evidence and strong motion modeling (Heaton  and

Hartzell,  1989) indicate that the Puget Sound and Western Washington experience large

magnitude earthquakes. Horizontal accelerations greater than 0.3g on rock for a

return interval of about 2,500 years ‘are estimated’ in the region of the study area

(Perkins et al., 1980). Therefore, the hillslopes in the area studied have recorded

several such events since the retreat of the continental ice sheet. Efforts to date some

of the large-scale failures in the Chuckanut Formation may help to determine their

triggering mechanism. For example, if dates of the sites studied match with previously

recognized years of large magnitude earthquakes for the Puget Sound, a strong motion

causal mechanism may be invoked.
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A regional application of the limit-equilibrium stability model described here

may be used to recognize and predict the locations of landslides over large spatial

scales. The interpretation of a larrdscape  with respect to the properties of topographic

relief development and geologic structure lends itself well to a geographic information

system fGIS.1  analysis. The next section, written by Dan Miller, describes the

application of this approach in a GIS  format.

SUMMARY

l The large-scale strength properties of bedrock slopes provide a limit to relief

development that links the maximum stable height of mountains, deep-seated

landsliding, and incision of the intervening valleys.

l Back-calculated strength paramelers in areas where field observations indicate

mobilization of the full strength of the material provide estimates of in-situ

strength properties that incorporate the effects of material discontinuities and

transient forces (e.g. seepage forces and seismic accelerations).

l The geomorphic problem of defining limits to local relief development and

traditional engineering methods of determining material strength parameters

operate at drastically different spatial and temporal scales,

CHUCKANUTFORMATION

l Structural control greatly influences local relief and the degree of instability.

Dip slopes ,and slopes trending parallel to the trend of fold axes lie significantly

below the threshold of maximum relief development indicated by anti-dip slopes.

l Buttressing of the lower slopes of mountain fronts by glacial benches may allow

higher ridges above 750 m in relief to be stable than might otherwise be possible.

GLACIAL DEPOSITS

l The highest degree of instability is found in the apex of meander bends where

the banks are over-steepened and failed material is actively removed.

l The predicted depth of tension in a vertical bank. 3.4 urn. is in excellent

agreement with the value of 3.5 m observed in the field.
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.  Those s i tes  s i tuated above the saturated threshold are  most  suscept ible  to

changes in hydrologic response resulting from land management.

DARRINGTON PHYLLITE .  .

* The extent of weathering greatly influences local relief and the degree of

instability. Our observations suggest that certain predictable locations of the

landscape, such as inner gorges, experience heightened strength degradation due to

a high degree of chemical weathering, ground water focusing, and mechanical

weathering arising from topographic stresses.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I. Graphical representation and input parameters of plane failure

stability model adapted from Hoek and Bray t 19771. Because the geometry and thus the

weight of the potential failure block is dependent on the position of the vertical tension

crack, two versions are presented. Case A) with the headscarp in the upper slope

surface is characteristic of failures in glacial material while case B) with the headscarp

in the slope face is characteristic of bedrock failures in the Chuckanut Formation.

Figure 2. Index map showing location of Chuckanut Formation and surrounding

pre-Tertiary rock. including the Darrington  Phyllite. after Johnson (1982).  The upper

half of the figure is a schematic geologic map of the rectangular shaded area in the

lower portion. B is Bellingham. G is Glacier. S is Seattle, and Vi is Victoria.

Figure 3. All site transects (204 total) for the Chuckanut Formation plotted with

respect to local topograhpic relief; ‘height (ml vs. hillslope gradient (degrees).
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Thresholds for both dry and completely saturated conditions are shown. Values reported

to the right of threshold refer to friction angle in degrees and cohesion in kPa. i.e. (@  in

degrees, c in kPa).

Figure 4. Anti-dip slope transects for the Chuckanut Formation plotted with

respect to local topograhpic relief; height (m) vs. hillslope gradient (degrees). Values

reported to the right of threshold refer to friction angle, 4 -2 I’ and cohesion, C = t SO

kPa.

Figure 5. Dip slope transects for the Chuckanut Formation plotted with respect to

local topograhpic relief; height (m)  vs. hillslope gradient (degrees). Values reported to
the right of threshold refer to friction angle, # = 17’ and cohesion, c = 120 kPa.

Figure 6. Transects for glacial deposits surveyed with hand level. stadia rod, and-

tape plotted with respect to local topograhpic relief; height (m) vs. hillslope gradient
(degrees). Values reported to the right of threshold .refer  to friction angle. 4, -29’ and

cohesion, c -20 kPa,

Figure 7. Schematic of figure 6 showing the spatial distribution of hillslope

processes in context of topographic relief development. Sites located above the saturated

threshold defined by the limit of topographic development may be highly susceptible to

hydrologic changes within the watershed.

Figure 8. Transects for the Darrington Phyllite depicting both weathered and

unweathered rock, The wethered phyllite in the inner gorge of the Middlefork of the

Nooksack’ River is unstable at relatively low relief. Dashed line, at 180 m, represents

maximum relief attained by weathered phyllite.
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Table 1

Comparison of Laboratory and Back-Calculated Strength

Frict ion
Material Angle.4-
Hard sedimentary
rock, ie. sandstone 35 - 45

I

Cohesi0n.C  (km

10,000 - 30,000

Soft sedimentary
rock, ie. shale or coal 25 - 35 1,000 - 20,000’

Stiff glacial
clay

Soft, slightly
organic clay

Dense sand
uniform size

3 0 - 32 IO - 150

2 2 -27 2 0 - 5.0

3 2 - 40 0

Parameters

Source

Values
Derived
From
Laboratory
Experiments
(from Hoek and
Bray, 1977)

Chuckanut Formation
Anti-dip slope

Chuckanut Formation
Dip slope

G l a c i a l  S e d i m e n t s

21 150

1 7 120

2 9 2 0

Values
Derived
From
Empirical
Relations
(this study)
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Figure 3
Chuckanut Formation
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Figure 4
Chuckanut Formation
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Figure 6
Glacial Deposits
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Figure 8
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BigDirt:  Deep-Seated Mass Wasting Project Report

Deep-seated mass failures can mobilize huge volumes of material and often comprise the
major source of sediment in a watershed (Kelsey, 1988; Eide, 1989). As a mechanism for moving
material from hillslopes, deep-seated failures form an important geomorphic component of many
landscapes and are the source of expensive and often unanticipated engineering and environmen-
tal problems. With this project we are developing a method for identifying the locations of exist-
ing and potential deep-seated mass wasting occurrences and for anticipating the response of deep-
seated failures to changes in the basin, e.g., changes in precipitation or in landuse. This method
involves the coupling of models describing the physical mechanisms of deep- seated mass wast-
ing with a geographical information system (GIS). The physical models are based on a theoretical
framework reflecting observations of geomorphic processes occurring in a region. The GIS
serves as a data base for organizing all pertinent information about a drainage basin in a form
accessible as input to physical models of geomorphic processes. The method we are developing
is modular, so that it is readily upgraded as the models on which it is based are tested and
improved, and as additional information about the basin becomes available.

-ation  of Susceotible  Sites: Calculation of Slope Stab IllQ

To date we have successfully used the GIS as a data base for two- dimensional, limit equi-
librium slope stability calculations. The result of such an analysis, illustrated with Figure 4 in the
accompanying example, is a map of relative slope stability based on calculations performed for
multiple transects through the slopes of interest. This method works well for large failures; the
resolution of topographic data presently available (digital elevation models with a 30 meter grid
spacing), however, precludes detection of features spanning less than several hundred meters.
Unfortunately, failures of smaller size, typically occurring in glacial sediments composing many
river terraces through this region, comprise a major source of sediment to many stream channels.
One can devise strategies to make the most of the information available (see the accompanying
example), but ultimately, detailed analyses require topographic data at a resolution greater than
that presently  available.

J&  Need for Geoloeic  Information and Ground-Water Flow Modeling

Efforts to date have dealt with only a single landscape attribute: the topography. The
geology also imposes a primary control on hillslope  processes. We are working to incorporate
geologic information, e.g., lithology, stratigraphy, structure, and geotechnical  properties, into the
GIS database. The slope- stability analyses done so far also have dealt only with static conditions
and identification of sites susceptible to failure. To anticipate the effect of perturbations to a basin
we must characterize the relationships connecting changeable attributes of the landscape to pro-
cesses of mass wasting. This connection occurs primarily through the ground-water flow field.
We are working to use the GIS in models of regional ground-water flow. Results of the regional
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model provide water table elevations and water flux estimates to use in slope models which cou-
ple gravitational stresses with seepage induced stresses and pore pressures. We will complete
addition of these two components, the geology and the ground-water flow field, to the slope sta-
bility analysis over the course of the coming year. Success here will provide a method for predict-
ing the effects of hydrologic perturbations to the basin and the potential~for  predicting the
occurrence of failures enhanced by seepage erosion.

Tests  of the  Mabsd
The success of our approach for anticipating deep-seated failures in any region can be

evaluated only through comparison of the predictions made to field observations. Kevin
Schmidt’s field work east of Bellingham provides the first test; indeed Kevin’s results highlight
the need for geologic information. Landslide mapping done by Dave Parks (1992). by Fisdal
and Brunengo (1981),  and perhaps that being done in upcoming Watershed Analyses, provide
additional sites with which to test and refine this method for locating sites susceptible to deep-
seated mass wasting.

The following examples illustrate the steps involved in the method of slope stability analysis

being developed with this project.
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Case Studv  1

The Problem

Numerous large, deep-seated landslides exist throughout portions of the North Cascades
and have been mapped in detail in several basins, including the Middle Fork of the Nooksack
River (Fiksdal and Brunengo, 1981; Schmidt, 1992). These slides present a diverse array of mass
wasting types and processes (Thorsen, 1989a). To anticipate the occurrence and behavior of mul-
tiple landslide types in a regional analysis, we must seek similarities in the underlying mecha-
nisms by which such slides are formed and by which motion on them occurs. The subsequent
paragraphs and figures suggest a theoretical mechanism for the widespread occurrence of mass
wasting movement spanning the length of mountain slopes, provide references to field observa-
tions in support of mat theory, and present a simple slope stability model appropriate for the phys-
ical mechanisms that may be occurring.

The Model

Regional stresses within continental zones, including the Pacific Northwest, tend to be
predominantly compressional (Zoback, 1992). Interactions between compressional regionally
acting stresses, the force of gravity, and the ground-surface topography cause local stresses that
vary systematically through the landscape (Scheidegger, 1963; McTigue  and Mei,  1981; Savage
et al., 1985; Savage and Swolfs, 1986). In regions of high regional compression, local compres-
sive stresses tend to form in valleys while local tensile stresses tend to form in ridges (Miller,
1993). This leads to a pattern of potential rock failure as shown in Figure 1 below. This figure
was made by comparing the rock strength predicted with a Coulomb failure criterion (Goodman,
1989) to the stress field calculated for a symmetric ridge under a regional tectonic compression
(Savage et al., 1985; Miller, 1993). These results are for shale, which is a very weak rock. Failure

Elevation (meters)

loo07

0.

m Tensile Failure
•j Shear Failure

-4000 -2000 0 2000
Horizontal Distance (meters)

4000

Figure 1. The pattern of failure predicted within a ridge under a regional horizontal compres-
don  of oB  = 0.045~  MPa  where z is depth in meters. Failed zones are indicated by shading:
tensile failure is shown in black, shear failure in gray. Failure is predicted with the Coulomb
failure criterion using strength parameters for a shale: cohesion = 0.34 MPa,  angle of internal
friction = 22 degrees (Goodman, 1989, page 83).

L
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predicted for a stronger rock would be less extensive, but with a similar pattern. Likewise, the
extent of failure is dependent on the magnitude of the regional horizontal stress.

The interaction of gravitational and regional tectonic forces with ground-surface topogra-
phy in regions of high relief provides a potential mechanism for initiating regionally extensive
mass wasting at scales spanning entire mountain slopes. The distribution of stress induced within
a ridge suggests a pattern of fracturing characterized by steeply-dipping, tensional fractures along
ridge crests underlain by shear fractures at depth. Such patterns have been inferred from field
observations in many mountainous regions of the world, including the North Cascades (Thorsen,
1989b)  and the Olympic Mountains (Tabor,  1971) in Washington state, the Coast Mountains of
British Columbia (Bovis, 1982),  and the Rocky Mountains of the Western U.S. (Radbruch-Hall et
al., 1976; Savage and Varnes,  1987).

The pattern of fracturing induced by regional stresses sets the stage for a variety of mass
wasting processes. Fractured rock is mechanically weak and fractures provide potential failure
surfaces. Likewise, increased permeability accompanying fracmre formation enhances chemical
weathering of the rock and influences the ground-water flow field. Although these processes can
lead to great complexity in the types of mass wasting that result, the pattern of fracturing illus-
trated in Figure 1 suggests a simple model with which to anticipate where gravity driven down
slope movement is likely to occur. This model is based on an analysis presented in Hoek and
Bray (1981) for wedge failures. The geometry is illustrated in Figure 2 below.

The stability of the wedge is determined by comparing the shear force acting over the
potential failure surface to the shear strength of the material. The shear strength can be estimated
with the Coulomb criterion. Values of cohesion and angle of internal friction appropriate for the
materials involved, keeping in mind that the rock is fractured, must be chosen. Such values can
be obtained from’published compendia of geotechnical properties, e.g., Goodman (1989).

Tension crack

Ground Surface

Figure 2. The geometry of the potential failure is approximated as a wedge bounded by a verti
:al  tension crack near the ridge crest and by a planar surface below. The volume of the failed
material  is determined by the surface topography, the position and depth of the tension crack,
md the dip of the failure surface. With the volume, the bulk density of the material, and an
assumed pore pressure distribution, the normal (0)  and shear(r) forces acting over the potential
failure surface can be calculated.
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For a given set of material parameters (bulk density, cohesion, and friction angle), the sta-
bility of a slope is determined by the geometry of the wedge. I have written a computer program
to find the geometry of the least stable wedge having a specified horizontal extent (X)  for a slope
of given surface topography. The potential for failure along the slope is then determined by calcu-
lating the minimum stability for wedges of varying size and position along theentire length of the
slope. Each point along  the slope is assigned the stability of the least stable wedge which con-
tained it. This model thus provides an estimate of relative stability as a function of position along
a slope. The next step is to use the GIS to provide the model with the topographic and geotechni-
Cal  information required.

Coupling of the Model and the GIS

The topographic information is stored in the GIS as a digital elevation model (DEM)
which consists of point values of elevation for a grid of points regularly spaced at 30 meter inter-
vals. Elevations between the gridded points can be interpolated and contour lines constmcted as
shown in Figure 3 on the next page. Topographic profiles for slope transects can also be con-
structed from the DEM. The slope stability model uses a two-dimensional approximation of the
actual slope geometry, i.e., in the model it is assumed that the slope extends a distance along strike
large compared  to its downslope length. To better approximate conditions assumed in the calcula-
tions, the topography of the slope can be averaged over a certain along-strike distance to produce
an average profile for a section of the slope. This is illustrated by the rectangular box surrounding
the transect line in Figure 3.

The profile is then used in the slope stability model to calculate a measure of stability, e.g.,
a factor of safety (Fs),  for points along the profile. Transects are taken at regular intervals along
all slopes and stability calculations are made for every transect. These calculations provide stabil-
ity values for closely spaced points throughout the landscape. These stability values provide the
information needed to locate those areas susceptible to mass wasting; the next step is to portray
that information in an easily interpreted manner, i.e., as a map. The GIS serves this purpose as
well. With the GIS, stability values can be interpolated between the points at which calculations
were made and a map showing contours of slope stability, or polygons delineating areas of differ-
ing relative stability, can be made. Such a map is shown in Figure 4.

The model and the set of material parameters used with it are a description of how mass
wasting processes might work in this landscape. We know it is not a complete description,
because these calculations did not include many factors that might effect slope processes (e.g., the
strike and dip of the bedding planes relative to the aspect of the slope). We would like to fmd  out,
however, just how good a description it is. To that end, the map provides a prediction to be tested.
As shown in Figure 4, this method for estimating slope stability did pick out those areas mapped
as landslide features. It also  picked out many areas not mapped as landslides. It is possible that
mass wasting processes are occurring on these additional areas, but have not been mapped as
landslides, or that these areas are potentially unstable even though no landslides have yet
occurred, or that the model is overly sensitive - which is quite likely since local geological struc-
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ture was not taken into account. These possibilities are testable with field observations. Failure
of the predictions to match what is observed provides guidance ro  improve the model, or the
parameter values used in the model, or both. Likewise, as additional data are incorporated into
the GIS, such as the geology (including the dip of the beds, which Kevin has shown to be of great
importance to slope stability in this area), our description of mass wasting processes will improve.

tal Elevation Mode

N

Elevation (meters) t
50 meter contour

1500
Topographic Profile

1000

500

m

B

OO 1000 2000
Horizontal Distance (m)

Figure 3. The topographic information used in the slope stability calculations is obtained
from a digital elevation model. The rectangular region delineated along the transect from A
to B signifies the extent of along-strike averaging of the topography used to construct the
topographic profile.



Slopes North of tlte Middle  Fork Nooksack
USGS Canyon Lake 7.5’ Quadrangle

Relatively Unstable

Less Stable

Relatively Stable

lkm. N
50 meter Contour Interval

t

Figure 4. Relative slope stability map. The shaded zone delineates the area in which
slope stability calculations were performed. For the calculations I used a cohesion of
0.34 MPa  and an angle of internal friction of 22 degrees; values for a shale taken from
Goodman (1989). Bedrock of this area is primarily of the Chuckanut Formation, a
folded sequence of sandstones and shales (Johnson, 1982). The calculated stabilities
were divided into three categories: relatively stable (Fs > 1.5),  less stable (1.5 > Fs >
1.2),  and unstable (Fs < 1.2),  as shown above. The heavy lines delineate landslides
mapped by Fiksdal and Brunengo  (1981) and by Schmidt (1992).



Case Studv  2

The Problem

The 30 meter grid spacing of presently available DEMs  limits topographic resolution to
features spanning hundreds of meters in horizontal extent. Such resolution issufficient  for delin-
eation of large landscape features, as illustrated in the previous example. Unfortunately, slope
failures of smaller extent  comprise a significant proportion of the sediment budget in many basins
(e.g., Raines, 1991; Parks, 1992). Locally, stream-side failures occurring in terraces  composed of
glacial valley-train sediments can be extensive (e.g., Schmidt, 1992). As shown in the profiles in
Figure 5 below, the topographic signature of such failures is not resolved with a 30 meter DEM.
This highlights the need for higher resolution  topographic data. The work of Zhang and Mont-
gomery (submitted, 1993) suggests that a 10 ,meter  grid spacing is required to resolve the hydro-
logic characteristics of low-order basins; similar efforts are needed to determine the limits placed
on slope stability analysis by the resolution of the DEM. Lacking higher resolution topographic
data, we must devise methods to utilize the data available. Presented below is a model based on
observed modes of stream-side failure in valley-bottom, glacio-fluvial sediments. As this model
shows, the lack of data necessitates great generalization in our description of these mass wasting
processes.

Elevation (m)

Horizontal Distance (m)

Figure 5. Comparison of topographic profiles across a slump complex in a terrace,of  gla-
cio-fluvial sediments taken from a 30 meter DEM and surveyed in the field.

The Model
Figure 6 below shows a set of profiles for slopes in glacio-fluvial sediments adjacent to

the Middle Fork Nooksack  River surveyed by Kevin Schmidt. Vegetated slopes showing no indi-
cation of ongoing mass wasting are labeled as stable; exposed slopes with fresh exposures of the
valley-bottom glacial sediments indicative of recent  failure (typically, landslide blocks are still
present in the channel) are labeled as failed. These profiles suggest that stable and recently failed
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Figure 6. Surveyed profiles of slopes in glacio-fluvial sediments adjacent to the Middle
Fork Nooksack  River. All distances are in meters.

slopes within these glacial sediments may be described with characteristic geometries. Stable
slopes are relatively straight with a gradient of 30 to 4.0 degrees extending from the channel edge
to the terrace top. Some stable slopes have a portion of the toe removed, suggestive of stream ero-
sion into the slope. Failed slopes have a straight section extending from the channel edge to the
base of a steep head scarp.

Field observations together with air photo analysis suggest that slope instabilities within
these sediments are typically initiated by steam erosion into the toe of the slope. We suggest the
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following model for describing.this  process. Over time, processes of mass wasting produce rela-
tively straight, stable slopes near the angle of repose for unconsolidated sediments. Erosion of the
toe alters the geometry with a consequent redistribution of stresses within the slope. This~change
in geometry thus changes the stability of the slope. Using the profiles of failed slopes shown in
Figure 6 as a guide, the potential failure is represented with the wedge geometry shown in Figure
7 below. Because the angles 91  and 02  (refer to Figure 7) vary little between slopes, the stability
of the wedge depends only upon the strength properties of the material, the relief of the terrace
(H),  and the extent  of toe erosion (X). For given material properties (e.g., bulk density, cohesion,
and angle of internal friction), the position of the headscarp and the slope of the failure surface
may be varied to find both the wedge having the lowest stability and, if the slope is unstable, the
largest volume that could fail.

In this simple model, the properties of the terrace sediments are assumed to be homoge-
neous. This is certainly not the case: a ltik  at an exposure through a typical terrace reveals a
basal layer of lacustrine sediments, overlain by glacial outwash,  with a till cap at many sites, typi-
cally topped with a thin veneer of fluvial  floodplain deposits. Although the stratigraphy consists
of a layered sequence of differing materials, the stratigraphy itself is consistent throughout the
formerly glaciated basins in this region. Kevin (Schmidt, 1992) has suggested, with supporting
field evidence, that one may define a set of material parameters to represent the package of sedi-
ments as a whole. We progress with that assumption.

Model Predictions
The calculations predict three distinct modes of failure, illustrated in Figure 8 on the next

page. Removal of a small portion of the toe, up to 7 meters for the material parameters used in
these calculations, has no effect on the slope. Removal of between 7 to 10 meters of the toe
causes failures that extend partially up the slope. Removal of greater than 10 meters of the toe ini-
tiate failures that extend to the crest of the slope. If toe erosion exceeds a certain limit, depending

I
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@ure  7. Stream-side failure in glacio-fluvial sediments; assumed failure geometry.
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Figure 8. The maximum volume of stream-side failures as a function of toe erosion (X)
and terrace relief (H). It is assumed that erosion of the toe is rapid, followed after some
time by development of a slope failure. Three modes of failure are predicted, illustrated
in the sketches above. The following parameter values were used for these calculations:
cohesion = 20 kPa,  angle of internal friction = 29 degrees (cohesion and angle of internal
friction from Schmidt, 1992),  bulk density = 2000kg/m3,  01  = 35 degrees, and 92 = 75
degrees. Fully saturated conditions were assumed.

on the total relief of the terrace, the failures extend into the terrace. These three modes of failure
involve progressively increasing volumes of material, as shown in the graphs above. For failures
extending to the top of the terrace, the volume of material mobilized by the failure is a function of
the total relief of the terrace, as shown in the graph to the right above.

This model provides easily tested predictions. Moreover, it ties sediment supply from the
hillslope directly to occurrences in the channel, i.e., to the extent of bank erosion. Use of the
model requires only a measurement of the total relief  of the terrace, a quantity which can in some
cases be obtained with presently available topographic data.
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Deep-Seated Bedrock Landslides and Rock Mass Strength
Analys i s

Kevin M. Schmidt
Department of Geological Sciences, AI-20 .~

University of Washington
Seattle, WA. 98195

HIERARCHY OF LANDSLIDE HAZARD RECOGNITION

As a portion of the deep-seated mass wasting study, we are developing a multi-

level approach for identifying deep-seated landslide locations and estimating their

relative hazard. At the broadest level, this method entails aerial photograph,

topographic map, and geologic map investigation to characterize the material

properties and common modes of failure of the geologic units under study. This level

of analysis also denotes the portions of the landscape with high degrees of instability

that may be chronic sources of sediment to the adjacent channels. For further details

see Schmidt land Montgomery, this report.

The second level of analysis involves the coupling of a model describing the

mechanics of landslide failure with a geographic information system (GIS) (see

Miller, this report). This level can be used not only to identify the locations of active

landslides in a regional context, but also to predict the potential locations of future

areas of instability. In addition, it can be used to anticipate ihe response of landslides

to hydrologic changes within the basin. Current efforts include the addition of

geologic parameters to the topographic base, a digital elevation model, in the GIS

database. Field studies have highlighted the importance of the geologic features that

Iead to decreased hillslope strength (e.g. bedding planes, joints, slope aspect, and

water content).

The third level involves the local characterization of rock strength at the

outcrop scale. Rock strength can be quantified through an approach termed rock

mass strength (Selby, 1980). The following parameters are included in the

classification: intact rock strength; state of weathering of the rock; joint spacing;

orientation of joints with respect to the hillslope; width of joints, lateral or vertical

continuity of the joints; infilling of the joints; and movement of water out of the rock

mass. Each parameter is assigned a rating and the sum of the ratings determines the
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rock mass strength on a scale with a maximum rating of 100. Certain aspects of

Selby’s classification system have been tailored for use in slope stability evaluation.

APPLICATION TO STUDY AREA

Outcrops of the Chuckanut Formation were examined in areas of both stable

hillslopes and recognized landslide sites. Rock mass strengths were determined at the

outcrop scale using a modified version of Selby’s method. Sites were chosen such that

the outcrops examined were located in areas of the landscape that were used to define

the limit to topographic relief development and back-calculated strength values

described in the text and denoted in Figure 3 of Schmidt and Montgomery, this report.

A similar plot was generated depicting the rock mass strength characteristic of a

transect (Figure 1). Where multiple outcrop ratings were determined for one

topographic transect, the values were simply averaged.

If all valleys in a landscape were incised to the full relief supportable by the

bedrock strength, then Figure 1 would be stratified such that rock mass strengths

increase with height for a given slope, or with slope for a given height. However,

erosion does not proceed such that the relief potential of all the hillslopes is

synchronously maximized. Even so, Figure 1 reveals that the rock mass strength of

the landslide sites is consistently lower that the neighboring values for stable

hillslopes. Furthermore, a partitioning of Figure I into the individual components of

relief (height) and hillslope gradient demonstrates that all hillslopes with rock mass

strengths greater than 69 are stable (Figures 2 & 3). It appears as if rock of the

Chuckanut Formation producing strength values over 69 is strong enough to retard

deep-seated landsliding under the present erosional regime. Therefore, once a

material strength is characteriied, field studies of rock strength at the outcrop scale

may aid in future landslide prediction and evaluation.

This approach incorporates and quantifies the effects of geologic structure

such as the orientation and aspect of the weak links of shale in the strongly-bedded

Chuckanut Formation. In addition, i t  can account for varying percentages of

lithologies with different intact rock strengths. For example, failures have been

recognized in the Chuckanut Formation where the local proportion of shale

dramatically increases. With respect to the Darrington Phyllite, the effects of

weathering also is reflected in the intact rock strength. In general, data is easily

collected by walking or driving roads and examining bedrock in roadcuts. Rock mass
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strength characterization provides a simple method to refine and supplement both

the data available on geologic maps and -the predictions made by GIS analyses.

REFERENCES

Selby, MI.. 1980, A rock mass strength classification for .geomorphic  purposes:
with tests from Antarctica and New Zealand: Zeitschrift fur Geomotphologie,
vol. 24, no. 1, p. 31-51.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Plot of transects for Chuckanut Formation showing characteristic
r o c k mass strength ratings with respect to topographic relief development.
Landslide sites, enclosed by open circle,  typically have lower strengths than
neighboring stable hillslopes.

Figure 2. Plot of rock mass strength rating vs. topographic height of hillslope
for Chuckanut Formation. Landslide sites are constrained below a rock mass strength
value of 69.

Figure 3. Plor of rock mass strength rating vs. topographic gradient of
hillslope for Chuckanut Formation. Landslide sites are constrained below a rock mass
strength value of 69.
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Figure 2
Rock Mass Strength vs. Height for Chuckanut
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Figure 3

Rock Mass Strength vs. Slope for Chucktinut
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Abstract
A discussion of the controls on bed surface texture is presented
in order to highlight potentially erroneous channel assessment
conclusions using the method proposed by Dietrich  et al.
[ 19891. It is emphasized that interpretation of surface textures
should not be made in isolation from other fluvial  processes that
contribute to their formation.

Introduction

The size, sorting, and packing assemblage of bed grains determine a channel’s

surface texture. Analysis of bed surface textures  can provide valuable insight into stream

dynamics, because surface textures directly reflect the hydraulic processes and sediment

loading conditions of a channel, which together govern sediment transport rates. As such,

surface textural analysis can effectively be used as a surrogate for diit measures of

hydrologic and sedimentologic  parameters. It has recently been suggested that surface-

grain analysis can be used to interpret channel condition in terms of sediment loading

[Dietrich et al., 1989; Kinerson, 1990; Dietrich  et al., 19931.  Channel assessment of

this sort has direct application for evaluation of existing or potential stream degradation due

to land management practices [Dietrich et al. 1989;  Dunne  and  Dietrich, 19911.  A

method for assessing channel condition in terms of sediment supply was proposed by

Dietrich  et al. [ 19891  and subsequently implemented for watershed analyses in the state of

Washington IWFPB,  19921.  The purpose of this paper is to examine the controls on

surface textures in terms of fluvial  processes and discuss qualifications concerning the

direct application of the method proposed by Dietrich  et al. [1989].

Textural Response to Sediment Supply

Many previous studies have documented surface-grain response to changes in

sediment supply associated with dam construction [Leopold et al., 1964.  Stream  beds

respond dynamically to changes in sediment supply. Channel beds tend to coarsen (or

armor) when deprived of sediment and tine when inundated with sediment. Armoring
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occurs by selective transport or horizontal winnowing [Milhous,  19731  of fmer exposed

grams in low sediment supply environments; vertical winnowing associated with

“ldnematic  sieving” due to dilatational bed shearing may also be an important mechanism

for surface coarsening [Parker and Klingeman,  1982; Jiang and Ha&  19<3].  Textural

fling  in high sediment supply regimes occurs mainly by particle distrainment [Drake,

1988; i?uJington  et al., 19921  of fines  over rough bed surfaces, resulting in partial burial

of larger bed grams and general smoothing of the bed surface.

Dietrich  et al.  [ 19891  proposed that surface textural adjustments associated with

changes in sediment supply occur to accommodate imposed sediment loads. They

developed a dimensionless transport ratio, q*, that is the transport rate of the surface

material normalixed  by that of the load (approximated by the subsurface [Milhous,  1973;

Kuhnle,  19931)  and is in effect an efficiency  equation, defined as

where 2h  is the basal shear stress and Zcs  and Q are the critical shear stresses of the surface

and load respectively. Values of q* close to 1 represent efficient sediment-transporting

channels with high sediment loads and fine surface textures; q* values near 0 indicate

inefficient sediment transport over coarse bed surfaces in low sediment supply regimes.

The potential values of q* represent a range of textural response that can occur to

accommodate variations in sediment load without otherwise causing significant

morphologic change. As such, q* is a valuable indicator of channel condition with regard

to sediment ‘supply. However, a valid interpretation of surface textures requires an

understanding of all fluvial  processes that contribute to an observed texture. The following

discussion details some aspects of sediment supply not explicitly considered in the q*

hypothesis.
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The flume data used to develop the q* hypothesis document textural response to

changes in the volume of a given mixture of supplied sediment, but do not provide any

information on bed surface response to changes in the size distribution of the sediment

input. Presumably transport of the same volume of a fmer-sized supply cotdd  be

accommodated by an even coarser surface than the existing one. Conversely, a coarser-

sired  supply of equal volume would require a finer  bed surface in order to have a

comparable transport rate. Extreme changes in supply regime may result a substantial

reorganization of the channel morphology and roughness configuration [Montgomery and

Bufington,  19931,  making  simple textural responses insignificant in comparison.

The author interprets the q* hypothesis to assume that the bed is self-formed and

that all grain sizes are transportable; as an ideal efficiency equation q* cannot be less than

0, and at q* equal to 0 the entire bed is at the threshold for motion. Many river-beds are

not self-formed per se, but rather have large gram sixes imposed on them by confluences

of steep, highly competent, tributary channels or by mass wasting events. Often the

mainstem  river is not competent enough to carry this imposed coarse load which then

accumulates as lag. If the slope does not increase concurrently with the coarse sediment

lag, then the rougher bed surface will  cause a reduction in the sediment transport rate

[Iseya  and Ikeda, 1987. Furthermore, if the bedload  size distribution does not change in

response to the imposition of large immobile grains, then an apparently lower q* will

result, erroneously indicating a high capacity to convey increased sediment loads. Where

coarse-grained  inputs change the  mainstem  slope, as in portions of the Colorado and

Snoquahnie rivers, transport rates are likely to be increased. The bedload  size distribution

in these  channels and in channel motphologies such as step-pool and cascade channels [see

discussion in Monrgomery  and Bufingron,  19931  is clearly fmer than the surface

distribution, indicating a low q* and a high relative transport capacity; however,

quantification of q* using the surface gram sixes of these channels is not advised, because

the bed grain sixes may be adjusted to longer-term recurrence intervals than in lower-
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gradient channels [see discussion in Montgomery and Bu@ington,  19931, making it

diffhmlt  to evaluate different portions of the network on similar temporal scales of process.

Bat&full-equivalent evaluations of q* using such bed grain sixes may result in negative

values. Nevertheless, q* can be confidently applied in many lower-gradient channels.

Finally, in many channels bedload  transport may be a function of both season and

antecedent discharge events [Nanson,  1974 GriJiths,  1980; Milhous,  1973; Sidle, 1988;

Reid et al., 19851,  indicating that surface textures are highly variable during any given

year. Several investigators have noted changes in the degree  ‘of armoring between seasons

and hydrologic events [MiZhous,  1973; Reid et aZ.,  19851, as well as grosser textural

changes caused by seasonal pool-filling by tine material [Campbell and Sidle, 1985; Lisle

and Hilton 19921.  These observations demonstrate the potential for a large degree of

variability in the evaluation  of channel condition for a particular stream or for comparisons

between channels.

Textural Response to Hydraulic Processes

Variations in texture can occur in  a reach due to differential spatial patterns of shear

stress caused by channel  curvature and topographic steering [Dietrich and Smith, 1983;

1984a;  19846; Dietrich  and Whiting, 1989; Dietrich  et al., 19791. For example, in a

meander bend it is commonly observed that surface grains tine both downstream along the

point bar and cross-stream from the pool to the bar. These textural variations reflect the

shifting of the high velocity core across the bar toward the pool, causing flow convergence

in the pool and divergence downstream along the bar [Dietrich and Smith, 1983; 1984a;

19846;  Dierich  and Whiting, 1989; Dietrich  et al., 19791. Other channel types also

exhibit spatial variability of textures due to basic channel  morphology and roughness

configuration. For example, steep-gradient step-pool and cascade channels are composed

mainly of coarse-grained bed material, but finer  textures may exist in low energy
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environments associated whh pools formed by steps and boulder clusters and with velocity

shadows created by large grains [see Monrgomery  and BuJfnzgron,  19931.

Recent investigation of gravel- and cobble-bedded channels has documented

textural response to energy dissipation caused by in-channel roughness elements

[Bufington,  1992; Bufington  and Montgowzery,  1992; Bufington,  thesis in prep.]. A

bankfull  threshold channel~model  was used to predict median surface gram sixes and serve

as a reference point from which to examine textural response to various roughness

elements. Three different channel types showing increasing complexity of roughness were

examined in order to partition the relative effects of gram, bedform,  and large woody debris

(LWD)  roughness. Detailed textural and topographic mapping was conducted, as well as

subsurface gram size analysis. Results from the study of forty chatmels  in coastal Alaska

and Washington show that textural response to roughness elements occurs at both local and

teach scales. Spatial averaging of textures on a reach scale results in  segregation by

channel type into distinct zones of textural response (Figure 1).  such that increasing

roughness due to barforms  and LWD produces progressively finer  surface textures.

Although streams with more in-channel roughness  typically have more extensive patches of

finer textures, the results of Figure 1 are not simply an effect of the averaging-in of these

patches. The study sites segregate in a similar fashion when the dominant (i.e. most

common) texture  is plotted rather than the average texture, indicating that in-channel

roughness elements have a reach-wide effect on surface textures.

In terms of channel condition, Figure 1 shows that channels with abundant LWD

exhibit the strongest textural fling  and are thus hypothesized to have the least capacity to

convey increased sediment loads by further textural fining. Analysis of field  and laboratory

studies of textural response to sediment supply indicate that surface fining due to increased

sediment loads can be of comparable magnitude to the response caused by in-channel

roughness elements (Figure 2). The Figure 2 schematic is intended to show that surface

textures are a function of channel shear stress (proportiomd  to the product of depth and
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slope), channel roughness features, and sediment load. It is surprising to note that the

segregation of textural response by channel type shown in Figure 1 is observed without

any consideration of sediment loading. This may indicate that unless changes in sediment

supply are pronounced and persistent, textural response is dominated by the presence of

roughness elements.

Conclusion

Surface textural analysis is a valuable tool for understanding channel dynamics and

assessing channel condition. However, in order to avoid erroneous conclusions, surface

textures must be interpreted in terms of a variety of fluvial  processes that may contribute to

textural formation. Bed surface textures may be controlled by numerous factors and

processes, including: long-term and seasonal sediment supply (both volume and caliber) of

material that the channel can competently carry; supply of over-huge lag material, energy

dissipation caused by the presence of in-channel roughness elements, which include the

stable roughness configuration for a given morphology (e.g. bars and pools),  as well as

any imposed rouhgnesses (LWD,  forced curvature, etc.); antecedent discharge events; and

spatial patterns of shear stress governed by channel morphology. Interpretation of channel

condition through  use of assessment methods such as q* [Dietrich  et al., 19891  should be

qualified by the above listed factors in order to separate other effects from that of the

volume of supplied sediment. However, partitioning of these relative effects.is  not a trivial

matter and deserves further investigation; the author [&.@ng~on.  thesis in prep. ] is

currently addressing portions of this problem. Assessment of channels~  without significant

bedforms  or high woody debris loading (i.e. plane-bed channels) may provide the most

unambiguous application of q*. Furthermore, it is important to recognize that even

properly interpreted q* analyses provide only a “snap-shot” of current sediment loading

conditions and must be evahrated  in conjunction with other indicators of channel

assessment.
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